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NEWS FOR MODEL RAILWAY
ENTHUSIASTS

 ALL GAUGE '00' RAILWAYMEN will be in-terested
in our new series of line side models. In addition to essential
models such as stations, goods depots, etc., we are making many
new ones as standard productions, including factory, power
station, advertisement hoarding, village inn, sand and cement
depot, etc., etc. Every building is a hand -made copy of the real
thing, built by expert workmen with years of experience. Write
for our free catalogue ind price list. If it does not cover your
requirements we are always pleased to quote for special models
and we give special terms to members of Model Railway Clubs.
THE MODELS RANGE IN PRICE FROM 613TO 22f6

POWER DRIVEN MODELS
OF FAMOUS SHIPS

H.M.S. NELSON
Battery driven. Length 26"

Complete Kit -Set for assembling - 25f-

- 36'6Made-up model ready to sail - -

I lugar Models Kit -Sets enable you to build for yourself scale working models
of famous ships of H.M. Royal Navy and the Mercantile Marine. Kit -Set of
H.M.S. NELSON (made-up model illustrated here) contains over 100 parts and a
detailed instruction sheet for assembling. When built the model floats perfectly,
is electrically propelled and answers to the helm. Made-up models of ships com-
pletely equipped and ready for sailing are also available. Besides H.M.S. NELSON
we can supply working models of the following-H.M.S. Southampton, R.M.S.
Queen Mary, R.M.M.V. Stirling Castle, R.M.M.V. Athlone Castle, S.S. Orion,
S.S. Orcades and S.S. Epsom Downs (Modern Cargo Vessel). 'I'he length of the
models is from 23 ins. upwards and they will run 21 hours non-stop.
Write now for descriptions and price list of models, sent free together with instruction
chart for building H.M.S. Nelson.

HUGAR MODELS LIMITED, SOUTH STREET, EPSOM, SURREY.

A Book Guide for the Electrical Engineer

The Electrical Educator
Revised, Enlarged and Rearranged in Convenient Form

This Famous Work Now Covers

Electrical Development, Telegraphy, Telephony
Television, Photo -Telegraphy, Wireless Telegraphy, etc., up-to-date

EDITED BY SIR AMBROSE FLEMING, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S., WITH CONTRIBUTIONS
BY THE GREATEST LIVING AUTHORITIES

SOME OF THE SUBJECTS COVERED:
The Education of Electrical Engineers-Electricity and Magnetism-Elec-
trical Measuring Instruments-Mechanics for Electrical Students-Electric
Materials-Cables-House Wiring-Electric Fittings and Switches-
Electric Lamps-Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony-Direct Current
Measuring -111e Institute of Electrical Engineers-What We Owe to the
Arc Lighting Period-Armature Winding-Electric Traction-Central
Station Steam Plant-Costing for Power Station Engineers-Power Station
Records-Private Generating Plant-Drawing for Electrical Engineers-
Electric Salesmanship-Education and Training for the Electrical Industry
IF IT IS ANYTHING CONNECTED WITH ELECTRICAL

-Accumulators-Automatic Telephones-Photographing Heart Beats- -
The Minor and the Super Power Station-Invention in Electrical Engineer-
ing-The Law of Electric Supply-Electrical Advertising-The Ether-
Photo-Telegraphy and Television-Theory of Alternating Currents-
Development of the Electrical Industry (by Colonel Crompton)-Electrical
Condensers-Special Steels in the Electrical Industry-History of the Electrical
Industry-Electricity from Sand-Electrical Calculations-Pioneers of
Electricity (Biographies)-Co-operation in the Electrical Industry-The
Future of the Electrical Industry, etc.
ENGINEERING, YOU WILL FIND IT IN THIS WORK

Our FREE Pamphlet Will Tell You About It

This up-to-date Book -Guide will never
fail you. It answers every question : it
solves every difficulty. It pays for itself.
Once acquired, you can study the subjects listed above,
making yourself more and more efficient in the difficult
knowledge belonging to your chosen work without leaving
your armchair. You may have the complete work for
only 5 - first payment.

The New Era Publishing Co., Ltd., 12-14 Newton Street,
High Holborn, London, W.C.2.

Send me, free of cost or obligation to order anything, descriptive
booklet on THE ELECTRICAL EDUCATOR in its new, convenient
form, with particulars as to popular price and easy terms of payment

NA ME

ADDRESS

DATE P.M.90
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BOOK

AN ENTIRELY
NEW WORK IN
NON -TECHNICAL

LANGUAGE.

400 PAGES
LAVISHLY

ILLUSTRATED

A WONDERFUL
BARGAIN FOR

EVERY PRACTICAL
MAN, AMATEUR

OR EXPERT.

Why I Have Produced This Invaluable Handbook
BY F. J. CAMM, EDITOR OF " PRACTICAL MECHANICS."

IT has been clear to me for some considerable time that one of the greatest
aids I could give readers of PRACTICAL MECHANICS would be a
Handbook containing formulae that are hard to search out in the

normal way, and facts, figures and data on the thousand and one activities
in the world of mechanics.

That idea has now taken shape. I have been hard at work for months on
such a book as this, and to -day I am proud to announce it-THE PRACTICAL
MECHANICS' HANDBOOK-exclusively produced for PRACTICAL
MECHANICS readers-a work such as has never been published before.

Between its two covers it gives you all the facts, formulae and tables
you are always requiring in your work or hobbies, and it guides you
through the intricacies of lathe work, screw cutting, mechanical drawing,
etc., and all the other activities tabulated below.

In order that any formula may be found instantly, the book is arranged
with a very comprehensive cross-reference index. Every activity is written
in simple language, and the book is profusely illustrated with special
diagrams. The book will become an ever -handy, ever -necessary companion
for both amateur and technician.

The simple instructions for obtaining it will be found on page 450, and
I would advise every reader to get it. When the print order is exhausted it may
not be possible to obtain further copies-so please, in your own interests, fill
in the forms on page 450 and be sure of your presentation copy.

The Invaluable Contents of THE PRACTICAL MECHANICS HANDBOOK include:-

Lathe Work. Screw Cutting. Mechanical Drawing. Mechanics. Polishing.
Plating. Formulae for Glues. Cements and Adhesives. Soldering. Silver Soldering.
Brazing and Welding. Timber. Formulae for Mensuration. Hardening and
Tempering Steel. Fitting. Model Making. Pattern Making. Patents and how
to take them out. Scientific Data for Engineers and Mechanics. Engineering

Tools, etc., etc.

In the space of a single page it is possible to mention only a very small
selection from the contents. THE PRACTICAL MECHANICS' HANDBOOK,
however, will be found to be worth many pounds to you, so lose no time
in filling up the forms on page 450 and making certain of this presentation
volume at a mere fraction of its value.

BE SURE TO FILL UP THE FORMS ON PAGE 450 AT ONCE!
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NEW 1938 "UNIQUE"

SLIDE
RULES

THE BEST RULES OBTAINABLE
IRRESPECTIVE OF PRICE

POCKET Pr
LOG -LOG Pr
RULE
NOW ONLY Pr

ACTUAL
SIZE

\ 1 ins.
A.B.C.D.
LOG -LOG SCALES,
REVERSED " C "
SCALE WITH RECI-
°ROCALS. DATA
STRIP ON BACK WITH
VALUABLE FORMULAE

316
POST 3d.

COMPLETE IN CASE

GUARANTEED
FOR PRECISION

AND
ACCURACY

SIMPLE EXAMPLES :
86.2 x .049 x 18 x 1.7

22.5 x 11.45 x .8
2.8 x 3.2 x 6.5

...hid the value of £86 after 6} years' compound
interest at 5 per cent, per annum allowed.
Calculate the cost of 43 articles at £3 6s. 10d. each.
Calculate 28 per cent, of £61 10s. Od. Find the cost
of 16 tons 3 cwt. 2 qr. of material at £1 2s. 8d. per ton.
Find the cost of 15i yards of material at 8s. 44d. per yard.
Find the log of 485.
PROBLEMS EASILY SOLVED IN Division, Multiplication,
Squares, Square Roots,Cubes,Cube Roots,Logarithms, Natural Logs,Log-
Log Computations, Sines, Cosines, Tangents, Cosecants, Secants, Contin-
gents, Money Calculations. These rules are made from well -seasoned
mahogany. Celluloid faced,back and front,with free view unbreakable cursor
They are perfectly and accurately made, the scales tieing more fully numbered
than those of expensive instruments.

OTHER MODELS:

SALE OF GENUINE SWISS -MADE CHROMIUM CASES

ZEST STOP -WATCHES
ORIGINALLY SOLD BY US FOR 15 - EACH

FULLY GUARANTEED
eve- Jewelled Lever Movement
1.1,- Unbreakable Glass
to, Chromium Case
low- Shockproof
NEW MODEL
For Sport,
Science or
Industry

er-
ENLARGED
ILLUSTRA-

TION

1//,,(1(ml"

WITHOUT DOUBT THE
FINEST WATCH VALUE
OBTAINABLE TO -DAY

GIVING ACCURATE
READINGS TO

ONE -FIFTH SECOND

NOW
ONLY 5,9

POST &
BOX

6d.

FOR
DOCTORS'

OR HOSPITAL USE
ACCURATE

TIMEKEEPERS

'00 itt?str
Apart from being able to register time to fractions of seconds.

these watches are equally suitable for general use. Plain dial
for 5i9 each. Post and box 6d. LI11111111.111K dials only 6ti.

extra. Officers' Adjustable Leather Straps only 1 '-
ex,t ra. Officers' Adjustable Chrome Chains 2,'- extra.

Without doubt the finest watch value obtainable
to -day. Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money In-

stantly Returned. Order now before prices
increase.

BOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS -1
HOW TO USE THE SLIDE RULE "

ONLY 6d. EX T R A

10 inch LOG -LOG SLIDE RULE only F (CIONMAN-E)

DESK SIZE-LOG-LOG-SINE pp- 6
ONLY COMPLETE The "UNIVERSAL"

6TANGENT UNIVERSAL RULE
Rule has 9 Sc,-.1
SIZE OVERALL,

Pir IN CAS IIIEPOST 4d.
ONLY

x ins.

NEW "COMMERCIAL" SLIDE RULE M- 7,'6 kaEt.oSEEwi
\

The new "Commercia I" Rule has been specially designed for solving all prob'ems that occur in GENERAL OFFICE WORK. Special
discounts scale, with conversion tables on back of rule for money and weights. NO OTHER RULE LIKE IT ON THE MARKET.

"Pi
Results SHOP or OFFICE

Use the new Pocket Cash Register and Adding
at a Glance, Machine. MPtle from special metal to withstand

s d Model hard wear. Easily fits in the pocket. Fh ish ?.(1 black and gilt, with suede cover.
F3 3d6 TWO MODELS. One Machine for Calculations in Sterling Amounts up to

L9,'n9-19-1 I Numerical Model, for Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication,
and Division up to 99,999,999. Speed equal to expensive machines with the New '1938'

LIGHTNING pocket CALCULATOR Size x 21in. x lin. Previously 7,9 each.
DRASTICALLY REDUCED NUMERICAL MODEL Now Only 2/9 Post 3d.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY INSTANTLY RETURNED

Write, call personally or Telephone Holborn 0276

MARINE and OVERSEAS SERVICES LIMITED Tx
16, SILVER STREET, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1 unotra.)
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AMBITIOUS ENGINEERS
41 4 THIS IMPORTANT HANDBOOK

ON

SUCCESSFUL ENGINEERING CAREERS

FREE ON RE HEST
After months of intensive effort and research, we are
pleased to announce that the 1938 edition of our Hand-
book, " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES," is now
out of the publishers' hands and ready for free dis-
tribution. Containing 268 pages of practical guidance,
this book is, beyond argument, the finest and most
complete handbook on Successful Engineering Careers
ever compiled. It is a book that should be on the book-
shelf of every person interested in engineering, what-
ever his age, position or experience.

The Handbook contains, among other intensely in-
teresting matter, details of B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.W.T.,
A.M.I.R.E., CIVIL SERVICE, and other important
Engineering Examinations : outlines courses in all
branches of CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL,
AUTOMOBILE, RADIO, TELEVISION and AERO-
NAUTICAL ENGINEERING, BUILDING, GOVERN-
MENT EMPLOYMENT, etc., and explains the unique
advantages of our Employment Department.

WE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE

NO PASS -NO FEE"
If you are earning less than El 0 per week you cannot

afford to miss reading - ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." In your own in-

terests, we advise you to write (or for-
ward the coupon) for your copy of this 1

enlightening guide to well -paid posts-
NOW. There is no cost or obligation of any kind. i

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

410a, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,

17, 18, & 19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON W.1

I

I
I

I
I

 - -T EAR

POST
THIS

C
O

O
N

NOW

Orr MERE

REE COUPON
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,
410a, Shakespeare House,

17-19, Stratford Place, W.1.

Please forward, Free of cost or obligation of any kind,
your 268 -page Handbook.

I

I

I
NAME

I
ADDRESS 1

1

  NI/ 1110,,FJ t"1 EMI VER PM WE PM UN IMP'
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EDITED BY F. J. CAMM-1

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

Inland and Abroad 7s. 6d. per annum
Canada - - 7s. per annum
Editorial and Advertisement Offices: " Practical

Mechanics," George Newnes Ltd.
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

'Phone: Temple Bar 4363.
Telegrams: Newnes, Rand, London.

Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.

Our Great Model Aircraft
Competition

'THE Blue Print given free with every.
I copy of this issue contains full-sized

working drawings for the various parts
of a flying model of the Hawker Hurri-
cane-the famous aeroplane which flew
from Edinburgh to London at the
astonishing speed of 407 miles an hour.
It will be observed that the features of
the original machine have been pre-
served, whilst the construction has been
simplified to facilitate easy making and
assembly. The lines of the original
have been preserved, although it will
be understood that it is not possible in
wood to produce all of the fine curves,
many of them of a compound character,
which go to make the original attractive
aeroplane that it is. The model as
shown reproduces most of them, and
the model makes up into a really fine
and strong flying model aeroplane
capable of duration flights.

It is possible for the builder to add
some of the features of the full-size
machine by means of solid pieces
of balsa, faired off and glued into
place.

A cash prize of £20 and many other
prizes will be awarded in a national
competition for these models to be held
in July, and full details of the contest
appear elsewhere in this issue. Marks
will be awarded primarily for the flying
qualities of the model, but additional
marks will be awarded for refinements
added by the competitors them-
selves to add a greater degree of
realism.

It is a model which everyone can
build, even though 'a model aeroplane
has not been attempted before. It is
necessary for intending competitors to
let me know whether they propose to
enter the competition so that arrange-
ments can be made. Last year, it will
be remembered, we offered a large cash
prize for a national model aeroplane
competition for petrol models. This
year, I am giving rubber driven model
b dilders a chance. There is not only
the satisfaction of building a flying

PRACTICAL
M2,0 IAXICS

VOL. V. MAY, 1938. No. 56.

Fair Comment
By The Editor

model of a famous modern aeroplane,
but also the incentive to win one of the
many prizes. The free full size blue
print will help you to success, for it may
be used as a template for cutting off
the various pieces. I am expecting a
large entry for this competition, and
only those who notify me that they
propose to enter will be permitted to
compete. Such notification must reach
me as stated in the rules not later than
May 31st.

Our Splendid Book Offer
MHIS issue also contains an an -

I nouncement of a new book which I
have produced especially for readers of
this paper. 1t cannot be obtained
through the normal book selling chan-
nels as it is intended only for regular
readers. It is not for me to praise my
own work, but I am satisfied that this
book will be found a valuable work of
reference by every one of my readers. I
am in a prime position to know their
requirements, for I handle some thou-
sands of queries from them every year,
and have for many years contemplated
the compilation of a volume which will
answer those queries and supply readers
with a ready source of rapid reference
on the thousand and one little problems
which crop up in the course of their
work and their hobbies. Much of
the information I compiled with
the purpose of answering readers'
letters.

It is here presented in PRACTICAL
MECHANIC'S HANDBOOK, and I hope
that every reader will avail himself
of the opportunity of obtaining a
copy of this volume on the excep-

tional presentation terms announced
elsewhere.

The book contains facts, figures, and
formulae; tables; sections on lathe
work; drawing; mechanics; grinding
and polishing; plating; timber; men-
suration; hardening and tempering
steel; pattern making; how to obtain a
patent; data for engineers, mechanics;
fitters; brazing and welding; glues;
soldering; silver soldering; and a vast
amount of other facts which you will
want. The book is a memory aid and a
work of reference, a work which you
can consult and one which you can
read. It covers- the ground of several
handbooks at once, and is in many ways
a complete technical library on the
subjects of which it treats. Will you
turn to the appropriate page and com-
ply with the simple conditions to -day ?
For, the small sum of 2/- and two
coupons cut from consecutive issues,
the volume is yours. In the ordinary
way this volume would- cost at
least 7/6.

Ideas
AFEW months ago I asked for

suggestions from readers as to
articles they would like to see in this
journal and many hundreds of readers
have responded to that request. Some
of the suggestions I shall adopt, but
many of them are impracticable on
several grounds. Firstly, they ask for
articles which are of purely personal
interest. For example, a reader has an
old motor cycle engine and he wishes
to use it to drive a piece of special
machinery. Such an article would only
interest him. Other suggestions are for
articles which are not, within the ambit
of PRACTICAL MECHANICS. For example,
one reader desired articles dealing
with making cigarettes at home.
There again, I had to decline the
suggestion.

Articles must have a general appeal,
and be likely to interest a large number
of other readers. Where the request is
special and individual it would not be
fair to other readers to devote space
to it.
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Build this Flying Model of the Hawker Hurricane

FIRST PRIZE: £20 cash and many other Special Awards

THE free blueprint which you
find in this issue is a full-
size diagram of a flying model of

the Hawker Hurricane. It may be
used as a template for cutting the various
pieces of wood which when assembled
make up into the attractive looking
model which you see in the photograph.

The model is the basis of a competition
similar to that which I inaugurated last
year in connection with the Petrel
Model Monoplane driven by a small
two-stroke petrol engine.

I received many requests during the
run of that competition frpm those who
wished us to run a competition on
somewhat similar lines, but for rubber -
driven models. Their chance has now
arrived, and the conditions of this
contest are here given.

I have preserved the main lines and
features of the full-size machine, whilst
simplifying the construction for model
builders. The pictures show the degree
of realism which it is possible to' obtain
if the parts are correctly assembled and
fitted. Whilst the main object of the
competition is for duration, I am aware
that the possibility of a tie would necessi-
tate a sub -division of the prize money,

The Structure of the Completed Hawker Hurricane

and accordingly extra marks will be
awarded to those competitors who add
refinements which make the model
even more like its prototype.

This can easily be done by nieans of
balsa fairings, stringers, and other
fittings. It is important to remember,
however, that the main design must not'
be changed. You must not increase the
span nor the length. You must not fit
gears. In other words the basis of the
model must essentially be that shown on
the blueprint, and the judges will
measure up the model and inspect its
construction before the model is flown.

If a reader elects to use silk or paper
for the covering he would not be
debarred from doing so, or if he wishes
to use a particular style of wheel or a
different type of airscrew that would not
debar him from entering. He must not
use a different style of wing construc-
tion, nor a different fuselage, nor a
different tail. The model must essen-
tially be a flying model of the Hawker
Hurricane and strictly to the dimensions
given. The reader may decide that
down thrust as provided by the inclina-
tion of the nose-bloek is unnecessary.
He may be permitted to dispense with

this if he so desires without risk of
disqualification.

The Fuselage
The following hints on construction

will be of use to readers. The first part
to build is the fuselage, since all of the
parts are fitted to this. The first thing
to do is to bind together the two top
longerons, and the two bottom lon-
gerons, side by side, and to bend them
in a jet of steam from the spout of a
kettle, until they take the form shown in
the side elevation. Then cut off pieces
of in. square balsa to butt behind the
various bulkheads. I have not shown
these in the blueprint, since there is
bound to be small inaccuracies in the
bending, and they would have to be cut
to fit. Similarly, many of the other
pieces will have to be fitted and shaped
so that the curves of the model are
maintained. The bulkheads, for
example, as shown, are on the large side,
and need to be glass -papered off to give
a fair line in side and plan view. It will
be noticed that the bulkheads against
which the two half wings abut are
parallel (see the photographs), and the
dihedral angle to the wings is imparted
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by means of Ys inch balsa packing pieces
to the end ribs, such balsa packing
pieces being glasspapered down to a
wedge section. These packing pieces
will also need to be shaped so that they
fit closely to the fuselage; although
shown curved in the blueprint it is not
possible to give this curve accurately as
it will vary with each model. The aim
should be to make that part of the fuselage
flat -sided. Wherever it is necessary to
cut slots in the bulkheads to admit the
longerons they should be afterwards
packed with a thin piece of balsa and
faired off with glasspaper. Thin strips
of 1/16 in. spruce are cut and butted
between the bulkheads to act as stringers
and to provide a support for the fabric or
paper covering. The fuselage under-
neath the wing is absolutely flat. The
bulkheads should be cut by tracing off
with carbon paper direct on to the three-
ply and fretting out in the ordinary way.
In assembling the various bulkheads on
to the longerons rubber bands should be
passed over to hold the structure into
position until the glue is dry. The best
method to adopt is to assemble the
longerons as two sides, held together by
means of the in. balsa distance pieces,
and then to notch the bulkheads (the
notches should not be cut until you are
ready to assemble them on to the

The Two Half Wings, the Airscrew and
Boxblock Assembly

longerons; their positions on the blue-
print gives their approximate position)
and slide these on to the two sides
having first marked their positions. The
bulkheads are glued, of course, to the
balsa distance pieces.

The four longerons are let into a
balsa tail block which carries the rear
rubber hook. The rear chassis is fixed
to the bulkhead as shown, or the two
limbs of the rear chassis can be fixed to
the top and bottom longerons, whichever
method is most convenient. The method
of attaching the rear hook is obvious
from the blueprint.

When all of the various pieces of the
fuselage are assembled and the glue is
thoroughly set, carefully glasspaper all
of the bulkheads so that a smooth outline
is obtained and round off the longerons
to give a smooth finish. There are no

sharp edges on the model. The floor of
the fuselage immediately beneath the
wings should be covered with 1/32 in.
balsa to prevent the fuselage from bend-
ing in and also to take the landing strains.
The inside of the nose of the model
should also be covered with very thin
three-ply or sheet balsa additionally to
strengthen the nose.

Before covering the fuselage either
with paper or silk lay straight edges along
the bulkheads to make sure that none of
them are standing "proud." Careful
glasspapering will give the fuselage its
final form. If necessary pack the bulk-
heads with pieces of balsa to correct
the curve.

The Tail and Rudder
The tail is drawn full size on the blue-

print and is constructed from 20 gauge
piano wire. It will be appreciated that
the tail and rudder are assembled as one
unit, and should be fastened to the
fuselage-to the stern post by wire and
soldering and to the longerons in a
similar manner-before the fuselage,
tail and rudder are covered. It is most
important to mount the tail so that it is
parallel to the. neutral axis of the
fuselage. In other words, it must be
parallel to the bottom edge of the main -
plane. A slight negative angle should be

Another Uncovered View of the Completed Hawker Hurricane
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The Nose of the Model Hawker Hurricane

given to the tail flaps. An extension of
the front edge of the rudder pushes
down into the rear bulkhead, and the
bottom end of the rudder is bound to
the tailpost. It is very necessary to keep
the tail and rudder flat; piano wire
tends to curl, and it should be carefully
straightened with pliers.

The Chassis
The chassis is of the sprung type, and

the top front member passes through a
piece of aluminium tubing lashed to the
bottom longerons. The rear member
has a coil formed in it at each side and
is formed from one piece of wire soldered
to the vertical limbs of the front chassis
member. Thus, should the model strike
an obstruction during landing the nose
block can tilt and the chassis can spring
back. The simple character of thd chassis
is shown on the blueprint and in the
photograph. It is, of course, completely
assembled before fixing to the fuselage.

The Mainplanes
A full size half -plan of one of the

wings is given, and this should be traced
off in reverse before commencing con-
struction. The blue -print and tracing
should be used as templates for erecting
the wings and cutting off the various
spars. It will be noted that the ribs are
given full size, and they should be cut
out in pairs by pinning pieces of three-
ply or balsa together. Do not remove
these pins until the ribs have been finally
sandpapered to form. Cut the slots in
the ribs to fit over the main spars so
that the ribs fit tightly.

Lay the leading edge and trailing edge,
and the main spar and the half main spar
in their correct places on the drawing.
Next, cut off the flat balsa ribs which are
glued between the leading and trailing
edges, the spars, of course, being glued

on top of them. Pins are not used. Glue
on the main spar and half main spar,
and then slide the ribs over, gluing them
into place. Small pins should be tacked
round the outside of the wing to keep it
down to the bench and to keep the parts
in correct position until the glue has set,
when the wing may be lifted and a piece
of bent cane bound and let into the
leading and trailing edges to form the
wing tips. This cane wing tip is packed
with a piece of 1/16th in. balsa, streng-
thened by means of a piece of balsa
aligned to the main spar, and butting on
to the end rib as shown in the photo-
graph. When covering the wings cover
the bottom flat surfaces first, and then
the top surfaces, stretching the paper or
silk from end to end first. The wing
roots have piano wire hooks connected
to them so that elastic bands' can pull

LIST OF COMPONENTS
FOR THE MODEL

HAWKER HURRICANE
4 lengths of Silver Spruce 22 in. long.
3 lengths of Silver Spruce 13 in. x 1 in.

x 136 in.

4 lengths of Silver Spruce ,i in. X 11, in.
6 ft. 6 in. of Spruce or balsa ribbing k in.

x in
12 in. A in. round cane.
4 ft. 6 in. of in. three-ply for ribs

I in. in width (maximum chord of
wing 61 in.).

2 ft. 6 in. of -A- in. Balsa k in. wide for ribs.
4 small brass hooks for wing fasteners.
1 piece of Spruce 1 in. x 11 in. x 1 in.

for sternpost.
in. Balsa Bulkheads :
1 piece 2 in. x If in.
I piece 21 in. x 11 in.
1 piece 3 in. x 2 in.
1 piece 31 in. x 21 in.

*-in. three-ply Bulkheads :
1 piece 31 in. x 3 in.
1 piece 31 in. x 3 in.
1 16iiece 4 in. x 3 in.
1 piece 31 in. x 21 in:

Nosepiece :
1 piece f in. three-ply 21 in. square.
1 piece in. three-ply 11 in. square.

Eight 2 ft. stringers for fuselage in.
square.

12 lengths Balsa 21 in. long.
4 yds. 22 gauge wire for tail, rudder and

rear chassis.
6 in. of 1 -in. Duralumin tubing.
2 yds. 18 gauge wire for chassis and

propeller shaft.
6 yds. k -in. strip elastic.
1 pair 2 -in. disc wheels.
One 1 -in, disc wheel.
6 ft. Jap Tissue 8 in. wide.
Dope, glue, pins, thread, etc.
One 10 -in: airscrew.

One of the Mainplanes
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the two wings into the fuselage, and yet
allow them to knock off in the event of
a crash. These wing roots slide into
sockets on the two bulkheads. These
sockets consist of two pieces of 1/16th in.
three-ply glued to the bulkheads and
which are set to the correct dihedral
angle. For additional security they

ide View of The Flying Model Hawker Hurricane

Flying the Model
Glide the model before attempting to

fly it under power.
In view of the fact that the wing has

a fixed position and cannot be adjusted
along the fuselage, it may be necessary
to load either the tail end of the model
or the nose for trimming purposes. It

The Chassis, Airscrew and Nosepiece

should be pinned. The wing roots slide will be necessary to make a long button -
into them; or tinplate sockets can be hook style of tool so that the elastic can
used. be placed on the rear hook. It might be

convenient to cut a small part of the
covering away from the rear end of the
fuselage at the bottom to facilitate this
operation, or a small balsa trap-door may
be fitted. Whatever small loading is
necessary to trim the model it should be
placed inside the fuselage. About
eight strands of in. elastic will be
necessary to fly the model, and when the
model has been made to glide on an
even keel, wind the airscrew about
100 turns and if necessary, retrim the
model, not forgetting to bend the rudder
to the right or the left to correct any
banking tendencies due to .airscrew
torque. The elastic should, of course, be
lubricated. The loose nose block which
is passed over the airscrew shaft before
the hook is bent, should contain a brass
bushing to suit the 18 gauge spindle.
These bushings are obtainable from
advertisers, as are complete kits of parts
made to my specification.

I shall be glad to answer any questions
which readers care to put to me should
any difficulty arise in the construction.

Further Details of this Fine
Flying Model of the Hawker
Hurricane will be given next
month. Enter for our £20

prize now !

1. Only models built according to the designs,
and specifications here given are eligible.

2. The judges reserve the right to refuse an
entry without assigning a reason. Their decision
is final and legally binding.

3. Professional model -makers, those engaged in
the making of models for profit, or as a livelihood,
are excluded from this competition.

4. Models must be the unaided work of the
competitor, but they are allowed to purchase the
usual finished parts-airscrew, ribs, wheels, engine,
etc.

5: Each competitor may enter only one model.
6. Any variation in the design may entail dis-

qualification, within the discretion of the judges.

RULES
7. Those competitors who will be unable to

attend to fly the models themselves, may appoint
a delegate, approved by the judges, to do so.

8. The competition will be for duration, extra
marks being awarded for take -off, stability, and
landing.

9. The first prize is £20, and other prizes will
be awarded for workmanship and finish.

10. The competition will be held at a venue to
be announced later.

11. Each competitor may be allowed three flights
if time permits.

12. Each model must have the name, address,
and number assigned to each competitor clearly

marked in block letters on the fuselage, wing or
tailplane.

13. 'fhe order of starting will be according to the
competitors numbers.

14. Competitors may not be permitted to make
any major change to the model during the com-
petition, within the discretion of the judges.

15. Notification of intention to compete must be
sent on a postcard, so that a register of competitors
can be compiled. Address pOstcards to The Editor,
Practical Mechanics, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.2,
to reach us not later than May 31st, 1938.

16. The Editor reserves the right to refuse an
entry without assigning a reason.
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THE MONTH IN
SCIENCE AND

A new " Electron Bombardment furnace, permitting scientists
to heat metals up to temperatures of about 4,500 degrees Fahren-
heit, almost half the temperature of the sun, has been perfected
by Dr. Ralph R. Hultgren, Harvard metallurgist, who is shown

here placing a vacuum cover over the furnace.

Grass from Paper
AFTER costly experiments, a new

method of lawn growing, destined to
cause a sensation in the horticultural world,
has been successfully developed. Sheets
of paper made from vegetable matter and
impregnated with grass seed, are laid on
the plot, a layer of fine earth is sifted over
and carefully watered, and Within a week
a lawn, minus bare patches, is growing.
The paper is made in sheets three feet by
two feet and sells at about 5d. a sheet.

Sun Rays Produce Gas
MR. OTTO II. MOHR, of Concord,

California, has invented a machine
which utilises the rays of the sun in produc-
ing gas. Water is placed in a tank which
is stood in the sun and allowed to vaporise.
When the water reaches a given tempera-
ture, it is passed into another chamber
filled with an acid to make the vapour
more conductive. An electric current is
then used to break it into oxygen and
hydrogen gas, the gas being stored in tanks
for cooking, heating and other purposes.

An Active Scientist
THE Polish scientist, Professor Odo

Bujwid has recently celebrated his 80th
birthday in Cracow. The Professor has
lead an extremely active life in the cause
of humanity, particularly in the field of
bacteriological science. After a visit to
Pasteur in Paris he was, in fact, the first
to introduce inoculation against hydro-
phobia outside France. In 1886 he founded
the Bacteriological Institute of Warsaw

liiivvrsity and in 1893 he
received the Chair of Hy-
giene at Cracow University.
He has more than 250 scien-
tific works to his credit and
has been honoured by many
States.

Shock Absorbers
for Electric
Bulbs
SHOCK

absorbers on cars
are now general practice,

not only because they in-
crease the pleasure of driving,
but also because they in-
crease the life of the com-
ponents of the car. At the
recent Leipzig Spring Fair,
an electric bulb was shown
with shock dampers. The
principle is not one of spring-
ing, but at a point in the
bulb a bead is smelted in to
restrict vibrations of the
filament which frequently
lead to failure of a ramp. The
glass bead has the effect of
creating a mechanical element
which oscillates as a unit with
no tension, or at any rate
very little tension on the
filament proper. On larger

bulbs, even the oscillation of the filament
unit as whole is restricted by a second
bead in the middle.

An Automatic Recorder
A MUSICIAN usually discovers his best

melodies when improvising on the
piano. If, however, he is obliged to stop
playing in order to write the score, he is
liable to lose the trend of his thoughts.
Many a delightful air has "vanished away
into silence because it was lost at the
critical moment. This inconvenience, which
sometimes almost borders on tragedy, has
at last been eliminated in a most effective
manner. An apparatus has been placed
on the market which automatically records
all -the music played on the piano without
disturbing or causing the musician to forget
his theme.

The Easco Callboy
ALTHOUGH inter -communication tele-

phones are extremely useful in an
office, the staff must cease work to use
them. A device has been placed on the
market known as the Callboy, which is a
modern and efficient means of giving
instructions to staff and receiving their
reply without either party moving from
their chair. The instrument is sufficiently
sensitive to pick up any speech within 8 or
10 yards of the special microphone -speaker
used. It comprises a master control unit,
and from one to six microphone -speakers
installed in the rooms with which it is
desired to communicate. Addressing the
Callboy from a distance in a conversational
voice will cause one or more of the micro-

phone -speakers, at will, to reproduce the
voice and the person thus addressed answers
the caller without approaching the mike
installed in the room. The person called
can reply to you, but he cannot call you,
unless you desire it, as all control is in the
master unit. The equipment will operate
from D.C. or A.C. supply mains 200 and
250 volts. ,

10 -ton Stratosphere
Plane

AN all -metal aeroplane weighing 10 tons
for flying to the stratosphere has been

designed by a Belgian, M. Renard. The
plane is claimed to be air -proof and water-
proof, thus enabling it to land in the sea. A
crew of three, and twenty passengers can
be carried to a height of 19,500 ft. When
completed the plane will be powered by
three 950-h.p. engines, have a cruising speed
of 220 m.p.h. at 15,000 ft., and a ceiling
of 28,000 ft.

The Easco Callboy
master unit with a
microphone speaker
in the foreground.

A " Disc -rotor " plane
A REVOLUTIONARY type of plane has

been invented by Mr. J. S. Caldwell,
known as the "disc -rotor." The rotor, which
is a weblike arrangement on top of the plane,
aids in lifting the machine from the ground.
It is claimed by the inventor that this
machine, when mass-produced, will retail
at less than most cars. Its 'safety factors
in taking off and landing almost vertically,
like an autogiro, add to its desirability for
the layman. The plane is powered by a
7 -cylinder motor, and combines the best
features of the autogiro and aeroplane. A
flat disc -rotor, which is locked in place in
flight, to permit high speeds, supports the
plane. When landing, the disc becomes
movable and operates on the autogiro
principle. It is stated that the plane cannot
tail -spin or nose-dive.

Telephone Cable Works
AN entirely new factory and laboratory

dealing with all types of telephone
cables has been built at Eastleigh, Hamp-
shire. This factory is equipped with
Pirelli -General continuous lead extruding
machines, and will greatly facilitate the
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THE WORLD OF
INVENTION
execution of emergency orders. A recent
example is the submarine cable' between
Portsmouth and Gosport for the British
Post Office which was manufactured and
installed within seven days.

"Everything Electrical"
I N the wide field of electrical accessories,
I many developments have been under-
taken to meet changing conditions and new
demands, both in domestic and industrial
applications. New lines have been intro-
duced, existing designs improved, and
standard ranges extended to meet present-
day requirements. New types of fractional
h.p. motors, fans, ironclad switchgear and
bells, mine telephones, and spotlight torches
are items taken at random from the ever
increasing range of " everything electrical."

Cylinder -shaped 'plane
A LMOST a perfect cylinder in design,
TA a new air -liner capable of carrying 47
persons and tons of mail and freight at
240 m.p.h., is nearing completion in the
Douglas aircraft works at Santa Monica,
California. The combined genius of leading
designers and I craftsmen of American
aviation are represented by the plane.
£100,000 has been pooled by them to build
the machine, but it will cost another
£200,000 before it has passed its tests. It
will have four engines, generating 6,000
h.p., along its single low wing.

Best Cycle Improvement
THE Silver Plaque given by the C.T.C.

for the best improvement in cycle con-
struction or design, etc., Yor 1.937 has been
awarded to Bayliss, Wiley & Co., Ltd.,
for their free -wheel hub, more popularly
known as the Perry. The hub, which has

been fully described in our companion
journal The Cyclist, contains a free -wheel
device as part of its ordinary mechanism.
It is a clever piece of engineering, and is so
designed that the whole of the inside can
be lifted out without disturbing the balls
or pawls. Every revolving part runs in
well -made ball -bearings.

A Waterless Gasholder
ON page 312 of the March issue of

PRACTICAL MECHANICS we de-
scribed the gasholder at the Ford Works in
America with a capacity of 22,000,000 cu. ft.
as the biggest in the world. Dry Gasholders,
Ltd., point out that the actual capacity of
this gasholder is only 10,000,000 cu. ft., and
that the largest waterless gasholder in the
world is the Klqxme waterless gasholder of
21,000,000 cu. ft. capacity at Gelsenkirchen,
Germany. We are obliged to this firm for
the correction.

An Interesting Model
THE Port of London Authority have

recently taken delivery of a mechanically
operated model of a section of the Thames
and the docks system of the Port of London.
Built on a horizontal plane, the model
depicts the River Thames from Tower
Bridge to Barking Reach and includes the
five large dock systems-London and St.
Katherine, India and Millwall, Surrey
Commercial, Royal Victoria and Albert and
King George V Docks as well as the jetty
and passengg landing stage at Tilbury.
The area involved comprises 14 miles of the
river while the docks cover a total area of
4,247 acres, of which 722 are water area.
About one-third of the model is visible at
a time, the whole consisting of 13 hinged
sections constructed on an endless band
which is rotated by an electric motor. The

The meteorite which Nordenskjoeld, the famous Swedish explorer, brought along from his expedi-
tion to Greenland, is now being researched in Stockholm. The first surprising result was that the

meteorite consisted of pure iron and boring work is proving difficult.

The inventor shown in the cockpit of his Disc -
rotor," a revolutionary type of plane.

mechanism embodies principles of con-
struction which have not hitherto been used
for model work.

Plastic Lenses
FOR the first time in history, Combined

Optical Industries, Ltd., have succeeded
in making lenses from a material other than
glass. Thus the public will now be able to
buy, at prices not exceeding those at present
ruling for the " best form " glass lenses,
spectacle lenses that are technically superior
to glass, practically unbreakable, and light
to wear. The new plastic lenses (" Plasta ")
are designed to " best form " curves to
correct oblique astigmatism and, infoowers
where spherical aberration is prominent,
the surfaces are made aspheric. They can
be produced in any quantity without the
slightest variation from prescription and
they have a surface finish equal to the finest
glass polish. Their actinic value is much
higher than that of glass, they will not
warp or distort, and fitting to a frame can
be done without risk of breakage.

Detecting Fog at Sea
TESTS are at present being carried out

on the liner New York with a new type
of apparatus for detecting fog at sea. It
consists of two giant " earphones" each
over 3 ft. in diameter, which are constructed
similarly to the human ear, and fog is
detected by listening to the various sound
waves, inaudible to the human ear.

A Novel Telephone
A GROUP of Soviet telephone. engineers
rA has designed a telephone apparatus
with a special device for recording:a message
in the event of the telephone subscriber
being out when a call is made. The device
is attached to the ordinary telephone
apparatus. If the receiver is not lifted
when the telephone bell has rung a given
number of times, the caller is automatically
connected with the special device, which
records on to a film any message he wants
to leave. On returning home, the sub-
scriber is able to receive the message by
turning on the record. An experimental
model of this apparatus is now being made
and will be tried out in Leningrad.
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A Record Flight
A NEW record for the England -New

Zealand flight has been set up by
Flying Officer A. E. Clouston and Mr. Victor
Ricketts. They accomplished the journey in
4 days 8 hours 7 minutes thus beating Miss
Jean Batten's record of 11 days 1 hour 25
minutes by 6 days 17 hours 18 minutes. A
record crossing of the Tasman Sea of 7 hours
19 minutes was also made by the fliers. The
machine used was the four -year -old De
Havilland Comet flown by Scott and the
late Campbell Black on their record break-
ing flight to Australia in the England -
Australia air race in October, 1934.

Improved Electric Clock
SIEMENS-SCHUCKERT (G.B.), LTD.,

have recently produced a synchronous
electric clock movement which is fitted with
a reserve spring. If the current should fail,
this spring comes into operation and drives
the clock. It is wound automatically by the
electric motor which drives the clock, and is
prevented from being overwound by a
friction clutch, which also, in the event of
current failure, effects the changeover from
the electric movement to the spring. When
the supply is resumed the reverse action
takes place and the drive is once more
transferred from the spring to the electric
motor. The spring will run the clock from
5 to 6 hours. The clock is priced at about
two guineas.

A " Turntable
Aerodrome

P.,

IT is
proposed to build a " turntable "

aerodrome over Paris from plans devised
by Monsieur Basdevant. It will be erected
on buildings high above the French metro-
polis. In this way the landing track could
be revolved to the direction required
according to the wind, so that planes would
always be able to land or " take -off " over
Paris into the wind.

Power from Insects
ASCIENTIST has announced that he

has succeeded " capturing power
radiated by insects. e power is on an
ultra -ultra -short wave ength, and can op-
erate a special meter, The meter readings
vary as the insects are annoyed or teased,
and no doubt attempts will shortly be made
to convey " thoughts " to them by means of
radio signals.

Automatic Store
IN a store at Memphis, Tennessee, ..
I customer selects her goods automatically.
On entering the store she is given an
individual key and selects goods by turning
her key in a slot beside each article. On
arrival at the end of the store the key is
surrendered to a cashier who places the
key in another slot and this brings all the
selected goods on a conveyor belt for charg-
ing purposes. Communication between the
assistants who replace the goods and the
cashier is maintained by an intercommuni-
cation system.

Listening In
TO enable the police authorities to hear

the conversations of the inmates,
microphones have been fitted in a number
of cells in the prison at Greenwich, Conn.,
U.S.A. It is thought that this arrangement
will enable confessions to be obtained and

other valuable disclosures to be conveyed to
the autholities, unknown to the convicts. It
is doubtful whether any information will be
obtained by this means, as they make no
secret of their intentions.

Television at Sea-
IN conjunction: with the Cunard -White

Star Line, the Marconiphone Company
recently carried out tests at sea on the
Britannic, as a result of which good picture
reception from Alexandra Palace was found
possible almost as far away as the coast of
France. Good picture reception was ob-
tained off the Nore Lightship and 30 miles
south of Hastings-where the measured
field strength was 100 micro -volts.

-And by Wire
FURTHER experiments in Germany have

shown that the radiation of television
along existing wires may lead to some
important developments. The frequencies
dealt with are being improved upon, and

A doctor landisg from an autogiro by means of
a rope.

apart from the linking of stations, there is
the possibility of providing domestic
television over the existing telephone wire
system.

One -Bladed Airscrews
EXPERIMENTS with full-size aeroplanes

as well as models have shown that air -

screws having only one blade and a counter-
balanced weight at the boss are more
efficient than two -bladed screws. There is
less slip no doubt due to the lack of inter-
ference which is normally caused by the
second blade. Several full-size machines
are now flying with one -bladed airscrews
and successful models have been made.

Sorting Rice
SORTING rice, grain by grain, may sound

an impossible task, but it is a simple job
for a machine invented by Mr. W. R.
Horsfield. The machine which cost £4,000,
took three years to make and consists of
10 units each the size of a portable gramo-
phone. It is used to eliminate discoloured
grains. A single stream of grain, endways -on
but not quite touching, is passed through
the machine, and is viewed from above by
lenses and a photo -electric cell. Grains
white enough to pass are collected in sacks,
whilst brown ones are held back for clean-
ing. Rice cleaned by the machine appre-
ciates several shillings per cwt., and the
output is as much as ten tons a week.

Wonder Clock
AWONDER clock is being constructed

for use at the Royal Observatory,
Greenwich, in connection with national time
services. The clock will lose only a traction
of a second a year. Such high accuracy is
necessary in radio telegraphy and broad-
casting stations, and in astronomical
observations.

Battery Locomotives
1-HE London Transport have ordered
I nine battery locomotives for use on new

works and track maintenance. These are
the only locomotives of their type and are
probably the only battery locomotives in
the world. They are to be used on exten-
sion works, maintenance and cable -laying
on the Underground system, and will haul
trucks carrying material and equipment,
travelling at a speed of three miles an hour.
The locomotives are designed to work with
any main line type of stock.

Adapting the Autogiro
UNDER the direction of M. Denis,

director of the French parachute
school at Flers, a scheme has been prepared
for the landing of medical supplies and
surgeons in a confined space. The surgeon
arrives by autogiro and owing to the possi-
bility of injuries if he attempt a landing by
parachute, the autogiro hovers as near -the
ground as possible and the surgeon climbs
out of the cockpit and lowers himself to the
ground with the aid of a rope.

A view of one of the new battery ocomotives at the Ealing (London) depot.
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HE G.P.O. SPEAKING CLOCK

The disc and cam apparatus of the speaking clock.

TA LK LNG CLOCKS are not new
inventions, for clocks of this nature
have been in use for a considerable

time in Europe, Asia and elsewhere. There
is nothing, however, quite like TIM, the
wonder instrument of the Post Office. The
sounds which come from this clock are
recorded on glass discs, reproduction is
remarkably clear, and the discs are prac-
tically everlasting.

Eighteen months' severe testing in the
Post Office research station has resulted in
the clock giving an extremely accurate
performance. It is only possible, at present,
to hear this clock in the London district,
but it is hoped to extend the service to other
large towns in the near future.

Proof of the popularity of this clock is
shown by the fact that over 20,000,000
calls have been made since its installation
a little more than a year ago. The public's
appreciation of accurate time is evident, for
37,000 people asked the time between
8 a.m. and zero hour on- the last Armistice
Day. -
Glass Discs

The main part of this ingenious clock
consists of four circular glass discs like
gramophone records. On each disc are
photographed the various numbers and
phrases as spoken into a special microphone
by Miss J. Cain, who is now known as ' the
girl with the golden voice." The sound
tracks, similar to those on the edge of a
talkie film, are arranged in a series of
concentric circles.

Upon dialling the letters TIM a subscriber
is connected with the clock and hears a
voice repeating the time. The announce-
ment is phrased as follows : " At the third
stroke it will be ten, twenty-five and thirty
seconds precisely " (or whatever time it is)
followed by pip . . ,. pip . . . pip. The
period of listening lasts from l i minutes
to 3 minutes, after which the call is auto
inatically cut off.

Of the four discs, two share the minutes,
each having thirty sound tracks. The other

By William G. Pike

two discs are used for the hours and seconds.
The hour disc ha twelve tracks, and the
seconds disc six tracks. The various words
of the sentence are also recorded on the
various discs, so that when an announce-
ment is made all the discs come into use.

Speech Production
The reproduction of speech from the'

sound tracks is produced by focusing a
ray of light on the discs and letting the
light fall on to a photo -electric cell mounted
on the opposite side. The electric current
from the photo -cells is,amplified, the volume
of sound being such that two hundred
people may listen at the same time.

The light rays are obtained from small
electric lamps and a number of lenses.
Each disc has its own lamp and set of

A close-up of part of the mechanism.

A Brief Description
of TIM the G.P.O.
Clock which has
Answered over
20,000,000 Calls
Since its Installation
just over a Year Ago

lenses usually referred to as the scanners."
The " scanners " are mounted on carriers
which move in and out of the discs in order
that the ray falls on the appropriate track.
Movement of the " scanners is governed
by cams mounted on the carrier shaft. The
cams work in conjunction with three ratchet
wheels, one each for the hours, the minutes
and the seconds, the ratchet 'mechanism
being operated by trip magnets.

Extreme Accuracy
A very accurately controlled electric

motor drives both the discs and the scan-
ners. Extreme accuracy is ensured, for the
motor speed is governed by a master clock
having a free pendulum, beating seconds.
Attached to the bottom of the pendulum
is a slide having a number of transparent
areas. Placed in front of the slide is an
electric lamp, a series of lenses and a narrow
vertical slit, and behind the slide is a photo-
cell.

The current produced by the light falling
on the photo -cell is amplified and used to
give impulse to the pendulum. As long
as the pendulum vibration is constant, no
impulse is given, but as soon as the vibra-
tion decreases current from the photo -cell
is used to increase the vibration to normal.

In order that the error between the third
pip and true time shall not be more than
0.1 second, the master clack is connected by
relays to Greenwich Observatory, and
synchronisation takes place every hour.
Should the clock be out of step with Green-
wich time, one of a number of relays is
operated, causing the current in the coil of a
magnet-which is placed beneath an
armature fixed to the pendulum rod-to
vary. By varying the force the rate of the
pendulum can be advanced or retarded and
brought into step.

Two Clocks
Actually there are two clocks installed

at the Exchange. Erected side 'by side,
both are running continuously. Should
the first clock break down or have an error
in excess of a tenth of a second from G.M.T.
at any hour, the second clock automatically
comes into action.

The Post Office have spared no energy
to make this service the most accurate
possible, and they have been rewarded.
TIM has already netted the sum of £85,000.
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Radio Newspapers
Although the Principle is old, the Americans are
Experimenting with apparatus for Broadcasting
Newsprint and Similar items for Domestic Purposes

11

CRITICS of television often put forward
the claim that a printed picture or
news would be of much greater

value. They mention, for instance, the case
of the business man who. comes down to
breakfast, without much time to spare, but
who is keenly interested in the latest stock
prices or other news. They say that a printed
news sheet containing such material, broad-
cast about breakfast -time, would furnish
him with the details he requires for use on
the journey to the office or at his leisure.
The television broadcast, on the other
hand, demands the entire attention of the
" listener " and if he is unable to spare the
time when the broadcast takes place the
transmission has to be lost. Each item does,
however, fill a definite place in one's life,
and it is unfair to make comparisons
between them. About ten years ago the
B.B.C. realised the value of a news -service
which would provide listeners with printed
details and transmissions were carried out
for some time from the Daventry station.
The receiving device which was then on sale
was known as a Fultograph, and briefly the
system consisted of a metal cylinder round
which a piece of paper was placed. A needle
was brought into contact with the paper
and the cylinder slowly revolved and the
passage of a current from the needle to the
cylinder brought about a chehtical change
in a solution with which the paper was
saturated, and this produced a picture or
print in a blue tone.

Modern Systems
There were certain drawbacks to the

system, although at the time its importance
for police broadcasts of wanted people,
finger -prints, etc., was fully realised. The
illustration at the foot of page 428 shows an

4,0

American news -sheet receiver
in use at a listener's home,
and this is a product of the
well-known Radio Corpora-
tion of America. To cover all
forms of material the system
is known as " Facsimile,"
and it will be seen that a sheet
of paper is gradually fed out
of the machine and carries
late news as well as illustra-
tions. Unlike the original
system used in this country,
the reproduction is in black
and white and is almost in-
distinguishable from standard
news-printt This is accom-
plished by, using a stylus
which travels over the paper
and between which a sheet of
carbon is interposed. In an-
other system being used in
U.S.A. rolls of sensitised
paper are employed and it is
claimed that this is stated
to be more attractive than
orthodox black and white. In
this system the paper is fed
on the same system as with
standard cinematograph film.
the sides of the roll being per-
forated and a rotating drum with toothed
edges providing the driving power. The
illustration at the top of this page shows
the roll as it comes out of the machine,
together with the associated equipment
The illustration at the side shows the appear-
ance of the finished instrument, the roll
being ejected from the small cut-out or
escutcheon in the upper part of the cabinet.
This particular instrument produees the
news -sheet seen on the right.

A " newspaper " receiver, show-
ing the outside cabinet and
internal arrangement of the
components. (Below) A "news-
paper " produced on the receiver.

WOR
RADIO PRINT
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Home Edition
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TONIGHT'S SPECIAL
PROGRAMMES

60 830

715

P

Time -Operated
In all the systems now in use in America,

time -operated switches are employed to
bring the apparatus into use. In this
country the original system had a syn-
chronising mechanism which was brought
into action by a special tuning note, but
the operator had to start up the apparatus
before the transmission commenced. To
avoid interference with existing radio

(Continued on page 428)
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New Materials for Old

A modern cement works. In the foreground are the slurry thickeners, storage silos are at the back. The two long
low buildings on the right hooie the rotary kilns.

CEMENT will always rank amongst
the greatest gifts of science to
civilisation, though its discovery

is now more than a hundred years old.
From cement bonded, with steel has sprung
greater and more ambitious structures than
ever mankind has aspired to in the greatest
building ages of the past. Steel is the back-
bone of these structures, and Bessemer's
discovery of a process for making bulk steel
first allowed the architect to plan outside
the limitations of bricks and mortar.
Always, too, ever since glass was first made,
mankind has striven to use it to lighten
the inside of buildings. But to -day the
architect can actually build with glass, for
the most recent of the glass maker's
achievements is the production of bricks
moulded from glass.

Cement
Both the Greeks and the Romans used a

hard setting mortar similar to cement
qualities. The dome of the Pantheon in
Rome was actually made entirely from a
lime concrete. It stands to this day. But
in some extraordinary way, all knowledge
of the art of cement making disappeared
with the fall of the Roman Empire. For
nearly 2,000 years, if it was made at all,
it was only by accident.

In 1756 the engineer Smeaton was com-
missioned to build a lighthouse of stone
on the dangerous Eddystone reef off the
Devon coast. For this enterprise he
required a cement which would set under
water. In his search he discovered that
lime makers who used rather poor quality
limestone which was contaminated with
clay produced, quite by chance, the water -
setting material he required. Though his
lighthouse stands to this day his discovery
seems to have languished.

Fifty years later a French chemist
Vicat came a step nearer modern methods.
By burning a paste of chalk and clay
together he, too, produced cement.

Probably his discovery was lost in the
turgid upheaval of the French Revolution,
for the honour of first -manufacturing
cement does not belong to France.

The secret of cement, however, was so
obvious that from 1800 onwards many
inventors and manufacturers were producing
something very like modern cement by
burning together clay and chalk or lime-
stone. But by one of those tricks of chance
which always cloak great discoveries, they
were carefully picking out and throwing
away the very portion of- the burnt material
which would have given them Portland
cement. From their kilns came two types
of material, the one they kept was a soft
limey material. The material thrown away
was a hard clinker.

In 1824, Joseph Aspidin, a lime burner,
of Leeds, found that if the clinker were
ground like flour between mill -stones it
gave a material which set when mixed with
water. The hardness of his cement was far
greater than that of any other then known.
Because it looked very much like Portland
stone, he named it Portland " cement.
Though cement manufacture has vastly
improved on Aspidin's methods and has
grown into an industry measuring prOduc-
tion in millions of tons, cement is still known
by the name Aspidin gave it, and his dis-
covery that to make cement', chalk and clay
must be ground intimately together and
burnt to a hard clinker and ground again to
a fine flour, is still fundamentally the basis
of cement manufacture.

Clay and Chalk
Cement is essentially a compound of

lime with silica and alumina. The lime
comes from chalk or limestone. Alumina
and silica are provided by clay, one of the
commonest materials of the earth's crust.
At white heat, lime and clay fuse together
and form cement clinker. The new com-
pound is capable of taking up water to
form a hard setting compound whose

Cement, Steel and
Glass Replace Bricks

and Mortar
strength lies in the interlock of new crystal-
line forms keying the whole niass together.
Plaster. of paris, which is the sulphate of
lime, sets in just this way. But to get
cement to take up water it must be ground
up to the finest of fine powders, just as
Aspidin discovered.

Wherever chalk and clay occur together,
the raw materials of cement manufacture

A wall of glass bricks for the crystal skyscrapers
of to -morrow.

are at hand. The fortuitous co -existence
of Kent chalk and river clay round the
basin of the Medway gave Britain a flying
start as monopolists of cement manu-
facture. In fact, it took other countries
nearly fifty years to find out that there was
no real secret or special property about
British clays for cement making.

400 -Foot Furnaces
Up the River Medway can still be seen

the old-fashioned type of stone cement
burning kiln into which a mixture of chalk,
clay and coal was charged, burnt off, cooled
and withdrawn. To -day cement manu-
facture has moved nearer the Thames itself
to Tilbury and Purfleet where cheap water-
borne coal feeds the maws of the great
modern cement furnaces.

From the chalk pits chalk is brought by
bucket conveyer or pumped in the form
of a slurry. It is mixed under the most
careful analytical control with clay which
at some works is dredged and pumped up
from the river bottom. In huge settling
tanks the slurry is thickened to eliminate
water and pumped as a paste to the top of
the cement kiln.

The modern cement kiln is a vast tube,
sometimes 400 ft. long by 15 ft. in diameter.
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firebrick -lined inside a steel case and
rotated slowly in its major axis. So beau-
tifully balanced are these monsters that a
midget 15-h.p. motor serves to- keep them
turning.

About two-thirds the way down a flame
of pulverised coal is blown into them pro-
ducing a zone of white heat. Here the
chalk cliV slurry is fused into molten cement
clinker. Up at the top end of the kiln,
which is set on a slight slope, where the
slurry enters, the hot gases passing from
flame zone to the chimney dry out the
slurry and prepare it for firing. Down past
the hot zone the clinker sets and cools,
warming up as it does so a draught of air
which is passing up to burn the coal. As
the clinker leaves the kiln it is quite cold
and ready for the grinding mills.

Ball Mills
Just as the old stone kilns have given

place to modern furnaces, so Aspidin's
millstone grinders have been replaced by
fine grinding mills of the highest efficiency,
but ones which use a very simple principle.
The clinker .is fed continually into steel
cylinders half filled with hard, heavy steel
balls. The cylinder rotates at about 16
revolutions per minute, so turning the balls
over and over on one another. The in-
cessant rolling impact so produced on the
clinker grinds it down to a particle size of
less than 1/200th inch. In the grinding
operation, a small percentage of gypsum is
introduced, which has the valuable effect
of slowing down the setting of the cement
so that it can be worked into position.

Concrete
Concrete is not, of course, neat cement.

It is a matrix of clean stone and sand
keyed together with cement which coats
and sets every particle together. One part
of cement, two of sand and four of clean,
sharp stone is almost the rule of three of
modern building. It is as strong as stone
and better than stone, for it can be poured
into position round a web of steel girder and

reinforcement of steel bars which key it and
give it tensile strength which stone cannot
possess. Thus the modern engineer throws
out straight beams of concrete where the
architect of old would have been forced to
throw a rising arch. It is because the wide
concrete span has become possible that
modern architecture tends to follow square
lines.

View along a rotary kiln showing the trunnion
bearings. These kilns run up to 500 ft. in length

with a diameter of 14 ft.
Steel

If concrete is the body of modern building
steel forms its ribs and backbone. Bessemer
gave the engineer steel in bulk for building
in 1856. But it was not till 1909 that
Parliament permitted the engineer to
depart from the heavy construction neces-

sary for brick and mortar building, and
enabled him to design the modern shells of
steel clothed in concrete which spring frcim
their foundations to completion with
fascinating ease and speed. To speed is now
added silence, for the pneumatic rivetter
is fast being replaced by the arc of the
electric welder which literally burns the
whole steel fabric into one homogenous
whole.

Finish
Nor is the appearance of the finished

building overlooked. The concrete can be
faced with brick, or pre -cast concrete stone
can be lined into the shuttering, clothing the
building . as it rises in a clean, smooth
weather-proof mantle. Plastic paints have
been perfected which serve the same end
with even greater brilliance, and, finally,
there is glass.

Glass Bricks
Glass bricks are the coming material of

the buildings of the immediate future.
With them whole walls of translucent glass
can be built into the web of steel and
concrete. Their manufacture is amongst the
most recent of the glass-moulder's art.

Glass bricks are made by pressing molten
glass into the shape of hollow half bricks.
These half box forms are then cemented
immovably together with a bond of metallic
aluminium while the moulded forms are still
hot. A coating of silica cement baked on
to the sides and ends of the bricks gives a
key so that the bricks can be built up by
ordinary methods, course on course, with
mortar. The face is left corrugated in
various forms so as to admit light without
permitting a clear view into the building.
Since the brick is formed hot, its hollow
interior is under -a semi -vacuum. This has
the advantage that the brick is self heat -
insulating. It is a curious thing that this
newest of building materials should be
coming into general use in the year which
was marked by the destruction of the first
of the " Crystal Palaces."

RADIO NEWSPAPERS
(Continued from page 426)

programmes the American broadcasts take
place in the early hours of the morning,
and the time -switch avoids the necessity
of the operator sitting up to switch on and
off. The apparatus is joined to the loud-
speaker terminals as in the original Fulto-
graph system, and synchronising note or
impulses are also employed to start the
stylus at the right point on the paper. In
principle the arrangement is standardised,
the carrier of the transmitter being modu-
lated by a special frequency which also
carries the modulations of the picture of
news material being broadcast. This is
effected by a standard photo -electric cell
arrangement, the original " copy " being
passed between the cell and a light source.
The signal variations are rectified in the
radio receiver in the usual way, and this
results in impulses being fed to the output
stage which, if passed to a loudspeaker,
would sound somewhat like an ordinary
Morse signal at very high speed. These
impulses operate a magnet system which
transmits to the stylus the impulses corres-
ponding to the original signal fluctuations
and thus re-creates on the paper the message
or picture. A synchronous motor or a syn-
chronising impulse keeps the roller at the
receiver in step with the feed at the trans-
mitter.

Whether the idea will obtain a greater
hold on the American public than it did on
the English listeners, or whether the
apparatus now in use is more effective than
the original apparatus, will not become evi-
dent for some time, but no doubt there is a
definite sphere for this additional branch of
radio, not only in disseminating news, but in

providing the experimenter with a field
into which he may turn his energies now
that radio from the sound point of view
has been brought to such a high stage of
perfection. At the moment there are 15
stations in America making these broad-
casts and five manufacturers are making
the receiving apparatus.

One of the R.C.A. newspaper receivers in use.
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The Life -Wave Generator
By F. W. BRITTON, D.Sc.

The Generation of Currents by Bacterial Activity
ECENTLY, some remarkable experi-
ments have been continuing at a
laboratory in Holland. The appara-

tus used, for want of a better term, has
been named the Life -Wave Generator.
This emanation appears to bear little
resemblance to ordinary radio -waves, since
its maximum speed is around thirty miles
per hour, with a length of about 10 in.
A peculiar characteristic of the radiation lies
in the delayed electro-magnetic action, for a
complete electric field is riot immediately
set up but appears only after some time-
ten days or so.

Anti -Bacterial Power
Robert Pape, the discoverer of these

radiations has been successful, not only in
preserving the vitality of certain forms of
plant -life but also in resuscitating flowers,
etc., after their vital powers had consider-
ably flagged. It appears that the radiation
is generated through the intermediary of
two streams of air-one moist, the other
dry-oppositely charged. The atoms of
these streams, on combination, gradually
set up a static current which develops as
the ionisation proceeds, finally inducing a
field of great intensity over a radius of
about thirty yards. The range of the wave
is not limited by substances interposed
between it and the material to be experi-
mented upon: Its penetrability is such
that it passes through wood, glass, iron,
lead, brick, etc., and is unaffected by
conditions of temperature and humidity.
There is no interference with, or by, the
usual electro-magnetic waves used in
wireless although the field influences the
magnetic needle.

Obviously the principle use to which the
apparatus could be put is in the storage of
food -stuffs. Actual tests have proved that
eggs, meat, poultry, milk and fish in addi-
tion to various kinds of vegetables remain
perfectly fresh after long periods of time
and in circumstances favourable to the
development of putrefactive change. In-
deed, it is extremely interesting to conjec-
ture at the tremendous possibilities which
the new radiation seems to offer.
Naturally the chief factor to con-
sider is the question of space
necessary for the housing of the
generator; this does not appear to
be great by any means and could,
I should imagine, quite conveniently
be accommodated in the hold of
any decent:sized cargo -vessel.

From a study of the types of
earth existing in some of the north-
ern countries, Scandinavia, the
inventor of the above wave came
to the conclusion that there must
be some peculiar combination of
physical conditions which affected
the growth -of the minute organ-
isms present in dead bodies buried
therein. Such organisms we com-
monly refer to as putrescent bac-
teria, and thus, by arresting their
growth it is possible to prevent
indefinitely, the decomposition of
organic bodies following their
decease. This factor brings me to
a consideration of the energy
developed by the organisms them -

'selves, for it seems to me that by inter-
fering with this minute current with a
long -wave radiation of the above nature,
decomposition may be delayed for a con-
siderable time.

The Energy of Bacterial Action
And now, talking of ,.putrefaction and

decomposition of organic substances through
the intervention of living organisms, I
mention a few facts which the experimenter
might care to know preparatory to carrying
out investigations for himself, and then we
will go on to show how the quantity of
current may be calculated.

ANODE (PLATINUM)

O
TWO-WAY

SWITCH

POROUS POT
CONTAINING
FERMENTING
FLUID AND
PLATINUM ELEC-
TRODES

Fig. I. Measurement
of E.M.F.

.S)

GA LVA N OME T ER

In the foregoing, the radiation was
typically due to certain inanimate physical
conditions such as might be induced by any
suitable system 'of directive energy. It
is well-known that all life produces certain
concomitant electric forces, no matter how
minute either the organism or these forces
may be. Personally, I think that one of
the most interesting features of this is seen
in the radiation -from growing cells-called
" mitogenetic radiation ", but space pre-
cludes their discussion here and we must

FERMENTING
ELECT ROLYTE

NON -POLARIZABLE
ELECTRODE (ANODE)

Fig. 2.-Measurement of
current quantity (coulombs).

COPPER WIRES X
RECEIVIr43 DEPOSIT
OF Cu FROM COPPER
SULPHATE SOLUTION

content ourselves with a description of the
current induced through bacterial action.

An Important Fact
One important fact should be borne in

mind. There is generally a rise in tempera-
ture when organic matter decays, this
indicates that there is some excessive
potential of heat-caloric--in the substance
prior to decomposition. An example is
that of the fermentation of sugar which
yields alcohol.. In this process heat is
evolved, and if the caloric value of the
sugar is compared with that of the resulting
alcohol, it is found to be far in excess of the

latter. Now most of us will say
that this heat presupposes the
presence of electricity and, of course,
we shall be right, for it is possible
to determine quite accurately the
quantity of energy liberated during
a fermentative process, while the
intensity of this energy (the E.M.F.)
is an important factor. Considering
that a bacterial action is typically
a, fermentation process, there are
several interesting implications here,
for if such a reaction involves
pathogenic or disease organisms,
registrable reactions may be
measured in terms of current
equivalents. Some years ago, I
mentioned in a paper before the
College of Physiology of London,
that it should be possible to de-
termine the number of putrefactive
bacteria present in a dissociating
biological electrolyte or fermen-

tation cell containing a culture medium.
But in the present article I shall simply
describe an arrangement for measuring the
energy of fermentation.

How to Measure the Energy
It will be seen that in Fig. 1 a porous

pot is immersed in a solution containing the
culture medium, the electrodes being
platinum wires dipping respectively into
pot and outer container. The external
circuit is shown in the diagram, and con-
sists of a single -pole two-way switch in
circuit with a galvanometer and condenser.
To Operate this system all that is necessary
is to introduce the bacteria (yeast) into
the porous .pot and to subject the solution,
which is the same in both inner and outer
vessels, to the correct temperature (about
86°F) when fermentation sets in and
activates the electrodes, A charge accumu-
lates on the plates of the condenser only
when favourable conditions of fermentation
prevail. This E.M.F. may be measured by
momentarily changing over of the switch,
shunting the capacity charge from the
condenser through the galvanometer. Since
the platinum electrodes are polarisable,
they are not suitable for measuring the
milliamperage of the reaction and they
may be substituted for non-polarisable
carbon plates arranged as in Fig. 2.

The solution in the porous pot (Fig. 1),
since it contains the ferment, is the active
one, tire organisms excite the pot electrode
and develop a negative charge. This
therefore is always the cathode. A certain
weight of culture medium, for instance, will
generate a certain amount of current
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energy. This is best computed in terms of
coulombs (the unit of electrical quantity),
the amount liberated by one ampere per
second. Fig. 2 shows an ordinary Leclanche
porous pot immersed in a large beaker
either heated with an immersion heater or
else arranged over a constant source of heat
thermostatically regulated. The ferment-
able fluid plus the ferinent is placed in the
beaker and a Carbon plate electrode immer-
sed in it; the porous pot is .then intro-
duced and the respective terminals of the
cell connected to a copper/copper-sulphate
cell. This cell simply consists of two copper
wires dipping into a solution of copper
sulphate. In order to calculate the number
of coulombs generated, all that is necessary
is first to weigh one of the copper wires
(that forming the cathode) before the
experiment, then to place the active ferment
into the generating vessel and, finally, to

reweigh the same wire after copper has
deposited on it out of the solution. This
calculation is readily made since 66 milli-
grams of copper are always deposited by
one coulomb.

Referring to Fig. 1 it will be observed
that the switch is in the neutral position.
During excitation, it is moved to position A
so that in order to measure potential a
charge accumulates on the condenser; on
moving the switch to position B the con-
denser is thrown into circuit with the gal.
vanometer and a momentary deflection
denotes the tension of the discharge. In
Fig. 2 the porous pot is an ordinary Le-
clanchh type as already mentioned, which
forms the anode of the system so that on
referring to the copper -sulphate cell, it
will be seen that the piece of wire to be
weighed is suspended from the leading wire
from this electrode and not from the

active carbon electrode immersed in the
fermenting fluid. It is best for this purpose
to use a straight length of copper wire and
to bend the end in the form of a loop so
that it may easily be hooked over the cross
support as shown at X. Iii these illustra-
tions the exciting vessel has been repre-
sented standing on a flat resistance heater,
which I have found is admirable. In the
absence of an automatic thermostatic con-
trol, the current will have to be switched in
and out manually, using a thermometer
standing in the electrolyte. The solution in
the copper sulphate cell is merely a saturated
aqueous one of copper sulphate.

Obviously, different cultures will generate
different amounts of current and it should

- be useful as a means for correlating the
activity of various ferments. In the case of
a fermenting sugar solution, one gram of this
yields 6 coulombs.

THE article published in our March
issue entitled " What Shape is the
Earth," has created considerable

interest among our readers. This article
answers some of the interesting points
raised by them.

Referring to Fig. 1, if any- chord, x-y
to the circle of reference is drawn, and its
" geometrical " inverse is also drawn, this
latter will be found to be a circle, passing
through the centre of the circle of reference
and the points C and D where the chord cuts
the circle of reference. From a glance at the
sketch it can be seen that any point A on
the small circle is the geometrical inverse
of the corresponding point B on the chord
and the same radius, since it satisfies the
condition OA x OB = R2.

Referring now to Fig. 2. This gives a
proof that the angles of sight at the surface
of the sphere of reference are the same. If
CY is a line of sight on the " outside," CP
(the tangent to the small- cirele) will be the
corresponding line of sight on the " inside,"

O

and V W is a " horizeiltal line " in both
cases. The " elevations " are the angles
numbered 4 and 5, which are seen to be
equal.

It is a matter of simple geometry to show
that the angles 6 and 7 are equal.
Shadow of the Earth

Fig. 3 shows diagrammatically the inter-
pretation of the " shadow of the earth on
the moon " phenomenon on the field theory.
This is simply a matter of drawing the
diagram in ordinary geometry, and then
transferring the diagram into " field "
geometry. In a similar manner all the
other phenomena of observation, such as
eclipses, phases of the moon, orbits of the
planets, etc. can be explained on the

field theory."
Fig. 4 gives the explanation of the " Hull

Down " phenomenon in similar fashion to
the above.

In general, the field theory is simply
another geometry applied to the description
of the Universe, It describes it, at least, as
well as the more orthodox Euclidean
geometry. and in some respects it is better.
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tangent to small circle at C. I
The angle I = the angle 2
since triangle 0 G C is isoscdes.
The angle I = the angle 3
since triangle OCE is similar
to triangle ECI; also the
angle 3 = the angle 4 since
they are vertically opposite.
The angle 5 is the angle
between tangents and the angle
2 is angle between correspond-
ing radii. Therefore the angle
5 = the angle 2, bat the
angle 2 = the angle 4 (since
the angle 1 = the angle 2 the
angle 3 = the angle 4).
Therefore the angle 5 the

angle 4.
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The use of other geometries than the
Euclidean to describe the Universe is Well-
known, thus we have Riemann's geometry,
on which Einstein's theory of relativity was
based, andlnany etthers.

It is alwys" difficult for the unscientific
mind to grasp these new concepts and
geometries at first, but in time they come
to be accepted as a matter of course once
they have established their claims, The
field theory has not yet reached this stage,
but may do so some day.
The Light of the Sun

The question as to whether
the light of the sun would be
polarised by being refracted
by the intervening space
cannot readily be answered,
since there is no experimental

Fig. I.-Any point
A on the small
circle is the geo-
metrical inverse of
the corresponding
point B on the chord.

evidence regarding the effects of such
space on light. It is obvious, how-
ever, that the empty space postulated is
unlikely to have the same effect on light as
the dense refracting and reflecting media

we know on the earth's surface.
It is hoped that future research on\ the behaviour of light in a vacuum,

\ conducted in the light of the field
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"G. M. B."

Fig. 4.-The "hull down" phenomenon in
the "inside theory." Turn the diagram

upside down for the orthodox theory.
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MASTERS OF
MECHA

A fine example of the old English weightdrivers "split -clock" device for slowly revolving a
roasting spit before the fire. It is supposed to be the invention of Leonardo da

WHAT is known as the Italian
Renaissance, or the medieval
enthusiasm for new learning and

knowledge, was approaching the zenith of its
expression in southern Europe when, in
the year 1452, Leonardo was born in the
little market -town of Vinci, between
Florence and Pisa, in Italy. His father was
a lawyer, one Peter da Vinci, and since
Leonardo, when quite a young boy, dis-
played a variety of natural gifts and
talents, many of which wqre of an artistic
nature, the father placed the lad under the
educational care of Andrew Verrocchio,
an artist ,of note, - with the intention that
he should learn painting as a profession.

There was, however, little use in Leonardo
being set to learn the art of painting, for
such an art had been born within him and he
only awaited the opportunity of displaying
it in a suitable manner. q.

The boy, under the guiilance of Ver-
rocchio, acquired the manual technique
of painting fast and furiously. He seldom
had actually to learn anything. The know-
ledge of it, in some strange way, was already
in his mind. We are not surprised, therefore,
to find the worthy and somewhat perplexed
Verrocchio exclaiming with reference to his
pupil that " he finishes nothing, because he
is ever starting to do something else."

One day when Verrocchio was engaged in
the painting of a religious subject he
pointed to his picture and, commanding
LeOnardo, said : " Here, boy, let me see
how thou canst paint in the kneeling figure of
an angel."

As a Painter
Leonardo, for a few moments, stood before

the unfinished picture, lost in thought.
Then, taking up brushes and paints, he
worked away with them with amazing
rapidity until the angel detail of the picture
was finished.

For a few instants, the astonished
Verrocchio struggled with the demon of
jealousy. He had strived to attain supreme
excellence in his art through years of patient

said gently, " keep my brushes; I will
paint no more."

The above incident is quoted as an ex-
ample of the intuitive manner of inborn
genius with which da Vinci invariably
accomplished anything which he set himself
to do. Of his career as an artist and a
sculptor we cannot here dwell upon, except,
perhaps, to remark in passing that his two
most famous pictures, the " Last Supper "
and the celebrated enigmatical Mona
Lisa " are among the world's greatest art
treasures.

Of Leonardo da Vinci, the anatomist and
physiologist, we also cannot deal, but must
pass on at once to his essential work as an
engineer and a mechanician.

The entire bulk of Leonardo's mechanical
knowledge and inventions is contained in
upwards of five thousand sheets of manu-
scripts and drawingswhich he left behind at
his death. And, without any doubt, these
closely written pages constitute the strangest
set of manuscripts which the world has ever
seen.

A Curious Writer
For one thing, do. Vinci invariably wrote

with his left hand from the right-hand side
of the paper to the left. Then again, for
some curious reason he wrote in mirror
fashion, that is to say, his writing appears
" reversed'" and just as it would look if it
were normally carried out and viewed in a
mirror. Furthermore, da Vinci never used
any form of punctuation and throughout
these manuscripts, which 'extend over thirty
years of his lifetime, he employed a com-
plicated and extraordinary system of
abbreviations, thereby making his script
more difficult than ever to decipher.

Can anyone wonder, therefore, that da
Vinci's mechanical works lay buried in
libraries for centuries, and that other
generations of inventors arose and passed
away without ever dreaming that many of
the principles of mechanism which they

No. 33.-Leonardo da Vinci-Painter, Sculptor
Anatomist, Engineer and Founder of

Modern Mechanics.
study. The boy, Leonardo, however, then
not more than fifteen or sixteen years of
age, had achieved excellence without an
effort.

Verrocchio laid his hand upon his pupil's
shoulder : " I have found my master," he

Reproduced from da Vinci's own sketch, showing 
his idea for a water -wheel operated water -pump.

had contrived had been thought out and
committed to paper centuries previously by
this remarkable Italian artist -engineer ?

Where da Vinci obtained his fundamental
'knowledge of mechanics from we do not
know. One can only say that he must have
studied the rudimentary mechanics of
Aristotle and the other ancient writers.
During his lifetime he was acquainted -with a
few mathematicians and architects of his
country, but these individuals, so far as we
can ascertain, did little to help him and
certainly Leonardo's debt to them must have
been a very small one.

" The paradise of the mechanical
sciences," Leonardo da Vinci lovingly
describes his favourite studies. And
Leonardo was no charlatan, either. The
alchemists of his time he rejects and spurns,
and even the myth of perpetual motion,
which was then in its hey -day, he perceives
in its true nature.

Perpetual Motion
" Oh, speculators on perpetual motion,"

writes Leonardo, " how many vain projects
of like character you have created ! Go and
be the companions of the searchers after
gold!"

Da Vinci's physical researches began with
conjectures on the nature of force. " If a
force carries a weight in a certain time
through a definite distance, the same ford
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will carry half the body in the same time
through double the path."

Here we have the first accurate statement
concerning force and work. Centuries after
Leonardo had died the same idea was
re-formulated and, of course, augmented,
but all the same, it remained essentially his
own statement.

Da Vinci, during his lifetime, not only
discovered new mechanical principles but he
also applied them in actual practice. It is
for this reason that he has been called the
" founder of modern mechanics."

As a civil engineer and an architect, da
Vinci entered the service of several noble
Italian families. He also seems to have
acted as a military engineer, for we find him
putting forward schemes for the construc-
tion of cannons and other instruments of
war, one of which, " a covered wagon, not
to be impeded by ever so dense a mass and
behind which the infantry can follow without
danger," seems to be a forerunner of the
modern --military tank or armoured car.

During his career as an engineer da
Vinci did much constructional work, and for
probably the first time in recorded history
made practicable the transmission of
mechanical power by means of gear wheels.

There is no doubt, of course, that the
transference of power from one wheel to
another by means of simple gearing had
been known for thousands of years. Previous
to the time of da Vinci, however, such
systems had hardly been used. It is to
him, therefore, that the world owes the first.
practical-or shall we say industrial ?-use
of mechanical gearing.
Mechanical Power

The transference of mechanical power
through a right angle was first made
practicable by da Vinci, although, in all
probability it was known in theory long
before hisfday. In order to obtain right-
angle gearing da Vinci constructs a wheel
having a number of pegs or teeth projecting
outwards around its periphery or circum-
ference. These teeth engage with a number
of upright pegs arranged around a vertical
shaft.

" Simple ! " you remark. Undoubtedly,
but so too is the principle of the screw,
yet it tool* a genius, Archimedes, to first
think it out.

Other nowadays " simple " mechanical
principles which were invented or, at
any rate, practically perfected and demon-
strated by da Vinci are pulley systems,
trains of three or more gear wheels, friction
drives, weight -lifting systems, flywheels,
pumping actions, the mechanical principle
of leverage and the elements of stresses,
strains and engineering weight distribution.

An appliance very much like a modern
motor -car lifting -jack, operated by lever
and rack, was invented by da Vinci. He
constructed a treadle lathe having a large
flywheel which worked very easily and so
made possible the construction of various
types of wheels and other round or circular
objects. A, travelling crane for use in
building operations was another
of this master's inventions and
he even went so far as to devise
an elaborate machine for grind-
ing out and polishing hollow
metal cylinders for pumps.

Yet, despite the fact that da
Vinci must have been acquainted
with some rudimentary form of
piston and cylinder, he never
seems to have been struck with
the notion of utilising the power
of steam by means of these de-
vices. If, indeed, the merest
suggestion of this principle had Transmission
presented itself to the mind of through a rig

da Vinci, the record of mechanics and, in
fact, the entire history of civilisation might
have been very different.
Welter of Writings

But it was not to be. Da Vinci, as we
have seen, buried his then remarkable
inventions, his original and re -discovered
mechanical principles and his other pioneer
notions among a welter of strange writings
on art, painting, sculpture, medicine, botany
and many other subjects in his voluminous
and almost hieroglyphical manuscripts
which for centuries remained almost un-
touched and undeciphered in the great
libraries and museums of Europe.

SOME OF THE SIMPLE
FORMS OF GEARING
INTRODUCED BY
LEONARDO DA VINCI

of power
ht angle.

The friction gear.

Train of toothed wheels.

Belt and pulley gear

In these, even nowadays, little-known
manuscripts are to be found reasoned
conjectures, not mere fortuitous prophecies,
concerning the invention of self-propelled
and horseless carriages in which da Vinci
dimly foresees the coming of the motor car.
He describes something very much akin to
the modern bicycle and, in a treatise on the
Flight of Birds which he wrote, this Italian
genius reasoned out for himself the probable
chances of man's being successful at some
future time in constructing an " aerial
engine " which would enable him to fly.

It was from his first master, Verrocchio,
that da Vinci gained his early acquaintance
with the various sciences then extant, for
Verrocchio's tastes were wide and he moved
in what we should now called " learned
circles."

A Fool or a Genius
In , 1483, at the age of twenty-one,

Leonardo offered himself as an artist,
architect and engineer to the Duke of Milan.
He wrote the Duke a letter, putting forward
in it all the things which he felt competent to
do. This letter is still in existence and very
curious and interesting reading it makes, too,
for in it the enthusiastic Leonardo enumer-
ates a multitude of arts and sciences of
which he claims to be a practitioner.

The Duke of Milan's remark upon
receiving this now historical application for
employment was significant. " Either
these are the words of a fool," he said, " or
of a man of genius'! "

Anyway, to cut a long tale short, the
Duke took. da Vinci into his service and
soon proved to his satisfaction that the
young man had, indeed, extraordinary
abilities. Leonardo remained in his service
for some sixteen years, carrying out many
different artistic and engineering works the
while.

In 1499, owing to political troubles, he
returned to Florence, but seven years
later we again find him in employment in
Milan.

Finally, in 1515, Francis I, of France,
persuaded him to give up his work in the
then troublous Italy and to enter the royal
service in France. Da Vinci, agreeing to
the proposal, was given a castle of his own,
near St. Cloud, not far from Amboise, a
town in France, and here he spent the
remainder of his days, dying in the castle on
May 2, 1519, at the age of sixty-seven.

Throughout his life Leonardo da Vinci
worked at high pressure, and there is little
doubt that his multifarious activities and
the constant outpouring of mental energy
which they occasioned prematurely aged
him. '

harried to Art
Da Vinci remained a bachelor all his life.

He was married to his art, to his mechanical
investigations, to his sculpture and architec-
ture and there was little room. in his exist-
ence for anything else. Noted throughout
his life for his beautiful features and per-
sonal charm of manner, da Vinci remained
ever a sincere, simple -soul, easy of access.
benevolent and kindly in his actions.'

The world has long known and appre-
ciated Leonardo da Vinci, the painter and
the sculptor. But Leonardo, the civil
engineer and mechanician, has only in com-
paratively recent times come to be recog-
nised. Although, during his lifetime, da
Vinci escaped the ill-treatment which was
accorded to Galileo, his future countryman
and scientist, his labours for the advance-
ment of mechanical science, in which,
incidentally, he was at least a whole hundred
years ahead of his time, were permitted to
fall into complete obscurity for nearly
three long centuries.
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"PRACTICAL MECHANICS " WIRELESS EXPERIMENTER

M

WOOD BOX
COVERED WITH Details of the cabinet for the

LEATHER CLOTH. receiver.

DG ET
HOLE &SLOT -
FOR W/C SWIT

5"

FOUR -VA

SPACE CUT AWAY
FOR PANEL

WITH the arrival of summer, and
the desire of most people to get
out into the open, the attraction

of the wireless programmes weakens. It
often happens, however, that an interesting
item is broadcast which is missed through
the lure of the fine weather. Also a cycling
run or a hike in the country would be more
enjoyable if it were possible to listen to a
little light music during a halt. Thus this
self-contained midget receiver will prove
ideal as it can be carried about in the
pocket.

A straightforward four -valve circuit has
been employed using midget valves arranged
as follows: a high -impedance leaky -grid
detector stage is tuned by a home -con-
structed coil, then comes a low -frequency
stage in which is included a "threshold
Howl" filter condenser C5, for stabilising
quality for the next amplifying stage, which
is a low -impedance valve; finally, a pentode
valve constitutes the output stage. All four
valves are resistance -capacity coupled,
whilst there are only two controls-

R5

fi

LV PORTA 13 L

A Self - Contained Lightweight Receiver
Specially Designed for Cyclists, Hikers, etc.

The finished receiver in the
waterproof carrying case.

switching and tuning, which are sunk into
the panel to avoid unwanted capacity.

The Cabinet
The cabinet is of wood, covered with

leatherette, and costs approximately Is.
The method of drilling is shown in the
sketch. The wave -change switch consists
of a modified commercial` loudspeaker
switch, which is fitted into the top of the
11 in. former used for the coil. The wave-
bands chosen range from approximately
160 to 450 metres, for the medium wave,
and 650 to 1,800 metres on the long wave,
whilst a centre -tapped medium wave
winding is used to obtain maximum input
signal strength.

It will be noticed that the control of the
wave -change switch is done by the 2 -pin
plug which is fitted into the top of the set,
the idea here being that the aerial and
earth connections to the set can be made

> HT -1-2

)

C2

2

6

C3

R3

R7

R4

SW

Circuit diagram of the Four -Valve Portable.

HT+ I

HT

G.B:F

G.B7-

LT-
s>

LT+

through the medium of the plug, thus
extra sockets or terminals are not required
and the connecting up of the receiver is
therefore simplified still further. The plug
is, of course, supplied with the switch.

The chassis is fixed in the cabinet by the
two screws securing the wave -change

LT.1-

54L1/2"(Alp11)
SOLID

EBONITE
FOR/VIER

WIRE

PAPER
BINDING

_11/25( 9/I6 BAKELITE FORMR
MAXIMUM LENGTH OF N928g
EUREKA WIRE = 34"
MINIMUM LENGTH = 23'

(WOUND ON BAKELITE FORMER
AND CALCULATED FROM EXTREME
POINTS "'

SECCOTINE

Two dry cells are used for the L.T. circuit.

switch, and although the coil is not designed
to be a permanent fixture to the chassis, 
surprising rigidity is maintained after
assembly.

Battery connections are made simply by
plugs and sockets, this applying also 'fri the
case of the two speaker leads, as by experi-
ment it has been found far better than by
using terminals, principally by reason of
the compact nature of the design.

L.T. Battery
The all-important question of weight

received extra consideration, and to get
over the difficulty occasioned by the
apparent necessity for an accumulator for
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Full dimensions for drilling
the chassis.

supplying the L.T., it was decided to use
an inexpensive cycle lamp battery, and
adjust the voltage by a suitable resistance.
The life of this battery under continuous
load, that is to say that if the set were left
on-would be 6 hours, consequently the
requirements of the average cyclist for
entertainment on the road and when
picnicking, are amply met, and the user has
the added advantage of being able to rely

LIST OF COMPONENTS
FIXED CONDENSERS
Two .0003 mfd. (Tubular) -4601/s. Dubilier
One . 002
One .02
One .01
One .1 4603/s.
RESISTANCES
Two 50,000 ohm POLAR N.S.F.
One 12,000 92

Two 2 megohm Alf 1/2 Watt type.
One 250,000 ohm
One 1 megohm
VARIABLE CONDENSERS
Two .0005 mfd. 1 in. Spindle Length. J.B.
VALVE HOLDERS
Three 4 -Pin Type (Midget) Type V6. Clix
One 5 -Pin If
SWITCHES
One Type 28 Control Panel and Plug. Clix
One S80.T. Toggle (on -off) Switch. Bulgin
VALVES
One Type X.D. (Midget)
One X.L.
One X.P.
One X.Y.
PLUGS
Five. HT-Black. HT +Red. HT +Yellow.No. 3.

GB-. GB+. No. 3. CHx
SPADE TERMINALS
Two LT- -LT+. No. f14. Cita
CONNECTORS
Four. 2 Red and 2 Black. No. 22. Chat
BATTERIES
One 75 Volt H.T. Exide
One 3 Type; 800. ... Ever -Ready
One 4.5  Torch (Optional) ..
SPEAKER
Moving Coil Speaker. Stentorian W.B.

(Midget)
MISCELLANEOUS

METAL WORK
16 or 18 S.W.G. Aluminium (Machine or Plain
finish). . . Peto Scott
FORMERS
One 21/2 in. x 114 in. die. Bakelite Former
One 11/2 in. x 9/16th in. dia. Bakelite Former
One Solid Ebonite Former. 5/8 in. x 11/2 in.

Approx.
BRACKETS
Two Type E.H.9. Bulgin
KNOBS
Two Hexagon. Type No. K.40. ... Buigin
WIRE, Etc.
One 2 oz. Coil of 32 S.W.G. Enam. No. 757.

Bulgin
One 2 oz. Coil of 35 S.W.G. Enam, No. 758

Buigin
One Coll of Glazelte.
One Yard of 28 S.W.G. Eureka Wire.
"SYSTOFLEX

Hivac

upon the battery
over a matter of
days or even weeks
of disuse, whilst an
accumulator would
require periodical
charging; and so far
as the difference in
weight is concerned,
it will be agreed that
this is very appreci-
able, whilst danger
of creeping acid or
possible damage to
the accumulator
plates is obviated.

Suitable carriers
Ire obtainable at
about 6d. each, one
being required for
housing the receiver
and L.T. battery-
grid bias not being
essential on 75 volts
H.T.-whilst there
is room for a 3 -volt
midget battery -
the other is required
for the H.T. battery.

The overall weight of the receiver alone
is 14 lb., and even this weight will be
appreciably reduced if aluminium is used
throughout. An aerial 10 ft. in length will
be found suitable for good quality moving -

2
GRIDmn.

2

TO
FIXED
VANES

0003 rnrcE

coil output, whilst a longer aerial will be
required if foreign stations are desired.

The only metal parts to be made are the
front panel, chassis and condenser brackets.
Unless otherwise stated, aluminium will be
taken as the basis of the design throughout.
and this should be from 16 to 18 gauge.
The panel and chassis could, if desired, be
obtained ready cut to size, or a sheet of
aluminium 7* in. x 44 in. should be cut
and bent 'as shown. Place the sheet of
aluminium hi a vice, and having scribed the
cutting and bending line, cut along the line

2'

I

F.-

HA'rEZ., ALUMINIUM OR
.4.. BRASS

THE FINISHED
BRACKET

Cutting and drilling details for the condenser
brackets.

indicated in the diagram. The lower half
of the metal is to be used for the chassis,
and this likewise should be placed in the
vice and the two runners bent over as
indicated.

WIRING DIAGRAM OF THE MIDGET
FOUR -VALVE PORTABLE
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PROCLAIMED
by more than 10,000 men between the ages of 16 and 60, including
eminent Doctors, members of the Army, Navy and Air Force,
Professional Men, Business Men, Clerical and Manual Workers.
Golfers, Footballers-in fact in every walk of Life

KING OF BODY-BUILDERS
Harold Laurance
Triple British
Strength Cham-
pion, Official
Olympic
Games re-
presen-
tative.

HAROLD LAURANCE
OFFERS HIS AMAZING

WORLD BEATER"
COURSE OF HOME TRAINING

TO ENCOURAGE THE MANHOOD OF THE COUNTRY
IN THE PURSUIT OF PHYSICAL FITNESS

HAROLD LAURANCE OFFERS-

£1,000
* Two 1st PRIZES of £100
* Two 2nd PRIZES of £25

IN PRIZES * Two 3rd PRIZES of £15
 Every Pupil taking the "WORLD-BEATER" COURSE at 1 - per
week is eligible for the Grand Award of £100. Every pupil has 9
separate chances of winning £10, £5, £1, 1 Medal or a Diploma. The
same pupil can win an unlimited number of awards month by month.
 The prizes will be awarded on the progress reported by postal
pupils in relation to each pupil's original measurements on joining.
Thus all have a fair and equal chance in every month.
 The Judges under this offer are Editor of "Health and Strength,"
Geo.Walsh and Frank Miles, so you know you can rely on a fair decision,

GRATEFUL PUPILS TESTIFY TO VALUE
OF LAURANCE TRAINING

AGE 19 Body Weight Increased
* Pupil A. Knight, of Northampton,
was a typical young man withsmall
measurements, below average strength.
In 18 months Harold Laurance
personal instruction increased
his weight from 9st. 2lbs. to
12st. 6lbs. and his chest
measurement from 34ins . to 45ins.
Pupil Knight is now a claimant
for the title of 'Britain's Strongest Youth'.
His deep chest, herculean shoulders and
powerful arms speak volumes for 'Laurance'
methods.

AGE 30 Strength and Measurements increased
* Pupil W. Simpson, of Dundee, had spent many

years at Physical Culture without achieving
the desired results. He found
the Laurance Slantinator' and
'Laurance' personal instruction
the ideal method for real results.

He rapidly reached 14st. in weight,
46in. chest, 16in. biceps, and other
splendid measurements.

AGE 45 Splendid Physique & Tirelesss Energy
* Pupil No. 6590, of Kettering,
commenced training under
Harold Laurance at 45 years
of age. His radiant health,
tireless energy and splendid
physique are a wonderful in-
surance against middle -age
decay. Pupil 6590 is a young
man. at 45-a striking tribute to
Laurance methods.

which ensures you
* RADIANT HEALTH * PERFECT PHYSIQUE * VIRILE MANHOOD
* MENTAL POWER * MIGHTY STRENGTH * SELF CONFIDENCE

* MAGNETIC PERSONALITY * TIRELESS ENERGY

UNDER A SENSATIONAL. GUARANTEE

for only FEN PER WEEK
HERE is a clarion -call to every man-

a golden opportunity for all between
the ages of 16 and 60 to gain glorious health,
wonderful strength and superlative physique
in 1938.
Young men will secure and delight in the
pride of Strength and Beautiful Develop-
ment. Professional men, Business men, Men
in the 30's and 40's will regain and maintain
the full fitness and vigour of youth. Men in
the 50's and 60's will rejoice in the healthiest
form of rejuvenation of body and mind.
Nothing like the "WORLD-BEATER"
course offered to -day has ever before been
seen. Simple to follow, with no special
diets and requiring in some cases only 10
minutes and never more than 20 minutes of
time every day, it can lift the weakest,
thinnest man from physical inferiority to
the very pinnacle of perfection. It shows
pupils how to rid themselves for ever of
such troublesome complaints as indigestion,
constipation, catarrh, bad circulation,
anmmia, pimples, bad breath, etc. It
teaches the care of the vital organs so that
perfect -health may be preserved throughout
life. It reveals the true secrets of respiratory
power and scientific muscle-mantpulation.
It directs the pupil how to systematically
increase his bodyweight where desired and
increase his muscular development to the
very limit of his possibilities. Every pupil
is under the personal care of Harold
Laurance; each.lesson is personally pre-
scribed to suit the pupil's individual require.
ments; every pupil is supplied with a splendid
assortment of apparatus FREE; and every

pupil is guaranteed SUCCESS under Harold
Laurance's amazing declaration:-
"Enrol for my ` WORLD-BEATER' course,"
he says, "complete the 8 lessons and if at
the end of that period you are not fully satis-
fied that you have reached 'Supermanity' I
WILL CONTINUE TO TRAIN YOU AND
SUPPLY APPARATUS-WITHOUT ANY
CHARGE WHATSOEVER-UNTIL YOU
ARE COMPLETELY SATISFIED."
The great "WORLD-BEATER" course of
home training is offered on unprecedented
terms. For the small sum of 1/- per week
Harold Laurance guarantees to give every
one who enrols for his course Radiant
Health, Superlative Physique, Mighty
Strength, Virile Masculinity and Dominating
Personality 9
As an extra incentive and encouragement to
pupils Harold Laurance also offers in addition
to the -Priceless Gifts of Perfect Health and
Physical Strength, £1,000 in prizes for
progress on the "WORLD-BEATER"
course. Every pupil has nine separate
chances to win one of the monthly awards
including prizes of £10, £5, £1, Medals and
Diplomas, besides a chance to win the
larger awards of £100, £25 and £15 for
progress over the entire course.
Never before has such an offer been possible
-because never before has such an astonish.
ing record of success been achieved. More
than 90 per cent. of Harold Laurance
pupils report prize-winning progress ! ! !

Take the first'step to-day-Post the Coupon
below.

* The Apparatus which is sent FREE to every pupil is the Simplest, yet most effective,
requiring NO FIXING OR FITTING and can be used ha the smallest space. It includes
The "LAURANCE STAMINATOR" PRONOUNCED BY EMINENT DOCTORS THE
GREATEST BODY-BUILDING APPLIANCE OF ALL TLelE, SPINAL DEVELOPERS,
WRIST UNITS, TRIPLE RESISTANCE UNITS, Etc.
The "World -Beater" Course consists of 8 complete lessons. There Is no special diet, but
pupils are shown how to double the value of ordinary foods. The newly -evolved and
wonderfully effective tendon strengthening movements are included. Special instructions
in scientific muscle -manipulation, the control of nervous energy, the strengthening
of the vital organs and the preparation of the body for maximum muscular development
are all part of this gigantic Course. The range of scientific exercises for the rapid
development of great strength and muscular symmetry is the greatest and most compre-
hensive ever compiled. Pupils are also taught how to overcome common ailments-
indigestion. constipation, catarrh, bad breath, pimples, anaemia. etc. Detailed instruc-
tions are given on weakening complaints and habits. The "WORLD-BEATER" Course
transcends in positive value and amazing effectiveness anything that the world has seen
before.

POST THE COUPON TODAY
* Please send me free of cost or obligation particulars of your "WORLD-BEATER"

COURSE which I can obtain for 1/- a week and details of your £1,000 Prize Offer.
* Also Free Copy of your interesting fully illustrated book "Supermanity" together

with prospectus of the Laurance Institute and a FREE Presentation Copy of your
specially reproduced and autographed Prize-winning Pose Photograph.

NAME

ADDRESS

Practical Mechanics, May, 1938.

Post To-HAROLD LAURANCE, Laurance Institute of Health
and Stamina, Ltd., Ludgate House, 110 Fleet Street, London, E.C.4

Post in Unsealed 1/4c1. STAMPED envelope.
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G.W.R. 2-6-2 Passenger Tank Locomotive. A fine detail model
electric d.c. B volts or a.c. 20 volts. f8 . 0 . 0.

MAY MODEL
BULLETIN

Do you make use of ?
Bassett-Lowke's Repair Depart-
ment . . .

their 16 mm. Film Bureau . .

Send for details.

In clockwork,

YOURS ALMOST
FOR THE ASKING !

FB.12. "Railway Thrills" "0- gauge booklet. (A postcard will secure it.)
TT.I 2. The Twin Train Book. "00" gauge. (Send 2d. for this.)
WB.I 2. Waterline booklet of Model Ship Sets. (Id. stamp for this.)
Laying Permanent Way. Expert advice on this important feature of the Model
Railway Hobby. (Costs you 2d.)

G.W.R. Main Line Passenger Stock in gauge "0." First Class and Corridor Brake
Thirds. 14 6.

NEW
"B" LIST

Readers who have been waiting
for our New STATIONARY
ENGINE AND CASTINGS LIST
No. 12 will be interested to know
it is now reprinted and brought
up to date in two sections

B.1. Stationary Engines, Boilers
and Finished Fittings.

B.2. Castings, Materials, Bolts,
Nuts, Drawings and Parts.
3d. each post free.

Have your copy of " How to
Build a Traction Engine." Full of
useful " wrinkles " for the Model
maker, and only costs you 3d.

EACH
POST FREE

BASSETT - LOWKE LTD. NORTHAMPTON
LONDON: 112, High Holborn, W.C.I. MANCHESTER : 28, Corporation Street

1938 WORLD'S WONDER UTILITY TOOL

" RICOFOR"
(Patented throughout the World)

On recommendation
trials:-
H.M.'s R.A.F.

ARMY
NAVY, etc.

Flame 2550 °F. in IS

seconds.
Cost only 1716.
Please mention P.M.

Only 8 inches high, 2 inches wide by I inch. Slips in your pocket easily.

NO working parts and NO pumping ! ! !

Only lamp adaptable for all known trades: Brazing,
Soldering, Melting GOLD, SILVER, BRASS, COPPER, etc.

A few of the present users:-
Mechanics, Locksmiths, Electricians, Gold and Silversmiths, Dentists,
Surgical and Medical Instrument Makers, Opticians, Laboratories, etc.

THOUSANDS of Motor Owners, Householders, Plumbers, etc.

Selling in Thousands

Write - STAN HAY, St. Andrews, Guernsey
N 0 T - St. Andrews, Scotland

a

g
a

AMAZING OFFER
USUAL PRICE 16.16.0

,k3.15.0
MODEL "S." Crate 2,6.
Takes 121 in. bet. cen. To
take 18 in. extra 151-. Com-
pound Rest extra 15/6.
Money returned if you
are not delighted.

Stamp for
Lint

3 in.
mod. ''I

12.15.0
PORTASS LATHES, BUTTERMERE Rd., SHEFFIELD

You NEED this
"IMPETUS" MOTOR TOOL
an Electric High Speed hand
gri

SAVES
filTIeME,

EFFORT
etc

&
that

EXPENSE. Faster, easier and
more accurate. Nothing on the
market to touch it at 63i- nett.
Super model, E4.
Send for detailed specification
NOW and be up to the minute.

JOHN P. S. STEEL
Clyde Street Mills, Bingley.

HAVE YOU A RED NOSE?
Send a stamp to pay postage, and you will
learn how to rid yourself of such a terrible

affliction free of charge.
Address in confidence-

P. TEMPLE, Specialist
" Palace House," 128 Shaftesbury Avenue, W.1

(Est. 37 years.)
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160R 18 GAUGE ALUMINIUM

7 /16

1.

FRONT PANEL

CUT

the switch in the top of
the former, should be left
sufficiently long to permit
ease of wiring, and should

the former and covered
with systoflex. This

be taken tip the centre of

should be clear from the

34
blueprint (obtainable for
ls.) and pictorial illustra-
tion.

The Battery Resistance
Before assembling the

coil on the chassis, and as
this would mean fitting
the power valve XP before
carrying out battery tests,
the L.T. cycle lamp
battery resistance should
be made. It will be seen
that the bakelite former
is used for the winding
of Eureka wire, and the
solid ebonite former fits
tightly into this former
providing a suitable base
for the terminal mounting.
The Eureka wire should
be wound evenly and
tightly on this former with
the ends terminating
through small wiring holes
in similar fashion to the
method adopted in the
tuning coil wiring. A
liberal amount of glue ap-
plied over the whole length

of one side of the wiring will ensure the wind-
ing retaining its position, and having bound
the finished coil with paper or insulation tape,
it may then be cleated between two cells of
the battery, one end being fixed to the
length of contact by snipping and turning
over the strip of brass in the manner
shown.

The set should now be wired as shown
in the wiring diagram or from the
blueprint.

Testing Out
If the contacts on the L.T. switch have

been aligned carefully, it will be found that

RUNNER

BEND

CHASSIS

BEND

RUNNER

6

It
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Cutting and drilling dimensions for the metal

(Continued from Page 434)
The panel and chassis should now be

marked out and drilled as shown and fitted
together with three 4 -in. countersunk
6 BA brass screws and nuts. Small spring
washers should be fitted under the nuts on
the inside for rigidity.

The Coil
A 24 -in. length of 14 -in. diameter bakelite

must be cut and slotted in accordance with
the measurements given, the small wiring
holes being drilled with a 3/64 -in. drill. The
medium -wave winding LI should first of all
be made, and the ends of the centre -tapped
wires being terminated by threading through
the wiring holes twice. The reaction winding
-L2 should be wound in exactly the same
direction as for all windings, and when
the last turn on L2 has been reached, carry
straight on into the narrow slot, and as
evenly and as carefully as possibl6 pile wind
the 50 turns required for L3, terminating in
the usual manner. L4 is wound with the
same wire as LI, namely 32 S.W.G., and this
should likewise be wound whilst applying an
even pressure. The finished coil should be
identical with that shown in the sketch,
and particular stress is laid on the close
proximity of coils Ll and L2. The leads to

EBONITE BUSHIN
INSULATING THE e:,/
SCREWS

F XING
BOLTS

chassis.

14.

EBONITE
Z4"X,4 X ;-.1-.

SIZ
OF CONTACTS
BEFORE SHAPINC,

SWITCH ASSEMBLED
SHOwINO CONTACTS

null contractional details of the switch.

(Left) The Clix
speaker plug used
as aerial - earth

connector.

the receiver will switch on after turning the
reaction control through as little as two
degrees to the right, and any further increase
in the rotation will naturally build up
reaction, the right-hand knob being the
tuning control. -When the wave -change
switch plug is at an angle to the edge of
the cabinet, the receiver is on the long
waves, and when in line with the edges. of
the cabinet, the receiver is on the medium
wave -band.

Whilst conducting experiments in recep-
tion, the speaker leads should be kept away
from the aerial or XD valve section of the
receiver, as stray high-frenuency, or what is

HE
MODIFIED

BRACKETS.TwO
PAXOLINE OR
BAKEUTE WASHERS

3/B HOLE

How to cut the bracket and
insulating bush.

known as "feed back," will cause a parasitic
howl resulting in acute distortion.

To facilitate the carrying of the set in the
pocket it can be enclosed in a leather
case, details of which are shown in the
sketch.

Treating Airscrews
100 HOURS is the guaranteed flying

life of wooden propellers fitted to
some of the R.A.F. aeroplanes, as they are
damaged by sand and stones whilst they
are in motion on the ground and by hail-
stones and heavy rain in the air. Metal
propellers are also effected, and, after
every flight, have to be examined for dents
and scratches. A London scientist, how-
ever, has invented a preparation, known
as rayoid, which, when propellers are
dipped into it, gives them a protective
covering.
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Details of coil construction and the converted switch.
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Fire Engines Through

Fig. 1.-The " parish" engine of the 18th century.

THE Fire Brigade is perhaps one of
the most spectacular branches of our
public services and " split-second "

efficiency is taken for granted. Whilst this
efficiency is, of course, achieved through
the high degree of mechanical perfection of
the modern fire engine, it is only by tracing
the developments in mechanisation that one
can fully appreciate the vast strides which
have been made in a comparatively short
space of time. As late as 1889, manual
engines were still being constructed and it
was not until 1904 that the first auto-
mobile fire engine was used in-London.
The Merryweather engines which have been
supplied to the London Fire Brigade
graphically illustrate the march of progress
from the " Parish " type, of the 18th
century, to the 1938 Limousine model.

A Cavalcade of Mobile
After the Great Fire

One would have imagined that, after
the Great Fire in 1666, London would
have become " fire -conscious " but even
for a further two hundred years only
hand -worked pumps were employed.
The " Parish " fire engines (sometimes
called the " four-poster ") were con-
structed in the 18th and the earlier
part of the -)9th centuries and received
their name from the faCt that they
were provided out of the funds of the

fighting and was used by the London
Fire Engine Establishment and the Metro-
politan Fire Brigade until the end of the
19th century. This machine had two single -
acting pump barrels and delivered 100
gallons per minute when worked by twenty-
two men on the side levers. The engine
shown in Fig. 3 is of great historical
interest for it is the first horse-drawn
steam fire engine supplied to the London
Fire Brigade in 1866. Fitted with a "Field"
tubular boiler it had a single cylinder direct

and double-acting pump with a capacity
of 200 gallons per minute. The reign
of the horse-drawn steamers was com-
paratively short for in 1902 the last one
was supplied to the London Brigade.
This engine, shown in Fig. 4, had an
oil -fired boiler with a double-acting
pump capable of delivering 1fi0 gallons
per minute. This actual machine may
now be seen in the South Kensington
Science Museum.

Fig. 2.-The London Fire Brigade man= engine.

London Ecclesiastical Parishes. The cistern
in which the pumps were fixed was filled by
buckets and the water projected through
a long branch pipe. This was coupled to
the pump delivery ohtlet by a universal
joint but neither suction nor delivery hose
were used. No fire brigade was in existence
at this period and the engines were manned

by the church-
wardens and over-
seers.

The Manual
engine, shown in
Fig. 2, represented
the next progres-
sive step in fire -

tl

Fig. 5.-An historic machine, the first automobile engine of
1904.

UFA. TAN
FIRE 1:h.9(,11'it.

!wog

Fig. 3.-The-The first horse-drawn steamer

The First Automobile Engine
The year 1904 marked the next big

step with the introduction of the first
automobile engine. Whilst the general
design was based on the horse-drawn
steamer, the actual engine was used for
propelling as well as pumping. Supplied
in two sizes, the pumps were capable of

delivering 400 and 500 gallons per minute.
As the oil -fired boilers were always kept
under steam pressure, the engines were able
to turn out for duty in a few seconds and were
capable of a speed of 30 m.p.h. In the follow-
ing year, another 5 m.p.h. was added to
the road speed when the first petrol fire
appliance was used and a glance at Fig. 6
will show the first comparable likeness to
our 1938 machines. This engine consisted
of a chassis with a four -cylinder 50-h.p.
motor and carried a first -aid water cylinder
of 60 gallons capacity, a full complement of
men, hose and appliances and a 50 -ft.
sliding carriage telescopic fire escape ladder.
The engine shown in Fig. 7 was built in
1908 and had a 50-h.p. petrol motor with
chain drive to the rear axle. The capacity
of the pump was 500 gallons per minute.

LONDON CANTY COM
MFIROPOI t's

4. -1 -he last horse-
drawn steamer built in

1902.
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The Ages
Fire Fighting Equipment
Gradual Improvement

From this period onward to the present
day the improvement has been gradual
rather than revolutionary, but on considering
the specification of a modern fire engine one
is impressed by the extreme efficiency
which has been built up during the last
30 years.

The machine illustrated- in Figs. 8 and 9
gives a good, impression of modern design.
The side frames, of the Merryweather-
Albion chassis, are of pressed steel and

bearings. The rear -axle body,
carrying the worm and differ-
ential gear, is a single forging
and the final drive is carried out
by underslung worm gear. The
road wheels are of pressed steel
and are fitted with 36 -in. 1>y 6 -in.
tyres. The importance of high
road speed is, of course, coupled
with the importance of high -
efficiency braking. Four-wheel
brakes are employed and they

Fig. 6.-1905 saw
the introduction of
the first petrol -
driven appliance.

tubular cross members give maximum
strength with minimum weight. Carefully Fig.7.-The first. designed suspension gives easy riding and

tr ol-motor firegood road -holding qualities under all Pe

conditions. The petrol motor is of the pump' 1908.

latest four cylinder monobloc type, capable
of developing 80 b.h.p., and has cylinders of
41 in. by 5i in., with two detachable and
interchangeable cylinder heads. Steel con-
necting rods, fitted with split'white-metal-

Fig. 8.-Side view of a modern machine.

lined bronze bushes at the big ends, are
used; whilst the aluminium alloy pistons
are of the three-ring type. The lubrication
is of the forced feed system and the magneto
ignition is supplemented by a separate
battery and coil system for use in emer-
gency. The carburetter is supplied from a
20 -gallon petrol tank and has both foot and
hand control. A robustly constructed
clutch, of the single disc type, transmits
the drive to the gearbox which gives four
speeds forward and 'one in reverse.

The Axles
Great care has beep given to the design

of the axles for it is probable that greater
strains are imposed on a fire engine than
on any other form of road vehicle. The
front axle is of a special "single forging with
the pivot pins supported on taper roller

Fig 9.-Rear view of
machine shown in Fig. 8.

are of the internal expanding type operating
on large diameter drums which are secured to
the road wheels. A Servo cylinder is fitted
on the off -side frame and compensating
mechanism ensures correct distribution of
braking force between front and rear wheels.
The steering is of the worm and segment
type and is enclosed in an oil -tight case.

We now come to the pump, which after
all is the very heart of a fire engine, and

this is worthy of careful study. The turbine
pump is made entirely of gunmetal and is
capable of delivering 550 gallons at 125 lb.
pressure, 650 gallons at 100 lb. and 800
gallons at 50 lb. The receiving vanes are
so designed that it is possible to machine
the entire surfaces of the water passages
and thus obtain maximum efficiency of
delivery. The suction inlet of the pump is
in the centre of the rear cover and is

(Continued on page 465)

Fig. 10.-The limousine
type-a 1938 model.
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WORLD OF SCIENCE

A"Probability Machine"
TWO Americans have recently been

carrying out tests on a machine which
records the amount of grain in a cinemato-
graph film by means of charts. The machine
has been named a " probability machine."
A film is passed under a microscope, and
light passed through the film is reflected to
a photo -electric cell. The fluctuations of
light, as registered by this cell, are recorded
on a movie film like a sound track. The
movie is then put on a slitted drum in the
integrator. The light passes through the
slits on to another photo -electric cell, which
is moved across the width of the film. The
light beam from the cell falls on a scale
which indicates the amount of grain in the
film. The inventors believe that their
machine' can be used to advantage in the
statistical field.

A New Dirigible
G, W. PECK, designer and vice-pre-

sident of the Interocean Dirigible
Corporation, and C. C. Jones, have designed
a new type of lighter -than -air craft which
prominent authorities believe will revolu-
tionise air transportation and establish
American supremacy in the dirigible field.
Their craft, featuring many innovations,
will be entirely rigid and entirely metal clad
with dural, an aluminium alloy. Through
the hull will run a hollow metal cylinder,
on the Venturi tube principle, to reduce
air resistance and increase propulsion
activity on the rocket principle. The new
ship is designed to ascend and descend
vertically, landing, if necessary, on top of a
small building or in a small field. The first
ship, the George Washington, will be
completed within 18 months.

New Streamliner
A. NEW streamlined three -car diesel

light passenger unit, recently com-
pleted at the L.M.S. works at Derby, has
been successfully tried out. This vehicle,
which represents the most important
experiment yet made in this country in the
application of diesel traction to British
railway practice, is shortly to undergo
extensive service trials on the L.M.S.
railway.

Typically American
AMONG the latest American inventions

for which patents have been granted,
appear the following amusing ideas. Lyndc
De F. Hokerk, of Utica, New York, must
have found it exceedingly annoying to
continually lose his soap in the bath, so
he thought it a good idea to have his soap
made with a hole in it, place a cord
through the hole and hang the cord and
soap round his neck.

Mr. P. E. Robertson, of Los Angeles,
had a preference for soft-boiled eggs, but
complained that the sulphur in the shell
tainted the eggs. The result was that he
has now devised a shell -less vacu-boiler.
The egg is broken into an egg -cup -shaped
aluminium pan, yolk intact. An egg -shaped
lid fits on tight, and the whole thing is
boiled in a pan. When cooked for the
required time, the egg is soft-boiled, sits up
in an egg -cup in the usual way, but without
its shell

PROGRESS
Churchward's 4-6-2 " Great Bear," G.W.R.

1908
IT is to Churchward again that Great

Britain owes its first locomotive of
" Pacific " wheel arrangement, for in 1908

he brought out the " Great Bear "-an en-
larged version of his Star class 4-6-0's. The
4-6-0 wheel arrangement cramps the design
of the firebox, but the " Pacific," like the
"Atlantic," can have a large firebox spread
right across the frame behind the rear pair
of coupled wheels. The " Great Bear " had
four cylinders, 15 in. in diameter of 26 -in.
stroke; driving wheels were 6 ft. 8i in., the
firegrate had the unprecedented area of
42 sq. ft., and the engine with its bogie
tender weighed the huge amount of 143
tons. But the " Great Bear " was before
its time. Such a great power output was
not required on G.W.R. trains, and the
long wheel base of the engine did not
suit the reverse curvature of the principal
West of England main line, and eventually
the " Great Bear " was converted to 4-6-0
wheel arrangement, as No. 111 " Viscount
Churchill."

Gresley's
" Pacific,"

G.N.R., 1922. A

OF THE BRITISH STEAM
LOCOMOTIVE PART IV

The Fourth Instalment Of This Series Covers
The Period From 1908 to 1930

Churchward's 4-6-2 Great Bear,' G.W.R., 1908.
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Gresley's " Pacific," G.N.R., 1922
Fourteen years passed before the, next

" Pacific!' of British Railways, and this
time the wheel arrangement with this
American nickname came to stay. At the
Great Northern Railway's Doncaster works
Nigel Gresley had succeeded Ivatt, and
after introducing some successful 2-6-0
" Mogul " locomotives for mixed traffic, in
1922 he brought his first Pacific No. 4470
" Great Northern." This new engine was

 designed to handle 600 -ton trains-a load
unheard of in its magnitude in those days-
and proved so by running to Grantham and
back with a 600 -ton test train at an average
of over 50 miles an hour. The " Great
Northern " was a three -cylinder engine;
and, lineal descendant of the Ivatt
" A tlantics ," it had a wide firebox

The elevations which illustrate this article
are all to the same scale, 31 mm. to the foot
and are suitable for 16 mm. gauge railways.
Detailed drawings are available far those
readers interested.

By

W. J. Bassett-Lowke, M.I.Loco.E.

in l ,

an engine of such size, power and weight
should be a 4-6-2; but the " Great Bear "
was not forgotten and because of Great
Western main line curvature, the 4-6-0
wheel base was decided upon. The engine,
however, was to weigh close on 90 tons,
with the huge total of 671 tons on the three
coupled axles. On this engine for the first
time working pressure rose to 250 lb. per
sq. in., and with four cylinders 161 in. diam-
eter by 28 in. stroke and 6 ft. 6 in. driving
wheels, the tractive effort reached the large
figure of 40,300 lb., the highest at that time
of any engine in the country. No. 6000
"King George V," prototype of the 30 engines
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(Below) Maunsell's 4-4-0 Schools " class,

Southern Railway, 1930.
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of this class, has been across the Atlantic.
representing Britain at the Fair of the Iron
Horse in Baltimore in 1927, and the brace
bell mounted on its buffer beam is a per-
manent memento of this trip.

Maunsell's 4-4-0 " Schools " Class, S.R.,
1930
From the largest 4-6-0 locomotive in

England we travel to the largest and most
powerful 4-4-0 type the " Schools " class,
a fine example of the locomotive stock of
the Southern Railway. In 1930 this railway
(a great porportion of which is now elec-
trically worked) needed a more powerful
locomotive type for work over the difficult
gradients of its Hastings branch. 4-6-0
design was ruled out because of the Scant
tunnel clearances, so Maunsell decided on a

GREAT 40 WESTERN

across the full width of the engine frames.
The next batch of " Pacifies " to emerge

from Doncaster-the present class A 3-, improved on the " Great Northern " by
being provided with a steam pressure of
220 lb. instead of 180 lb., and long -travel
valves which greatly improved their
efficiency.

Collett's 4-6-0 " King George V," G.W.R.,
1927
Returning to the Great Western Railway,

Mr. C. B. Collett had now succeeded
Churchward, and had done good work with
the G.W.R. " Castles," but they were not
his " piece de resistance." This came in
1927-the most powerful 4-6-0 that has
been produced in Great Britain ! Normally

4-4-0. This " Schools class has shown
itself capable of practically anything the
81 -ton " King Arthur " 4-6-0's can do,
though the 4-4-0 engine without tender
weighs only 67 tons. Ten " Schools,"
displaced by the Portsmouth electrification,
to work on the main Waterloo -Bournemouth
line, have shown they can work trains of 13
and 14 bogies to time (that is loads up to
450 tare tons) while the usual limit for
4-6-0's on this service has hitherto been
400 tons. The " Schools " have three
cylinders 16f in. diameter by 26 in. stroke,
6 ft. 7 in. driving wheels and 220 lb. steam
pressure, and can exert a tractive effort of
25,130 lb., most exceptional for an engine
carried on four axles.

(To be continued)
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WORLD OF SCIENCE

A"Probability Machine"
TWO Americans have recently been

carrying out tests on a machine which
records the amount of grain in a cinemato-
graph film by means of charts. The machine
has been named a " probability machine."
A film is passed under a microscope, and
light passed through the film is reflected to
a photo -electric cell. The fluctuations of
light, as registered by this cell, are recorded
on a movie film like a sound track. The
movie is then put on a slitted drum in the
integrator. The light passes through the
slits on to another photo -electric cell, which
is moved across the width of the film. The
light beam from the cell falls on a scale
which indicates the amount of grain in the
film. The inventors believe that their
machine' can be used to advantage in the
statistical field.

A New Dirigible
G, W. PECK, designer and vice-pre-

sident of the Interocean Dirigible
Corporation, and C. C. Jones, have designed
a new type of lighter -than -air craft which
prominent authorities believe will revolu-
tionise air transportation and establish
American supremacy in the dirigible field.
Their craft, featuring many innovations,
will be entirely rigid and entirely metal clad
with dural, an aluminium alloy. Through
the hull will run a hollow metal cylinder,
on the Venturi tube principle, to reduce
air resistance and increase propulsion
activity on the rocket principle. The new
ship is designed to ascend and descend
vertically, landing, if necessary, on top of a
small building or in a small field. The first
ship, the George Washington, will be
completed within 18 months.

New Streamliner
A. NEW streamlined three -car diesel

light passenger unit, recently com-
pleted at the L.M.S. works at Derby, has
been successfully tried out. This vehicle,
which represents the most important
experiment yet made in this country in the
application of diesel traction to British
railway practice, is shortly to undergo
extensive service trials on the L.M.S.
railway.

Typically American
AMONG the latest American inventions

for which patents have been granted,
appear the following amusing ideas. Lyndc
De F. Hokerk, of Utica, New York, must
have found it exceedingly annoying to
continually lose his soap in the bath, so
he thought it a good idea to have his soap
made with a hole in it, place a cord
through the hole and hang the cord and
soap round his neck.

Mr. P. E. Robertson, of Los Angeles,
had a preference for soft-boiled eggs, but
complained that the sulphur in the shell
tainted the eggs. The result was that he
has now devised a shell -less vacu-boiler.
The egg is broken into an egg -cup -shaped
aluminium pan, yolk intact. An egg -shaped
lid fits on tight, and the whole thing is
boiled in a pan. When cooked for the
required time, the egg is soft-boiled, sits up
in an egg -cup in the usual way, but without
its shell

PROGRESS
Churchward's 4-6-2 " Great Bear," G.W.R.

1908
IT is to Churchward again that Great

Britain owes its first locomotive of
" Pacific " wheel arrangement, for in 1908

he brought out the " Great Bear "-an en-
larged version of his Star class 4-6-0's. The
4-6-0 wheel arrangement cramps the design
of the firebox, but the " Pacific," like the
"Atlantic," can have a large firebox spread
right across the frame behind the rear pair
of coupled wheels. The " Great Bear " had
four cylinders, 15 in. in diameter of 26 -in.
stroke; driving wheels were 6 ft. 8i in., the
firegrate had the unprecedented area of
42 sq. ft., and the engine with its bogie
tender weighed the huge amount of 143
tons. But the " Great Bear " was before
its time. Such a great power output was
not required on G.W.R. trains, and the
long wheel base of the engine did not
suit the reverse curvature of the principal
West of England main line, and eventually
the " Great Bear " was converted to 4-6-0
wheel arrangement, as No. 111 " Viscount
Churchill."

Gresley's
" Pacific,"

G.N.R., 1922. A

OF THE BRITISH STEAM
LOCOMOTIVE PART IV

The Fourth Instalment Of This Series Covers
The Period From 1908 to 1930

Churchward's 4-6-2 Great Bear,' G.W.R., 1908.
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Gresley's " Pacific," G.N.R., 1922
Fourteen years passed before the, next

" Pacific!' of British Railways, and this
time the wheel arrangement with this
American nickname came to stay. At the
Great Northern Railway's Doncaster works
Nigel Gresley had succeeded Ivatt, and
after introducing some successful 2-6-0
" Mogul " locomotives for mixed traffic, in
1922 he brought his first Pacific No. 4470
" Great Northern." This new engine was

 designed to handle 600 -ton trains-a load
unheard of in its magnitude in those days-
and proved so by running to Grantham and
back with a 600 -ton test train at an average
of over 50 miles an hour. The " Great
Northern " was a three -cylinder engine;
and, lineal descendant of the Ivatt
" A tlantics ," it had a wide firebox

The elevations which illustrate this article
are all to the same scale, 31 mm. to the foot
and are suitable for 16 mm. gauge railways.
Detailed drawings are available far those
readers interested.

By

W. J. Bassett-Lowke, M.I.Loco.E.

in l ,

an engine of such size, power and weight
should be a 4-6-2; but the " Great Bear "
was not forgotten and because of Great
Western main line curvature, the 4-6-0
wheel base was decided upon. The engine,
however, was to weigh close on 90 tons,
with the huge total of 671 tons on the three
coupled axles. On this engine for the first
time working pressure rose to 250 lb. per
sq. in., and with four cylinders 161 in. diam-
eter by 28 in. stroke and 6 ft. 6 in. driving
wheels, the tractive effort reached the large
figure of 40,300 lb., the highest at that time
of any engine in the country. No. 6000
"King George V," prototype of the 30 engines
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(Below) Maunsell's 4-4-0 Schools " class,

Southern Railway, 1930.
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of this class, has been across the Atlantic.
representing Britain at the Fair of the Iron
Horse in Baltimore in 1927, and the brace
bell mounted on its buffer beam is a per-
manent memento of this trip.

Maunsell's 4-4-0 " Schools " Class, S.R.,
1930
From the largest 4-6-0 locomotive in

England we travel to the largest and most
powerful 4-4-0 type the " Schools " class,
a fine example of the locomotive stock of
the Southern Railway. In 1930 this railway
(a great porportion of which is now elec-
trically worked) needed a more powerful
locomotive type for work over the difficult
gradients of its Hastings branch. 4-6-0
design was ruled out because of the Scant
tunnel clearances, so Maunsell decided on a
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across the full width of the engine frames.
The next batch of " Pacifies " to emerge

from Doncaster-the present class A 3-, improved on the " Great Northern " by
being provided with a steam pressure of
220 lb. instead of 180 lb., and long -travel
valves which greatly improved their
efficiency.

Collett's 4-6-0 " King George V," G.W.R.,
1927
Returning to the Great Western Railway,

Mr. C. B. Collett had now succeeded
Churchward, and had done good work with
the G.W.R. " Castles," but they were not
his " piece de resistance." This came in
1927-the most powerful 4-6-0 that has
been produced in Great Britain ! Normally

4-4-0. This " Schools class has shown
itself capable of practically anything the
81 -ton " King Arthur " 4-6-0's can do,
though the 4-4-0 engine without tender
weighs only 67 tons. Ten " Schools,"
displaced by the Portsmouth electrification,
to work on the main Waterloo -Bournemouth
line, have shown they can work trains of 13
and 14 bogies to time (that is loads up to
450 tare tons) while the usual limit for
4-6-0's on this service has hitherto been
400 tons. The " Schools " have three
cylinders 16f in. diameter by 26 in. stroke,
6 ft. 7 in. driving wheels and 220 lb. steam
pressure, and can exert a tractive effort of
25,130 lb., most exceptional for an engine
carried on four axles.

(To be continued)
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or right. A complete set of international
code signal flags, produced from the
designs of G. H. Davis, the famous marine
artist, are also included with the model.
If desired, the firm will supply a finished
model fos 36/6. Other models obtainable are
the H.M.S. Southampton, R.M.S. Queen

Mary, R.M.M.V. Stirling Castle,
R.M.M.V Athlone Castle, S.S. Orcades,
S.S. Orion and S.S. Epsom Downs.

Hugar Models also stock an extensive

SYNCRO
STARTER

CAN, OPERATED
CONTACTS

M SEGMENTS

STARTER
BACK STOP

range of scale model buildings suitable for
"00" gauge railways.

TWO NEW CLIX
ACCESSORIES

A

INTRODUCING
AN
ELECTRIC
RAZOR

ALTHOUGH
there is no novel-
ty in an electric

razor, the Orel Clip -
shave illustrated here-
with, is neat and
compact in design,
and operates on the
clipper or shearing principle. It removes
the toughest beard or the finest body hair
swiftly, cleanly and effectively. Under
test it did not pull, irritate, or give the
least discomfort during or after use. The
razor is self-cleaning, non -clogging and
completely sanitary. It dispenses with
shaving soap and cream and removes
whiskers in their natural dry condition.
The shearing action of the Clipshave is due
to two simple but effective clipper elements
-an outer stationary part and an inner
part which agitated at great speed by the
motor. They are self -sharpening, improve
with use, and with proper use will last
indefinitely.

DERA

The Orel Clipshave which removes
whiskers without the use of shaving

soap or cream.

A model of H.M.S.
Nelson made from a
kit of parts supplied by

Hugar Models Ltd.

BAKELI
COVER

The razor operates on A.C. or D.C.
Clipshave marked 230 volts will operate on
supplies of 200-250 volts. It will run slower
on 200 -volt supply and will become slightly
warm on 250 volts. The razor can be sup-
plied for any voltage from 6 volts for motor-
cars, to 250 volts. It is marketed at £3 3s.

SCALE MODELS
WE recently received a kit of parts
from Hugar Models, Ltd., for
constructing a scale model of

H.M.S. Nelson. The kit, which costs 25s.,
includes an electric motor complete with
battery for driving the model. The hull,
gun turrets, guns, funnels and all acces-
sories are supplied ready
turned and shaped and it
is quite a simple matter
to build the boat. Glue,
nails, screws, paint and
paint brushes are also in-
cluded in the kit. The
model, when finished, is
neat and attractive in
design, as will be seen from the accom-
panying illustration. The motor is in-
geniously controlled by a switch fitted
underneath the gun situated just in front
of the main control tower. The switch is
operated by swinging the gun to the left

PROBLEM often met with by wire-
less constructors when building
experimental apparatus is that of

AERIAL, EARTH, + ,
INPUT, OUTPUT.

The address of the
makers of any de-
vice described below
will be sent on ap-
plication to the
Editor, " Practical
Mechanics," Tower
House, Southamp-
ton Street, Strand,

W.C.2.

making simplified connections. Crocodile
clips are extremely, useful, but in some
circuits, especially where high voltages are
present they may be the cause of damage as
they will not remain stationary, and swing
about in certain conditions. Similarly,
simple terminals can 'often cause trouble
due to shocks or short circuits. There is
now a terminal on the market, however,

which is insulated and shock -proof and
at the same time offers perfect contact
in all conditions. This terminal is
known as the Clix "all -in" terminal

TRA's"meR and is marked Aerial and Earth, +
and -, and Input and Output. It
costs 6d.

The other device is a loudspeaker
plug -switch " control which provides a-

perfect method of controlling either your
set speaker, external speaker or both. It is
fitted with a quick make -and -break switch,
operated by a slight movement of the plug.
It costs Is.

THE PRACTICAL
MECHANICS HANDBOOK
RESERVE YOURS TODAY !

See Details in this Issue

(Left) The Clix " all -
in" terminal.

(Right) The Clix loud-
speaker "plug -switch'

control.

OUTPUT
FROM SET

INTERNAL
SPEAKER.
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WHEELS FOR MODE
By " Handyman "

The Fourth Article of a Short Series Dealing -with the Con.
struction of Wheels Suitable for every Type of Model.

THE various parts of the wheel mould
should now be as drawn in cross section
in Fig. 19, where A is the portion

which will mould the tyre and balance.
B is the boss and crank, showing the two
pointed pins referred to. C is a section of
the tyre around the rest of the circumfer-
ence, where the balance weight does not
come. This shows a spoke in profile. D

_ and E are cross sections of a spoke ; the
first taken at a point near the tyre and the
other at a point where it joins the boss.
F is the runner in the other part of the
mould, the parting line being at G.

Hardening the Moulds
It is quite possible that, without anything

further being done,_ the moulds could now be
used for casting, but they would certainly
not stand up for long, especially if an in-
sufficient amount of " draw " or taper has
been provided. What would happen would
be that, in removing the casting, portions
of the plaster would pull away with it. So
it will be advisable to harden the plaster by
soaking it in a thin solution of gum arabic,
celluloid lacquer, or weak shellac, the last
being the best. It must not be strong
enough to remain on the outside as a yellow
varnish, but must soak right into the plaster
and, when dry, leave the surface dull and
a pale ivory colour. Pour the shellac-
which is ordinary brown flake lae dissolved
in methylated spirits-into a plate and
place the moulds fade downwards in it,
leaving them for an hour or more. Then
put them in a current of dry air fbr a day
or two until all spirit moisture has evapor-
ated. Be sure that they are thoroughly dry,
and then well blacklead the faces and polish
off.

Casting
We now , come to the most interesting

part of the work : the casting of the required
wheels and seeing the result of our labours.

1

I !

Fig. 19.-Section at various parts of the mould.

The two moulds are placed together in
their relative positions as described and
lightly clamped with a " G" cramp, a thin
bit of soft wood being interposed on each
side to prevent damage to the plaster.
Some small iron vessel must now be found
in which the metal can be melted. This
should have a lip for convenience in pouring.
The best vessel to use is tipdoubtedly a
proper ladle, which can be bought at an
ironmongers, but a very small saucepan

Fig. 20.-Pouring
the metal.

will 'do, or even a stout tin can which is
beaded together, not soldered. Whatever
is used, it should be large enough to held
sufficient metal for all the castings w hich are
to be made.

By the way, if there are not enough
solders available go to a printer whom you
know and ask if he _has any old worn-out
`,ype which he can let you have, for really it

Ais type -metal which is required.
Drop the metal into the ladle, or other

vessel, and place it on a gas -ring. When all
is quite melted and just as a slight scum is
beginning to form on the top, pour into the
mould. Get it in as quickly as possible,
and stop pouring when the runner is nearly
full.

Fig. 20 shows the operation being per-
formed, and also the clamping -up of the
mould.

Faulty Castings
After filling the mould, leave for a few

seconds, unclamp, and gently remove the
IQ casting. If it is found that some parts are
1- missing, such as the spokes, it is evident that

the metal was not hot enough. The
remedy is to leave it longer over the gas
flame and try again.

When all the castings needed are obtained,
the runner must first be sawn off with a
hacksaw and then the back of the wheel
filed flat.

Copying Existing Wheels
It may happen that the reader already

has a wheel which he wishes to duplicate
and, providing this has a perfectly flat
back, he can use this to form his mould,
instead of modelling it in plaster with a
strickle: Proceed as before in respect of
the plaster in one of the boxes. When this
has set, coat the wheel well with vaseline,
lay it face upwards on the smooth surface
of the plaster, and place the second box
round it in line with the first. Now pour
into the second box liquid plaste), seeing
that it runs around and completely covers
the wheel and fills the box. When it is set
separate the boxes, remove the wheel, and
there, in the second box, will be a facsimile
from which, after drying the moulds,
shellacing and blackleading them, additional
copies of the original wheels can be made.

Of course, any holes which may be in the
original wheel must be filled up before
attempting to make a mould from it ;
putty, plasticine, or wax will serve for this.

Fig. 21 .-Detail views of divided hubs.
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Fig. 22.-A wooden cart wheel.

Cart and Carriage Wheels
Next in order we will deal with the mak-

ing of wooden wheels of light and heavy
types for models of horse-drawn road
vehicles. On small models and toys of the
ready-made, mass produced kind, which
may be seen in the toy shops, wheels are
usually die cast in white metal, and if the
model maker can adapt such wheels to fit
the scale of the model he is building, the
simplest way will be to buy such toy as may
be suitable, for the purpose of removing and
utilising the wheels ; for these parts of
some toys are generally excellently well
proportioned.

If the model in hand is to a large scale it
will be necessary, of course, to build the
wheels up, and on an important piece of
such work one would naturally wish to do
the whole one's self.

To build a wheel, which shall look like the
prototype, it is not possible to depart very
radically from full size methods of con-
struction, but there are a few points in which,
in models, improvements can be made in
regard to strength, durability and simplicity.
This is notably the case in connection with
the rim, which, in a full size wheel, is com-
posed of a number of felloes, all built in
separately and only bound together by the
iron tyre. If the same construction were
followed in a model, an extreme degree of
accuracy in workmanship would be neces-
sary in order to obtain the requisite strength,
so the writer will give two methods of
building, either of which will be found -

Fig. 24.-Show-
ing alternative
construction.

efficient,
fairly easy
inthe making
and equally
correct in ap-
pearance.

Construction
Needs
There is

one out-
standing
feature about
any wheel in
which the
spokes are
introduced
separately
from the hub
(or more cor-
rectly, as it
is called, the
Nave) and
rim, and that
is that either
the nave or
rim must be

made up of two or more pieces, because,
if both were made of single pieces of wood,
it would not be possible to get the spokes
into their places unless they were simply

Fig. B.-Spokes profiled in block.

butted up to nave and rim at each of
their ends. Such construction would,
perhaps, suffice for a glass -case model, but
it would have no lateral strength ; therefore,
it is essential that the spokes be mortised
and tenoned at both ends or tenoned at one

end and dowel -pinned
at the other.
The Divided Nave

The first method of
building a model wheel
provides for making the
front and back halves of
the nave of two pieces
and notching these so
that when they are
fitted together they pro-
vide square mortises for
the spokes. Fig. 21
shows such a nave ; the
sketch at A represent-
ing the two portions
placedtogether. Bshows
them slightly separated,
while C is a cross sec-
tion. This last indicates
the spaces (between the
hatched lines) which
will be filled by the

tenons on the inner ends of the spokes.
Fig. 22 gives a view of the outside faces

of the wheel and a cross section through it.
In this latter the tenons on the spokes are
seen in the nave and entering the rim only
by means of short round pins formed on
their outer ends.

In such a wheel as this the rim has no
fences, but is cut as a complete circle from
one thick piece of plywood or two or more
piywoods glued together. To all intents
and purposes, therefore, it is solids and so
the spokes must first be fixed into the
rim and the two halves of the nave passed
into place between the tenons on the
spokes and glued there last of all.
Boxwood Naves

For the rims a ply which is faced with a
smooth wood, which does not show the
grain, will be advisable. The same thing
with regard to grain applies to spokes,
such a wood as box or beech being advisable.
For the nave nothing can be better than
box, because from it such beautifully sharp
mouldings can be turned on naves for car-
riage wheel's and others which are somewhat
of an ornamental nature.

Fig. 23 suggests a method of making the
spokes so that all are of exactly uniform
length. A piece of straight grained wood
is selected, planed to thickness and rebated
at each end dead square with the sides,
which sides must, of course, be parallel.
This piece of wood is then either run through
on a small circular saw with the fence set to
the approximate spoke thickness, or marked
off with a gauge and sawn by hand. They
are then planed dead to thickness and after-
wards shaped to oval form with chisel.

The alternative construction, which the
author suggests, more nearly resembles the
actual practice. In this the nave is in one
piece, but instead of having square mortises
for the spokes, round holes are drilled and
the inner ends of the spokes are neatly
filed to fit.

The rim of such a wheel as this will be
made up of two circles, which can be of ply-
wood, and a ring of felloes. These latter will
be of the same thickness as the tenons to be
formed on the outer ends of the spokes. If the
felloes are also of plywood, then the tenons
must be cut to the thickness of the same.

Fig. 24 shows a solid nave having pro-
portions, which are approximately those of
a carriage or light vehicle, suchfas a baker's
van. This sketch shows the holes for the
pins and also the two rings and felloes
referred to,. Fig. 25 shows two sections
through the wheel, the drawing on the left
indicating three spokes in position with the
felloes between.

Fig. 25.-Two sectional views through a wheel.
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IF YOU DESIRE SUCCESS
CONSULT THE

Many men who are thinking about their
future feel that they lack something, need some-
thing-something vital to their progress.

That something is TRAINING.
Experience teaches the cold truth that it is

only trained men who step up to responsible and well -
paid positions. That is so to -day and will be so
to -morrow.

Come S what may, the good jobs go to those who
are big enough to fill them, and the size of a man is
determined in large measure by his training and
his ability to apply that training.

The man who, considering to -morrow in the
light of to -day, desires a training has a wide
choice of schools-good, bad, and indifferent.
It is of EXTREME IMPORTANCE to him
that he should select a good one. Our advice is

"Investigate before you invest." That will lead you;
in all probability, to the I.C.S., whose first
services are advisory and free.

The International Correspondence Schools
made tuition by post the great educational power
it has become and have provided training for
more people than any other similar institution in
existence. No other correspondence school has
such world-wide fame or has won such out-
standing success. None can give such effective
training in a wide variety of subjects and for a
great many Examinations.

I.C.S. Service is based on expert knowledge
and nearly half a century of experience. It con-
sists of SOUND, PRACTICAL, AND COM-
PREHENSIVE INSTRUCTION WHICH
EQUIPS THE STUDENT TO MOVE FOR-
WARD IN HIS CHOSEN CAREER.

If you want the BEST training, we can give it you, on terms that you
will find advantageous. It will be to your interest to know in detail
exactly how we can help you-how easily, conveniently, and surely.

WRITE TO US TO- DAY
Tell us your particular problem or the branch of business you wish to master. Or use the
Coupon below. By return of post we will send you full information and a special booklet.

COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, LTD.; (Dept.95), International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Please send me your booklet containing full particulars of the Course of Correspondence Training before which I have marked X.
I assume no obligation.

0 Accountancy 0 Diesel Engineering 0 Marine Engineering 0 Scientific Management
0 Advertising 0 Draughtsmanship 0 Mechanical Drawing D Short -Story Writing
0 Aeronautical Engineering 0 Electrical Engineering 0 Mechanical Engineering D Steam Engineering
El Air Conditioning D Engineering Shop Practice 0 Mining Engineering 0 Surveying
0 Architecture D Fire Engineering 0 Motor Engineering D Telephone and Telegraph Eng.
0 Boiler Engineering 0 Garage Management 0 Pattern -making 0 Textiled
0 Book-keeping 0 Gas -Power Engineering 0 Plumbing 0 Welding, Gas and Electric
0 Building D Heating and Ventilation D Radio Equipment and Servicing 0 Wireless Engineering
0 Chemical Engineering 0 Hydro -Electric 0 Salesmanship 0 Woodworking
0 Civil Engineering 0 Journalism 0 Sanitary Engineering 0 Works Management

EXAMINATIONS

Technical Institutions and Civil Service (G.P.O.). State which

NOTE.-If your subject is not on the above list, write it here

NAME AGF

ADDRESS
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BOND'S

BALSA MODEL AEROPLANES
REAL FLYERS

We are offering the finest American Kits of parts ever put on the market
for the model Aeroplane Builder. All kits include all Balsa wood, Japanese
tissue, wheels, pins, wire, elastic and full-size Drawing with Instructions,

Kits for 12" wing span Flying Models of the AERONCA, BOEING PI2E,
CURTISS PURSUIT, HELL DIVER, LOCKHEED VEGA, MONOCOUPE,
PUSS MOTH, STINSON RELIANT, TAYLOR CUB, VULTEE VIA, WACO,

PRICE 10d. Postage 3d.

Kits for 24" wing span Flying Models of the STINSON RELIANT, WACO
CUSTOM, MONOCOUPE, CONSOLIDATED P,'30, FAIRCHILD. HAWKER

FIGHTER, CURTISS HAWK. RICHMAN & MERRILL'S VULTEE.

PRICE 2f- Postage 6d.

Special Sale of IY diam. Aluminium Wheels, 3d.
pair, or 3 pairs for 6d., postage 2d.
Gear Wheels
Brass g" wide for 116" shafts diam.

Steel wide for 'd" shafts diam.

Postage I y2d.

Send for Bond's General Catalogue, price 6d.

6d.
1/2"
7d. 8d. Ild.

1"
1/3d.

1/4 1°8

5d. 5d. 6d.

BOND'S O'EUSTON ROAD LTD.
357 Euston Road, London, N.W.I

'Phone: Euston 5441-2 Established 1887

Just Published

INDOOR
MODEL RAILWAYS

Dealing with HO and 00 Gauges

By E. W. TWINING

The famous model railway expert

Demy 8vo; 151 pages; hundreds of photographs
and diagrams drawn to scale.

This book provides the model railway enthusiast
with a standard textbook and work of reference,
dealing in an exhaustive and authoritative way with
the subject.

LIST OF CONTENTS

Early small -gauge railways: origin of HO and 00 gauges.
Gauges, scales and dimensions.
Electric traction motors, rotation and reversing.
Prototype locomotives and modelling same.
Motor mechanisms and their adaptation to prototype engines.
The twin railway, its locomotives and electrical working.
Electric motor coaches, carriages, wagons and auto -couplers.
Track, layout and engineering works.
Third -rail and two -rail systems, control and signalling.
Architectural features.

I. NET (5 6 post free)

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
Tower House, Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2

George Newnes, Ltd.

Read what the Specialists offer you in petrol Engines.

THE LARGEST RANGE IN THE COUNTRY
AT PRICES TO SUIT ALL POCKETS.

18c.c. Comet, £5 10s. 2.31c.c. Spitfire, £4 17s. 6d.
6c.c. Challenger, £3 17s. 6d. gc.c. Ohlsson, £4 15s. 6d.
6c.c. Baby Cyclone, £4 17s. 6d. 2.5c.c. Trojan Junior, £4 18s. 6d.

Another New Baby Engine this month
2.5c.c. TROJAN JUNIOR at £4 I8s. 6d.

Bore 5/8 in., Stroke 5/8 in., H.P. 1/8, Weight 9 ors. on test stand (with precision
Roller Bearings in crankshaft).

This IS a SUPER JOB in small Engines. Send for Specifications of any of the
above, and for Price List (3 penny stamps) of highest grade Model Materials to

the Specialists

MODEL AIRCRAFT STORES (BNMTH) LTD.
I27b, Hankinson Road, BOURNEMOUTH

Tel.: WINTON 1922.
Sole Southern Distributors for "ICeelbild Hits," "Aeromodels and Aerominors."

DENNIS & SMITH
MODEL ENGINEERS' TOOLS SUPPLIES

MODEL BUILDERS'
FINGER PLANES

Flat Face I I

Elliptical I;
SIX SHILLINGS

EACH
THE PLANES NECESSARY FOR FINE WORK

Send us your Enquiries for all Tools and Materials

83 GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I
Tel.: Clerkenwell 4457 Telegrams: Feretor, Barb, London.

The 11.111,on
-Nipper" Aero Petro

MINIATURE PETROL ENGINES ... for Aero-
planes and Speed Boats. I c.c. 3 and 6.

Easily made from our Castings, 12 6 per set.
Complete Engines ready to run, £3 IS.

SEND 3d. FOR PARTICULARS

HALLAM & SON, Upton, Poole, Dorset

Engineers'
For a well -paid post
study at home with The
T.I.G.B. Write NOW
for this great Guide
containing world's
widest choice of en-
gineering courses -
covering all branches -
and which alone gives
the Regulations for
Qualifications such
as A.M.Inst.C.E., A.M.I.
Mech. E., A.M.I.E.E.,
etc. Training until
successful guaranteed

The Technological
Institute

of Great Britain,
123, Temple Bar
House, London,

E.G.4.

(Founded 1917.
20,000 Successes.)

Guide
To

Smarm

4400" GAUGE
Our new 1938 Catalogue is now ready.
This is very fully illustrated and is
the most comprehensive catalogue
dealing exclusively with 00 yet
offered.
It covers track, full range of locos,
rolling stock, etc., also all parts and
accessories.

Price 6d. post free.
Write now to

THE ORIGINAL "00" SPECIALISTS,
HAMBLING'S

10, Cecil Court, Charing Cross Road,
W.C.Z.
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CONJURING WITH COLOU

Fig. I. -A trick handkerchief that changes colour when pulled through the hand. The handker-
chief is double and when a corner is pulled through the ring shown in the picture, the handkerchief

turns inside out.

OF the different kinds of magic that
may be performed, using colour as
the theme, there is the trick of

changing the colour of an object, the trick
of causing several objects of different colours
to become one large object embodying all
the colours and the opposite effect of
splitting a multi -coloured article into its
component parts. For instance red, white,
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Fig. 2.-A section
of the tube for
presenting the dyed
handkerchief trick.

and blue ribbons may be turned into our
national emblem or, conversely, a large
green handkerchief may be magically
converted into two smaller ones, blue and
yellow.

Another type of colour magic consists of
picking out, whilst blindfolded, a chosen
colour from a mixture of colours. Then
again loose commodities such as sand, of
different colours, may be mixed and

separated again by magic. A type of
apparent thought reading too, can be
performed with coloured articles, the con-
jurer naming correctly the colour of an
article hidden by the audience during his
absence.

These few indications will serve to show
how large and varied is the range of tricks in
which colour plays the chief part.

`fly Norman Hunter
(The Well-known- Conjurer of

"Maskelyne's Mysteries")

Further Articles on the Secrets of
- Conjuring will appear Regularly

and Exclusively in this Journal

The Handkerchief Trick
One trick which nearly every conjurer

performs in some shape or form consists of
passing a number of white silk handker-
chiefs through a tube of paper and making
them come out at the other end dyed various
bright colours. The number of handker-
chiefs used rests with the performer. The
secret of the trick lies in the use of a piece
of apparatus to contain the coloured silks at
the beginning of the trick and the white
ones at the end of it.

Reference to Fig. 2 will show a section of
this gadget. It is a length of seamless
brass tube in which a brass cup slides like a
piston without a shaft. The ends of the
tube are turned in to prevent the cup coming
right out. The coloured handkerchiefs
are packed, one at a time, into one end of
the tube, forcing the cup to the other end.
In this condition the tube is laid on the
table and a piece of paper about ten inches
by twelve is laid over it. The paper should
be rolled into a tube and allowed to open
again to give it a slight curve so that it
will cover the tube without revealing its
presence.

To perform the trick first show three
white handkerchiefs. Pick up the paper
with the right hand and lay the white silks
down over the tube from the front with the
left hand. I am assuming that you are

Fig. 3.-Dyeing handkerchiefs
by magic. Section view showing
the brass tube used to contain the
coloured silks, from which they
are ejected by pushing the white

ones in at the other end.
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standing with your left side to the audience.
This move leaves the fake tube concealed
all the time. Roll the paper into a tube
and hold it in the left hand. Pick up the
white silks in a bunch with the tube inside.
Tuck the silks into the paper tube, intro-
ducing the fake first and so tucking the
silks into this. As the white silks are
pushed in at one end of the fake the coloured
ones are pushed out at the other. To the
audience the handkerchiefs appear to
change colour as they go through the
paper tube. In Fig. 3 is seen a section of the
paper tube cut away to reveal the trick at
this stage.

Disposing of the Fake
Continue tucking the white silks in until

they are all well inside the brass fake. Now
draw the coloured ones from the other end
of the tube and lay them one at a time on
the table. As you spread the last coloured
silk on the table allow the fake to drop out
behind them as shown in Fig. 4. It will be
noticed that two fingers of the hand holding
the paper tube grip one corner of the last
coloured silk while another corner is held
in the free hand. Thus spread out, the
silk forms a perfect screen for dropping the
brass tube, the paper tube coming exactly
behind the silk.

Another way of getting rid of the tube is
to drop it into a hat or box as you hang the
silks over the front edge of either receptacle.
Or again the tube may rest at the start in a
pocket behind the table, or in a black art
well in the middle of -the table. It can then
be picked out with the white silks which
have previously been dropped just in front
of it and subsequently allowed to slip back
into the bag at the end of the trick.

Producing Flags
I have explained this trick at some length

because the method used is very useful for a
variety of different effects. By loading
the brass tube with a flag for instance, red,
white, and blue handkerchiefs can be
transformed into our national emblem. Or
again a single large silk and a length of
ribbon can be pushed through the paper
roll and emerge as a silk mat with ribbon
sewn round the edge. Yet again skeins of
embroidery silk may be pushed through the
tube with a piece of plain material, and be
converted into an embroidered mat. This
latter effect would be especially good if the
embroidering were done in three stages.
For this, four mats would be needed, one

Fig. 4 (Above).-The fake tube -dropping behind the
handkerchief.

Fig. 5 (Top) right.-Tapes glued through slit in the
:ardboard tube, arranged to reach either end of the tube

as required.
Fig. 6 (Bottom) right.-The first stage in making a

colour -changing handkerchief.

plain, one fully embroidered, one embroid-
ered say with the red part of the pattern only
and one with red and green. The complete
mat would be packed into the tube first,
followed by the red and green one, the red
going in last. In performing,
the plain mat and a red skein
would first be pushed through
the paper, and the paper might
well be the cover of a periodical
devoted to needlework. The
mat would then emerge with
red embroidery on it. This

Fig. 7.-The sand trick. A block of sand prepared with grease to make it waterproof is concealed in
each plate of coloured sand. The sands having been mixed in the bowl of water any colour can be produced

by taking out and crumbling the prepared blocks.,

mat plus a green skein, on going through
the tube, would come out as the same mat
(apparently) with green added to the design.
Finally a third journey accompanied by a
skein of blue silk would result in the
finished product, ornamented with red,
green, and blue. An effective trick and quite
easy to do.

If the making of the brass fake tube
presents difficulty, a good substitute is a
length of cardboard postal tube fitted with
loops of tape in place of the sliding cup.
Cuts are made across the centre of the
tube and the tape glued through as shown
in Fig. 5. The tape thus forms a bag which
can be pushed to either end of the tube at
will. Either form of fake may be made any
reasonable size to suit the articles for which
it is to be used. It is a good idea to have
several such tubes of different sizes.

A Simple Trick
The colour -changing trick is sometimes

performed in a quicker and less elaborate
manner by simply drawing a single hand-
kerchief through the hand. For this a
specially made double handkerchief is
required. To make it, obtain two silk
handkerchiefs of quite different colours,
say red and green. Lay them on the table
one over the other, flat out. Now sew two
of the edges together as shown in Fig. 6,
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leaving about an inch unsewn at the corner
A. Next put a few small stitches through
the centres of the two silks to catch them
together. Now fold corner C over on to
corner D and sew along the sides up to A.
If preferred this may be done at the same
time as the first stage of sewing. I have
described it separately to make the con-
struction clear.

The handkerchief is now in the condition
shown in Fig. 8. The next stage consists
of stitching a small metal or bone ring into
the corner A, and sewing the silk round to
form a tube. The corner B of the inner
handkerchief is now tucked inside the
double silk and drawn out through the ring.
Fig. 9 shows the complete fake in diagram
form.

To cause the handkerchief to change
colour, hold the ring in the left hand, take
hold of the projecting corner with the right
hand and pull it quickly and deliberately
through the ring. The handkerchief will
turn inside out and so change from red to
green or vice versa. Fig. 1 shows the change
in process. One advantage of this trick is
that it needs no preparation, for the act
of changing the silk from red to green leaves
it all ready to be changed back from green to
red again.
Coloured Sand

The sand trick is one of the most effective
pieces of colour conjuring and the secret is
not very well known. A bowl is filled with
water and a quantity of sand of different
colours is poured in. The sand and water
are well stirred, then, showing his hand
empty, the conjurer dips it into the water
and brings out a handful of sand of any
colour called for, not only separated from
the other colours but also perfectly dry !

The secret of keeping the sand dry and of
keeping it separate is one and the same.
The sand is prepared beforehand in small
cakes. A quantity of red sand is heated in a
metal pan with a small piece of wax..
While the sand and wax are hot they are
well stirred together and packed into moulds
or shaped into small blocks, then left to
cool. A block of sand so prepared can be
dropped into water and, when lifted out and
crumbled, will pour out quite dry. The
wax, of course, prevents tke sand from being
soaked by the water.

Several cakes of each colour sand should
be prepared at one timeand each colour
should be shaped differently. For instance
red sand may be cube shaped, green sand' a
ball and natural -coloured 'sand a flat disc.
The blocks should be small enough to
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conceal easily in the hand.
Fine silver sand is the correct article to

use and it may be dyed various colours by
soaking it in hot water to which some
aniline dye powder has been added. This
should be done and the sand dried before
making it into the waterproof cakes.

The manner of secretly introducing the
cakes of sand into the water is shown in
Fig. 7. Here I have shown two lots of
sand, each on a fiat glass plate. I have used
a small ball to represent the cake of water-
proofed sand in order to make it show up
clearly. The ball is also partly exposed for
the same reason. In actual practice a cake
of sand is placed on a saucer and sand of
the same colour is poured on until the cake
is covered. The same process is gone through
with as many other colours as it is desired
to use.
Performing the Sand Trick

In performing the trick a large bowl is
shown empty. A glass bowl is to be
preferred but is not essential. Water is then
poured in and the saucers of sand emptied
into the water. Each saucer is tipped
down into the water so that it shall not
splash. This move also enables the cake of
sand to slip in unobserved. The photograph
shows a view from the back. The saucers
are held to the front of the bowl and tipped
over so that the bottom of each saucer is
seen by the audience.

The sand is now stirred up and a handful
of wet mixed sand is taken out and dropped
on to a spare saucer to show that it is really
mixed. The hand is then rinsed, shown
empty and a colour asked for. It is an
easy matter to remember the shape of the
cake of the required colour.
Coloured Counters

Picking out one colour from several may
also be performed with a bag of various
coloured counters. The counters should be
big ones, about the size of a penny and there
may be any number of colours. Bag and
counters are examined and the counters
well shaken up, after which the conjurer,
who may be blindfolded for the trick,
proceeds to pick out counter after counter,
naming its colour before taking it from the bag.

No preparation is needed. All the con-
jurer has to do is to conceal in his hand one
counter and remember its colour. Say
it is blue. When the bag is returned to
him he dips in his hand and announces that
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he will pick out a blue counter. With his
hand in the bag he brings the blue counter to
his finger tips and conceals another counter
in his hand. He then brings out the visible
blue counter and throws it on the table.
In doing this he can catch a glimpse of the
one concealed in his hand. Suppose it is
yellow. He then announces his intention of
picking out a yellow counter and again
goes through the same movements. In this
way he can carry on picking out counters
and naming the colours in advance because,
as will be seen, he is always one ahead of the
audience.

" But," you may ask, " how about the
blindfold? He won't be able to see the
counters." Oh, yes he will. That is another
little trick that most conjurers know. If
you have a handkerchief tied- over your
eyes you will find you can look down your
nose and see anything held below your
face and near your body.
Trick with Cards

Another colour -separation trick can be
done with a pack of cards. The conjurer
begins by separating, the red from the black
cards, to show how long it takes. He then
shuffles the pack, or someone else can do
so and with one cut again separates the
red suits from the black.

A special pack is needed for this trick but
it is useful for so many other tricks that
it is well worth acquiring. All the cards are
cut slightly tapering at one end, as shown in
Fig. 10. It will now be seen that if any
card or cards are turned round, their wide
corners will project beyond the narrow ends
of the other cards. A stroking movement
with fingers and thumb along the edges of
the pack will draw the reversed cards out.

To do the colour -separating trick with
such a pack, start with all cards the same
way. Deal out reds into one heap and
blacks into another. When you put the
packets together again turn one packet
round. All the black cards will now have
their wide ends against the narrow ends of
the red cards. The pack can be shuffled
and shuffled and shuffled without affecting
this condition. To separate the colour,
hold the pack as shown in Fig. 11, with
fingers and thumbs at the edges of the cards
half -way between the two ends. Grip the
cards firmly and draw the hands apart.

Fig. II.-Separaiing the reds and black. The cards are cut slightly tapering. All the red cards
being put one way and all the blacks the other, they can be stripped apart with one movement

however much shuffled.
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DICK KORDA'S WORLD RECORD
HOLDER

54 minutes in the air at Detroit National Trials. 43 -in. wing -span. Simple
to build, sturdy and reliable. Kit is complete. Post free 6.6.

30 -in. 'Thermalider ' Endurance. NOW IN STOCK. Post free 3 3
SELLEY-TEX-The Wonder -kits. Ask for full particulars of these

THE FAMOUS " BU RD " KITS
Made in three ranges, each complete to the smallest detail.

30 -in. wing-span-Mr. Mulligan; Boeing P.26.A; Aeronca C70; 1936
Stinson; Douglas Observation ; Curtis's Gulf Hawk. 3 3 each, post free.
25 -in. wing-span-Waco Military D; Westland Co-op.; Grumman Fighter;

Consolidated P30. 2,3 each, post free.
16 -in. wing-span-Curtiss Rabin; Ryan ST; Fokker D7; Mr. Mulligan;

Curtiss Hawk; 1936 Stinson Reliant; Hawker Fury. 1,13 each, post free.

ELITE MODEL AIRPLANE SUPPLIES,
14 BURY NEW ROAD, MANCHESTER 8

 YOU WILL NOW BE THINKING OF OUTDOOR
HOBBIES. LET US QUOTE YOU FOR YOUR
PERMANENT WAY, LOCOS, COACHES, ETC., ON
YOUR GARDEN RAILWAY.

 WE SPECIALISE IN RAILWAYS OF EVERY
GAUGE, FROM THE POPULAR "00" TO THE
LARGEST PASSENGER -CARRYING LINE.

 SPECIAL OFFER. ENGINEER - BUILT SCALE
MODEL CLAUGHTON STEAM LOCO., 11" SCALE,
51" GAUGE. PRIMUS FIRED. BARGAIN AT
100 GUINEAS.

Scale Model Specialists

MULTI up
11100E1.5 L--

48, BEAK STREET,
REGENT STREET,
LONDON, W. I.

Gerrard 4055.

E. GRAY & SON LTD.
VERTICAL SLIDES
3f' x 4" 28/6
4" x 41" 31/6
5" x 5" 35/3
6" x 6" 47/6
7" x 7" 55/ -

FACE
PLATE
DOGS

MICROMETER

4!-. each.
8/3

14" x 5d.
2" x 1" 6d.

ANGLE PLATES
Fully Machined

3" x 11"x 11" 2/-
3" x 2" x 14" 2/3
3" x 2" x 2" 2/6
31"x 2" x 2" 3/-
4" x 21"x 21" 4/6

DRILL CHUCKS

Straight or No. 1

Morse Taper Cap.
1" 1,9, 4" 2/3,

IC 3/3 ea.

1* -20. Clerketta ell Road, London. E.C.1.

Indispensable !

WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES

and TRANSFORMERS
and How to Make Them

An important new Handbook for every home constructor
and anyone interested in Radio. With Special Chapters on
Selectivity, Break -through, Coil Winders, Coil Troubles and
their Remedies. 180 pages, cloth bound, with 126 easy -to -

follow illustrations,

2,'6 By post 2i10
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,

TOWER HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON STREET,
STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

Our Presentation Book Offer

HOW TO SECURE YOUR COPY OF

PRACTICAL MECHANICS' HANDBOOK
(See Special Announcement on page 414)

Fill in the Reservation Form and the Address -Label below, and post
both to the address given on the Reservation Form.

When we receive the Reservation Form and the Address -Label from
you, we will at once reserve a copy of PRACTICAL MECHANICS'
HANDBOOK in your name, and immediately send you a Voucher. On
this you affix two Tokens cut from the bottom left-hand corner of the
back cover of two consecutive issues of "PRACTICAL MECHANICS."
Start with No. t given this month.

Place an order for "PRACTICAL MECHANICS" with your News -

ADDRESS LABEL

II undo,' leered, please
efurn to " Pratt Ira?

Mechanics'' Presentation
Dept., Toner . Boise,
Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

Id. stamp
must be

affixed here
BY YOU

Name

Address
(In full)

agent on the form on right, below, so as to be certain of obtaining the
second Token given next month.

When your Voucher is complete, send it together with a Postal Order
for only as. to include all packing, carriage, insurance charges, etc., and
this invaluable work will be dispatched to you.

This offer applies to persons residing in Gteat Britain and Northern
Ireland. Readers in Eire (Irish Free State) must pay any duty imposed.

Readers abroad must send an additional 6d. to cover the extra
carriage.

Post this Reservation Form IMMEDIATELY to

" PRACTICAL MECHANICS "
Presentation Department

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

In accordance with the conditions of your special offer
please send me a VOUCHER on which to qualify for my
copy of PRACTICAL MECHANICS' HANDBOOK.
I have asked my Newsagent to deliver "PRACTICAL
MECHANICS" regularly every month.

Reader's Name

Address
(In full)

Fill in this form and the Address -label
on left in Block Letters. Stamp the
label as directed and post with this form
in an unsealed envelope (Id. stamp only
required).

Leave Blank

" PRACTICAL MECHANICS "
NEWSAGENT'S ORDER FORM
Hand this Form to your Newsagent.

To
(Name of Newsagent)

Address

Please deliver or reserve "PRACTICAL
MECHANICS" for me for June and
until countermanded.

Signature

Address

Date
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STARGAZING FOR AMATEURS
THERE will be total eclipses of both

the Sun and the Moon this month,
unfortunately neither will be visible

from these islands. The Moon will be at
first quarter on the 6th, full on the 14th,
last quarter on the 22nd, and new on the
29th. It will be in apogee at its farthest
from us this month -251,930 miles-on the
18th; and in perigee at its least distance
-223,240 miles-on the 30th.
The Planets

Mercury, Jupiter and Saturn are " morn-
ing stars " inconveniently placed for
amateurs. Mars still hangs over the western
horizon in the dusk until setting at 10.30 p.m.
Venus sets about the same time but gets
later each night. It is moving eastward
(from right to left) and will overtake Mars
on the evening of the 7th, when the two
planets will be found unusually close
together. Viewed through a binocular or
small telescope they will present an interest-
ing spectacle. The larger dazzling, slightly
gibbous, disc of Venus will be in striking
cohtrast to the smaller reddish one of Mars.
The Stars

Before the luminous nights of spring
dim the stars too much, let us make a
telescopic survey of those within the
celestial " arctic circle." Most important is,
of course, Polaris the pole star, which is
such an invaluable aid to mariners in
finding their way about the oceans Polaris
does not, however, mark the exact point of
projection of the geographical pole on the
sky, being situated a trifle' over a degree
from it. This is nevertheless sufficiently
near for practical purposes and to create
the illusion pf the entire vault of heaven
revolving around it. A camera directed
to the star and left so fixed for several
hours, would record a distinct trail;
showing that, owing to the rotation of the
Earth, Polaris describes a tiny circle, with
true north in the centre. Officially, the
pole star is designated a (Alpha) Ursae
Minoris, and is the chief component of the
constellation of the Little Bear. It is
really a spectroscopic double; but there is
a 9th magnitude star in the same telescopic
field, which used to be regarded as "loosely
linked." This is, however, probably merely
another unconnected star in the same line
of sight. Polaris and the little star can be
easily seen in a small astronomical tele-
scope, but the real " companion " is
invisible. Delicate observations reveal that
Polaris itself is of the " pulsating " type
subject to regular outbursts at intervals of
four days; but they are not perceptible to
unaided vision as they make a difference
of only one -tenth of a magnitude. The
winding constellation Draco (the Dragon)
embraces many interesting objects within
reach of a fairly good astronomical tele-
scope. Among them are the double stars

(Beta), y (Gamma),, v (Nu), o (Omicron),
n (Eta) and µ (Mu). Draco also contains
the smallest known sun, which needs very
powerful optical assistance to perceive.
It is about half the size of the earth and in
the White Dwarf category; immensely
massive and four times as hot as our Sun.
a (Alpha) Draconis is notable for having
been our pole star about 4,500 years ago.
Displacement from that proud position
was due to the slow change in the direction
of the Earth's axis, which gradually gyrates
in a circle, somewhat after the manner of a
spinning top. This imperceptible movement
is termed precession and occupies nearly
26,000 years in making a complete circuit.
The neighbouring group Cepheus is also

I 8)
I IP y N. de Nay

A GUIDE FOR MAY

worthy of examination on dark clear nights.
Its chief star a (Alpha), is known as Aldera-
min, and will be our next pole star in
about 6,000 years; but meanwhile, y
(Gamma) will temporarily secure the
honour 2,000 years hence. Other interesting
stars in the group are 8 (Beta) Cepheii, a
bluish double, k (Kappa), (Xi), 8 (Delta)
and p (Mu); the last-named being a deep
garnet colour. Delta Cepheii is the most
remarkable variable of its class, and is
also a double star composed of two suns

The pole star
as seen th rough
a telescope.

easily discernible in a small telescope; the
larger component is another of the " pul-
sating " type. A star atlas is essential to
identify the objects mentioned; and a
Philip's cardboard revolving planisphere,
costing only a few shillings, will readily
indicate the locations of the constellations
above the horizon at any hour on any day
or night.
Notes

An analysis of sunspots observed last
year, points to a peak of solar disturbances
in July, and it is consequently thought that

0

(i)

this may have been the actual time of
maximum of the present cycle. Immense
spots appeared throughout 1937, those of
July 27 and October 4 having been of
exceptional dimensions. Taken altogether,
the past twelve months have witnessed the
greatest sunspot activity since 1870. More-
over 1938 has already produced several
more abnormal specimens accompanied by
magnetic storms and at least one magnifi-
cent display of aurora as far south as these
latitudes. This year may therefore ulti-
mately be able to establish its claim to be
regarded as the turning period towards the
next minimum, as had hitherto been antici-
pated.

It is confirmed that the " pulsating "
star 6 (Epsilon) in the constellation Auriga
-referred to in the March Practical
Mechanics-is an eclipsing binary. Its
light variations are the result of a grazing
eclipse every 27 years. The larger com-
ponent is non -luminous and more massive
than the smaller bright star. The former is
believed to be surrounded by a semi -opaque
shell which partially obscures the latter
during the progress of each eclipse.

It is asserted that if the Eaillc were
flat, the mammoth 200 -inch reflecting
telescope for California, now approaching
completion, would enable a person in San
Francisco to read an advertising sign in
New York as clearly as it can be read from
the street in the latter city. This represents
a distance of over 2,500 miles, or rather
farther than from the West coast of Ireland
to Newfoundland.

An account is to hand of the fall of a
meteor in Japan in 1934. A Japanese and
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Television in
By H. J. BARTON

Fig. 1. Mr. Baird (on the right) with the new colour television transmitter referred to in this article.

WHEN moving black and white
cinema pictures were shown for the
first time, prophets were quick to

point out that in a short time these would
be developed so rapidly that they would soon
be superseded by pictures in full colour.
That promise is only just being fulfilled, for
the difficulties associated with the work were
enormous, and wedged in between was the
all important advent of the " talkies."
After the early demonstrations of low
definition television similar predictions
were forthcoming. In 1928 Baird certainly
did show colour television pictures with a
definition of thirty lines, using a cable ink
between transmitter and receiver, and
judged by the standards then ruling the
experiment was successful. Since that
year, however, little has been heard con-
cerning colour television pictures for the
bulk of the development work has been
directed towards the improvement of
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monochrotnatic systems. Quietly and
patiently Mr. Baird has devoted consider-
able time to the intricate problems in-
volved in transmitting television pictures
by radio for subsequent reproduction at the
receiving end in colour. An indication of
the stage which has been reached was
revealed to the public and press recently
in demonstrations given at the Dominion
Theatre, London. Here for the first time
in television's chequered but intensely
interesting career, colour television pictures
were shown on a screen measuring 12 ft.
high by 9 ft. wide, and although the in-
ventor himself agreed that imperfections
were present the results left no doubt that
enormous progress had been made.

At the Studio End
Details concerning the new process have

only been made known very recently and
although in theory the method employed

IFbe TraIRSIIIiSE110111 of
Colour has been Dem
Screen Recently by

Explains Clearly how
is on'similar lines to that used ten years ago
the equipment and picture standard bears
no resemblance, while the image size has
grown nearly three thousand times in area.

The transmitting studio is located in a
room at the base of the South Tower,
Crystal Palace, and for the purpose of
scanning the person or object to be televised
a special camera has been developed. This
is seen in Fig. 1. Mounted on a rubber -
wheeled truck to allow tracking movements
to be made when required, and carefully
balanced on trunnions so that the operator
can carry out horizontal or vertical pan-
ning is a metal casing shrouded in padding
cloth. Inside this is the ingenious mechani-
cal optical scanning equipment which has
been devised for this colour process. The
action will be made clear by referring to
Fig. 2 which shows a simple pictorial
representation of the apparatus. Assuming
for the purpose of illustration that a per-
son's head and shoulders is being televised,
this is first of all flood -lit by the two arc
lamps. In addition, a third arc lamp floods
the rear of a translucent back screen but
this screen is raised so as not to obscure the
camera.

Transmitter Scanning
The large diameter lens covering the whole

of the camera aperture focuses an optical
image on to an 8 -inch diameter mirror drum
having twenty facets, each of which is set
at a different angle axially to its immediate
neighbour. The drum revolves in a vertical
plane on a horizontal axis, being driven at a
speed of 6,000 r.p.m. by a synchronous
ingtor. In this way a succession of optical
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colour
CHAPPLE

Television Pictures in
onstrated on a ig

wird. This Article
the Process Works.
" slices " of the main image are reflected
from the mirrors of the drum and focused
by an achromatic lens on to a rectangular
slot in a fixed mask. Since the mask
(seen in the bottom right-hand corner of
the camera in Fig. 2) is parallel with the
vertical side of the camera, a mirror is
conveniently interposed in the optical path
to ensure that the images are reflected to
the required position. Behind the mask
is a rotating disc having twelve concentric
slots at different distances from the peri-
phery. This disc is revolved in a vertical
plane at 500 r.p.In. by a reduction gear
drive from the mirror drum motor, and the
staggered slots as they pass over the mask
cut out form an aperture which moves back-
wards and forwards as the disc turns. By

Fig, 3.-
The rubi-
dium type
multiplier
photo-
electric
cell show-
ing the
multipliergrid

stages.

this means the field given by the 20 -face
drum is interlaced six times to give a final
120 -line picture dissection which is repeated
twice for each revolution of the disc.

Using Light Filters
Each of the disc slots is covered with a

light filter, blue-green and red being used
alternately, the effect of this being to tians-
mit alternate lines of the picture corres-
ponding to a blue -,green image and a red
image. Elemental areas of the light
filtered image pass in turn through the
aperture, therefore, and are directed on to
the active rubidium cathode surface of a
Baird multiplier photo -electric cell which is

Fig. 5.-The interior layout of the receiving room,

mounted in a separate metal screened
compartment which can be seen at the
bottom right-hand corner of the camera in
Fig. 1. The form taken by the cell is
indicated in the photograph-(Fig. 3)-
which has a cut -away multiplier section to
show the grid stages. The cell has a chain
of secondary amplifying stages and the
electron current passes in sequence down

amplified at each stage.
Each stage consists of- a grid, the surface
of which is specially prepared and treated
to give a high secondary factor. The
primary electrons incident upon the first
grid liberate secondaries at low velocity
which are attracted by a positive potential
through the meshes to the second grid.
This they strike with sufficient velocity
to liberate further secondaries, which are
in turn attracted onward down the chain.
The grids are arranged as parallel circular
discs inside a metal screen with an aperture
to allow the electrons from the photo -

Fig. 4.-Showing the specially built room hccom-
modating the colour television receiving apparatus.

which houses the scanner, arc lamps, modidator, etc.

electric cathode to reach the first grid.
At the end of the multiplier is a secondary
emitting plate and the electrons from the
last multiplying grid impinge on this, pro-
ducing a final large multiplication. The
electrons liberated from the plate are col-
lected by an unsensitized open mesh grid
and pass into the output circuit of the
multiplier.

As will be seen from the bottom of the
Fig. 2 diagram the picture signals pass from
the cell through amplifiers before being
made to modulate the ultra=short wave
radio transmitter, whose carrier wave-
length is 8.3 metres. Picture monitoring
is undertaken by the engineer through the
medium of a cathode ray tube, which of
course only shows a monochromatic image
but enables the contrast and gain levels to
be set correctly to ensure satisfactory pic-
ture reproduction at the receiving end.
From the radio transmitter the picture
signals pass up a long feeder cable to be
radiated into space from one of the aerials
on the top of the South Tower balcony.

Receiving Equipment
The receiving equipment used in con-

nection with this colour television process
is accommodated in a specially built fire-
proof room at the back of the stage of the
Dominion Theatre, London. Its position
in relation to the screen is shown in Fig. 4.
The top section houses the electrical
apparatus, scanning gear, amplifiers, etc.,
these being enclosed in metal casings to
conform to the L.C.C. fire regulations in
relation to places of public entertainment.
The layout of the interior of the cubicle
is disclosed in Fig. 5, thai arc and scanner
being on the right, while the final modu-
lated light beam emerges from the wall
aperture, seen clearly in Fig. 4.

As will be gathered from an examination
of the pictorial diagram, Fig. 2, the mechani-
cal and optical scanning arrangement is
built on similar lines to that of the trans-
mitter, except that the order of operation
is reversed. The crater of a 150 -ampere
high intensity and totally enclosed auto-
matic arc lamp is focused on to a slot in the
fixed diaphragm by means of a condenser
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lens and reflecting mirror surface. Be}Gild
this mask revolves at 500 r.p.m., the geo-
metrically similar slotted disc, whose slots
are covered alte,rnately with blue-green
and red light filters. The moving disc
slots as they pass over the diaphragm
slot produce the aperture, whose size
represents the elemental area of colour
filtered light beam which passes into the
nicol prism Kerr cell combination seen in
Fig. 2.

Radio Reception
From the ultra short wave aerial on the

theatre roof the television signals received
from the Crystal Palace pass down the
feeder cable to the superheterodyne re-
ceiver to which is linked the intermediate
and output amplifiers. The last named unit
is connected to,the Kerr cell so that the light
beam passing into it is modulated in exact
accordance with the intensity of the in-
coming television signals. This modulated
and light filtered beam is mirror reflected
and focused by means of an achromatic
lens on to the outer surface of a 12 -in.
diameter mirror drum having twenty angu-
lated facets and kept revolving at the con-
stant speed of 6,000 r.p.m. The result of
this ingenious combination is that the
mirror drum projects on to the back of a
large screen 120 vertical modulated and
properly coloured light strips. Naturally
the number of lines in the picture is a
function of the relative speeds of the disc
and drum together with the numbers of
drum mirrors and disc slots employed, but
in the demonstration at the theatre this

was fixed at 120 lines, using vertical scan-
ning and a picture radio of 4 to 3.

A Special Screen
The translucent screen of dimensions

12 ft. by 9 ft. is seen in Fig. 6, together with
the three large public address speakers
used for the accompanying sound. Ordin-

Fig. 12 -ft. by 9-Jt. screen used for portray-
ing the 120 -law colour television pictures.

ary frosted glass is too directional for use
under such stringent theatre conditions
and a great deal -of experiment was under-
taken before the chemically treated cloth
screen was evolved which would be capable
of yielding sufficient light from back pro-
jection to enable the picture to be seen
without eye strain in all parts of the Domin-
ion Cinema, which has a seating accom-
modation of three thousand.

The actual demonstrations of the Baird
colour television process were introduced
by a compere from the stage who pointed
out that this was the first time in the world
that wireless colour television picturei had
been shown on a big screen,- and while
imperfections were present in Comparison
with the normal black and white processes
these were being eliminated very rapidly.
After the curtains had parted and shown the
Union Jack, an artist gave several imper-
sonations with suitable aural descriptions.
Ladies then gave a fashion display of
coloured hats and in conclusion was shown
the white ensign and a photograph of the
King. The colours were portrayed with
great vividness while there was ample
picture brilliance for everyone to see.
Slight flicker was noticed since the funda-
mental picture frequency was 81-, but the
multi -mesh interlacing system us±d, reduced
this very considerably. In addition, the
effect of bars slowly moving from left to
right was apparent on the picture screen,
but the results shown !eft no doubt that
colour television is an accomplished fact
and it is certain that ultimately all cinemas
will have their own colour televiiion screen
for the entertainment of patrons.

50 TONS AT ONE SCOOP
THE LARGEST POWER SHOVEL IN THE WORLD ?

WITH a capacity of 50 tons at one
scoop, one of the largest power
shovels has recently been put into

operation by the Northern Illinois Coal
Corporation. The new giant is an immense
dipper, or bucket, which has a rated capa-
city of 32 cubic yards, struck measure, or
approximately 40 cubic yards heaped up-
enough to fill an ordinary room at one
scoop. In coal stripping operations where
it will be handling earth, shale, and broken
rock, the weight of one dipper load is
approximately 50 tons.

The dipper itself is fabricated from alu-
minium plates and castings, with an armour
of special wear resisting steel at the points
where the greatest wear is encountered.
The use of aluminium results in a marked
saving in weight over the ordinary all -steel
construction and this saving in weight
permits the carrying of greater pay loads
with little or no increase in the duty of the
mechanical parts or of the electric equip-
ment. The dipper is roughly 9 ft. 8 ins. x
8 ft. 4 in. x 16 ft. 4 ins. The largest
dipper previously used is of 20 cubic yards
capacity, of a lightweight all steel construc-
tion weighing 40 to 50 per cent. more than
the larger aluminium dipper of the new giant.

Despite its gieat size and the amazing
capacity of its dipper, the new machine
possesses surprising agility. The movement
of the dipper is closely and easily control-
lable by the operator, one complete cycle
of operation being accomplished in only 45
or 50 seconds. This rapidity of action
accounts for the immense output capacity
of the machine, it being estimated that
under normal working conditions the shovel
will be able to move more than one million
cubic yards of material per month. This
amount of material is represented by a

trench 50 feet deep, 100 feet wide, and a
mile long. In regular coal -stripping opera-
tion, the removal of this amount of over-
burden will uncover well over 100,000 tons
of coal, making it immediately available for
loading into cars for transportation to the
tipple.

The new shovel has a boom over 100 ft.
long and a dipper handle ol stick in excess
of 65 feet in length. Material can be
picked up at the working level. A mental

picture of this operation is obtained when
it is imagined that this 'shovel can pick up
a fifty -ton load and place it on the sixth or
seventh floor of an ordinary office building.

The equivalent ratings of all motors, and
generators on the shovel total more than
3,500 horse -power.

Slight pressures of the operator's hands
on the master switch handles produce work-
ing pressures of several hundred thousand
pounds at the dipper teeth.

The world's largest power shovel.
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ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
A. R. P. A CRYSTAL SET is alwayeuseful and reliable for recep-
tion. Set with headphones and 50ft. aerial. 11/-
MIRRORS-61in. din., Hello or Televleicn, 113. Parabolic Con-
cave, 10in., 20/-; 20ins.,25tz ; 24ins.,39/-. Carr. fwd. Neon Lamps,
l;6 and 3/- each, with holder. Miniature Nem., 2 6.
METERS. For fault finding, etc. Bargain line in portable moving -
coil by Everett Edgcombe, 40 to 120 volts for home conversion to
multi -range, 2116. Western flush panel milliamineters, 0-30 or
0-100,17/6 each. E.E. voltmeters, A.C., 240 v..25/ --
BELLS. -Best British Trembler, 2/- each. Porcelain surer -grade
Pushes, 2/6 line for 6d. Brass Flange, 1/6. Door Barrel, all brass,
2/6. Twin lead -covered wire, dd. per yd. Indoor Bell Wire, single,
100 yels.,116, twin, 3/-. Transformers for ringing 1110-v. AU., 2/6:
200/40 A.C., 5/6.
VALVES, Midget Peanut 1 volt, 4 -pin, 1,in. long, new, 2/- each,
cr dozen.

TRANSMITTERS, MORSE AND
SIGNAL KEYS. Royal Air Force
model, balanced action, solid brass
bar, tungail contacts, indicator
lamp. Type KBSL a guinea key
for 7/6. Other keys from 3j- to
30/-. Learner's outfit complete,
419. Ask for special illustrated
Key List K.P.M."

TELEPHONES for all manic sea House, Office, Vargo and Field
Sports. Wall type, IV-. Other Wall and Table models cheap.
Send for list "T.P.M."
HEADPHONES. Lightweight, 2,000 ohms, 4/6. Single high-res.
earpieces, 2/6. Sullivan 120 ohm W.D. model. Aluminium body
and headbands. Maker's price to -day 15/.. Our Price 219 per pair.
3d. m stage. Pocket Headphones all leather headband and cords,
2'9 pair.
INSPECTION LAMPS for hand or stand. Suitable for Workshops,
Garages, etc.,6/e. Carr, paid.
NEON LAMPS. Miniature, 216. Standard size better neon bulbs
with holder, 200/240-v..2/5.

HOME SOUND RECORDINQ at low cost
The FEIGN RECORDER fits any
Radiogram, positive drive, worm
gear and rack. Complete for use,
only 3716. Super Feigh Fidelity
Set,4216. Tracking Gear onlY,21/-.
Either 41- doz. metal blanks can be
used or the glass -coated simplets,
10in., 3/. each. Pre -amplifiers for
Recording Mikes, 1 -valve Battery
Model in cabinet, 251- A.C. Mains
pre -amplifiers, with valve rectifier,
steel -cased model, 60/-.

MICROPHONE UNITS, 1/... Usually
old at 3/6. Our price has always been

We have supplied thousands.
P. NEW PRACTICAL HOME MICRO-
PHONE for broadcasting at home.
Solid bakelite body, back terminals,
metal grille. No. 11 New design, finely
finished, 5/6. No. 1.IA. Special in solid
brass body, unequalled at the price on
speech and music, 716.
SPARK COILS. Fine adj. Trembler.
111/8. Medical Shock Coils, 2!-. Short-
wave Spark Transmitters with tuner for distant controlof robots or
models by radio, 198. 41.00. Relays, 101-. Coherers.6/...
WIMPLE SELECTOR RELAY SWITCHES. 8 gangs or 25
ways, 101-.
SOLENOIDS, 6 -volt, for model work or distance witch, core
travel i-in. pull 1 ox.,316. A.C. Magnets, 230 volts, 30 m/a., 14 07.3.
lift, 2/6.
CONSTRUCTORS. Hand geared drills to 1in., 113. Ceramic S/W
lead-in, brass stem, 9d. fin. stand-off 61/W insulators, 8d. Metal
rectifiers, chassis type, 180 v. 30 mia output, 6/-. Lightning An -ec-
hoes, make aerial safe, 1/..
COILILI S.W. coils plug-in, 1/6. Ribbed formers, fid. Long -wave
and B.C. 2 -pin, 1/... Cossor 3- and 4 -phi 001111,1/, Reaction tuners,
Da. H.F. twin chokes, mains, 9d, Rugby and other coils in stick,
All wavelengths in 2 -pin, 113. M.I.C. concert cells, set of 4, 2;6;
aerial, react., long, short and multiple, 1/6. S/W Formers ribbed
and slotted, 4.d.
NEW PANELS. Polished aluminium, 18 and 16 gauge, bright or
enamelled, 12in. x 12in., 31, 18in. lffin., 2/13. Ebonite On.
panels 24M. x 24in., for818. Carr, paid.
SLOPE FRONT TEAK CABINETS. New, make Rue instrument
panel, 10 x 7 x 11, 3/- each.
OAK CABINETS for Short-wave Battery Receivers, 2 -or 3 valve,
p dished Jacobean finish, 13iin. x 7in. x 6iin. deep, oval front,
rackle black aluminium panel fitted geared .0005 mid. condenser,

with sunk dial, 3 -way coil switch and a single plate condenser.
Sliding back and 10 terminal Strip, new, manufacturer's liquidation
stock. Model F,1218.
SPRING BARGAIN LIST NO. " P.M." O. Many new, interesting
bargains to suit readers of this journal. Send for a copy now. Free,

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4

Telephone: Central 4611

THE TECHNICAL PRESS LTD.
MECHANIC'S WORKSHOP HANDYBOOK. A Practica i Work on
Mechanical Manipulation. By P. N. Hasluck. Tenth hupresti, 0.
144 pp. Cr. Soo., el. Net Is.
ELECTRICAL HANDICRAFTSMAN AND EXPERIMENTER'S
MANUAL. A Practical Work on Electrical Mechanisms and Tech-
nicians, Inventors and Students. H. R. Longman and J. H. Moore.
200 pp. Illustrated. Net 7s. 6d.
fHE BATTERY BOOK. A practical manual for Electricians. By
H. IL U. Cross. 176 pp. Illus. Cr. 8vo., cl. Net Is.
WOODWORKING MACHINERY FOR SMALL WORKSHOPS.
With some useful advice to the young wood machinist. By M. Ball.
Revised and enlarged by W. J. Blackmun. 128 pp. Illus. Cr. Ova.,
cl. Net Ia. 6d.
AFRO AND AUTO ENGINE FACTS AND DATA. For Engineers
and Students. By H. R. Longman. fig PP. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo.,
.I. Net 2s. 6d.
TECHNICAL ELECTRICITY. Principles and Practice. .1. E.
Phillips and R. W. B. Stephens. 206 pp. Illustrated. Net 75. 6d.

5, AVE MARIA LANE, LUDGATE HILL, E.C.4

glum AND THE "MIDGET "

1

III

1

111111,,

CLIX CONTROL PANEL

4 VALVE PORTABLE
This very small, yet excellent Portable, is a 4 -valve Battery
Receiver and is designed to give Table Model results. -Independ-
ent tests have proved its wonderful capabilities. The ingenuity
of design allows compactness without the sacrifice of either
selectivity or power.

CLIX "MIDGET " VALVEHOLDERS
Specially designed by Clix for use with the range of Hivac " Midget "
Valves. 4 -pin, 7d., 5 -pin, 8d.

CLIX SPADE TERMINALS
The law in all models is designed to give full surface contact with
small, medium or large terminal stems. Small, lid. Large, 2d.

CLIX "MASTER " PLUGS
The most important feature in these is the efficiency of the pin,
which is non -collapsible. 11d.

CLIX CONTROL PANEL
Used as a Wavechange Switch for the " MIDGET " Price
complete, 1/-.

CLIX CONNECTOR
A completely insulated resilient Socket and Solid Plug. 44d. each.

Clix Components and Valveholder Folders " P.M." Free on request.

n n
BRITISH MECHANICAL PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
79a ROCHESTER ROW LI U 4".1. LONDON SW.. I

An Absorbing Hobby
BUILDING A STUART MODEL IS
AN ENGROSSING PASTIME, AND
THE RESULT A CONTINUOUS

PLEASURE

We Illustrate:

STUART
NO. 10.
High Speed

Steam Engine.

Bore r.
Stroke r.
Each set is quite
complete -
drawings and
instructions are
included.

If you have a lathe -
The rough castings

If not -
Fully machined set - -

Ditto, with all holes drilled
and tapped - - -

8/6

18/6

25/ -

This and many other Stuart engines are
fully described in the 72 -page CATA-

LOGUE No. 3, 6d. post free.

STUART TURNER LTD.
HENLEY - ON - THAMES

TRAINED MEN
WANTED

For Radio & Television
We can train you for a successful radio career
and help you secure employment, or teach
you how to earn good money in your spare
time. We specialise in Radio and all our
energies are concentrated on helping our
students to become money -earning Radio
Engineers.
Read what students say : " I was engaged on the spot
as Engineer -in -Charge." " I have much pleasure in
announcing an increase in salary and promotion."
" He engaged me at a big increase in salary. I couldn't
have got the situation without your help." " My
engagement was due entirely to the knowledge I
gained from your training." " I am already earning
more money."' I could not have obtained this job
without your Course." " I haVe obtained a position
at double the pay." Etc., etc.
What they have done, you can do. Without interfering
with your ordinary occupation you can learn in your
own home how to become a Qualified Radio Engineer.

*POST COUPON NOW FOR FREE
COPY OF " RADIO AS A CAREER "
AND FREE SPECIMEN LESSON.

TECHNICAL AND COMMERCIAL

RADIO COLLEGE
Fairfax House, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.

Post in unsealed envelope : fd. stamp.
To: T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE,

Fairfax House, High Holborn, London, W.C.I.
Please send me Free Specimen Lesson and free
copy of " Radio as a Career," in plain envelope.

NAME

ADDRESS

P.161.31
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Building the
HAWKER HURRICANE ?

OUR KITS MADE TO THE DESIGNERS,
SPECIFICATIONS ENSURE SUCCESS

Everything you require, including Finished
Propeller - - - Price I Is. carriage paid

Our Latest Petrol Model Kit

THE BERKELEY STANDARD BUCCANEER
5 feet 6 inches Span

Suitable for Powering with a Brown Engine
Carriage Paid 28s. 6d. A Dry Kit

BROWN JUNIOR ENGINE
Model " C " £4 7s. 6d.

MODEL AIRCRAFT SUPPLIES, LTD
171, New Kent Road, London, S.E.I
Near Open Until 'Phone :

Elephant & Castle 8 P.M. SATURDAYS Hop 3482

Send 4d. for our Green Book Catalogue

THE WORLD'S BEST PORTABLE
" Little Princess" S.G.IV. Portable 25 Stations Guaranteed

SUMMER DOUBLEDPLEASURES
The set of the season for both indoor and outdoor
listening. Station calibrated dial. Attractive dark
blue leatherette covered case. 'Phone jack for
cutting out speaker, enabling you to listen In
without disturbing others.

LIST VALUE OUR £6  6  0E8 : 8 : 0 PRICE

Latest 4 -Valve S.G. Circuit, 4 British Valves, Ball -
bearing turntable. 7 in. P.M. Moving -coil Speaker.
Self-contained aerial. Only 61 m a. H.T. Consump-
tion. Range 200-550, 1,000-2,000 metres. Size

I Suppliers of everything I 91 ins. high; I ins. wide; 7,1 ins, back to front.

Amplifiers, ceries, ready to play. CASH or C.O.D. 26 6 0
Complete, with Oldham L.T., H.T. and G.B. Bac-

I Receivers,
for 20 years . .Radio for 20 years . ..

Microphones, etc... Or 7.6 down and 15 monthly payments of 9'-.
I ORDER NOW with

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD.,I
CONFIDENCE. Lists

FREE on request.
(Pr.M.2), 77, Lit/ Road, London, F.C.1, (Pr.M.Z, 62, High Holeorn, LonCoi,

Telephone: Clissold 9875. W.C.1. Telephone: Holborn 324F.

AMAZING RADIO BARGAIN
3 MATCHED B ATWER Y VALVES

WITH 3 VALVEHOLDERS (BRAND NEW)

1VALUE 35 BARGAIN
AN investment for every set owner and con-

structor, 3 matched, brand new world-
famous Philco 2 -volt valves, comprising 2 S.G. H.F.'s and I Output Pentode,
packed in original cartons. Three different valve types indispensable for
modern constructors' circuits (available on request( using any number of valves,
invaluable also for replacement purposes. Offered to you at a fraction o:
manufacturing cost. . . .

* STOCKS ARE LIMITED. "PRACTICAL MECHANICS"
READERS ARE URGED TO TAKE IMMEDIATE ADVANTAGE
OF THIS SPECIAL N.T.S. OFFER. ORDERS IN STRICTEST

ROTATION.

NEW TIMES SALES CO.
56 (Pr.M.1), LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4

Send NOW for N.T.S. lists;
everything radio, A.C. Bat-
tery Short and All Wave Sets
and Kits, famous name 1938
sets, all at Bargain Prices

POST
FREE 5/6

EST. 1924

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR'S ENCYCLOPEDIA
By F. J. CAMM

FULLY

ILLUSTRATED

(Editor, "Practical and Amateur Wireless")

Wireless Terms and Definitions stated and explained in concise, clear
language by one of the best known and most popular designers and

writers of the day. Profusely illustrated. A veritable treasury of wireless
knowledge and literally valuable to all who are interested in the science

whether as amateurs or experts.

Only

net

ITIEWATESFROM ALL BOOKSELLERS rJ ONDON
or 5'6 post free from Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

BARGAIN OFFER !
HALF ORDINARY PRICES

INSTRUMENT WIRE
Double Cotton Covered Double Silk Coverel

104 'be. 25 MVO 118 per lb. 37 lbs. 26 SWG .. 3 - per lb.
125 lbs. '25 SWB  212 Per lb. 172 lbs. 28 SWG . 3 3 oer lb.
38 lbs. 30 SWG .. 2i7 per lb. 72 lbs. 30 SWG . 3 6 per lb.
32 Ibe. 32 SWG .. 32.per lb. 60 lbs. 32 SWP .. 4 - per /b.
43 lbs. 34 SWG .. 3:9 per lb, 56 lbs. 34 6WU .. 4 9 per lb.
52 lbs. 36 eWO .. 45 per lb. 70 lhe. 36 MVO .. 5 10 per lb.

Enamelled and D.C.C. 39 lbs. 40 SWG 3 per lb.
49 Ihs. 30 SWG .. 314 per lb. 13 lbs. 42 OWO .. 11, per lb.

Po8toge6d.ortallorderstlder101-. Reels free. Asp quantity supplied
ELECTRIC AFRO MOTOR.
These miniature motorsare
the smallest in the world,
very powerful and work off
a sna II dry battery.
3-V MODEL neighs II oze.
Pic, 56
4-V MODEL v. eight! 3 ozs.
Price 7

Fit one in your model aeror lane; also very useful in Model Railway
work.

L. WILKINSON, 204. LovAdi onelo ad,aD04.7lE

PROTRUDING 0
EARS

ORO, a simple remedy, sets them
in position immediately. INVI-
SIBLE, comfortable. and harm-
less. used any time by adults and
children. Endorsed by physicians
and users as the best method for
correcting this disfigurement.
Write for free booklet and testi-
monials to: -3L TMALETT
(R120). 45 lIatton Garden,
London. II4'.1.

INVENTORS
VALUABLE GUIDE

General Advice Free. POST FREE 6d.

CHATWIN & CO Est. 1880

Regd. Patent, Design and Trade Mark Agents for
all countries.

253 (D) Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.I.

BE A MAN !
STRENGTHEN YOUR VITAL FORCES!
Are vim a victim of Inferiority Complex,
Self -Consciousness, Unreasonable Fears, Bad
Concentration and Memory, Timidity, Lack
of Self -Control, Weak Will, Bad Habits, Thin-
ness, Flabbiness, Nervous Disorganisation, etc.

To trace the cause, write for my free book-
" DO YOU DESIRE HEALTH ? "

Sent POST FREE in plain envelope.
Also write to me fully in confidence for a FREE

and considered opinion of your case.
Over 30 years' expetience in the drugless Treatment of Nervous
dis.oders and RI -health arising from weakening and health.

destroying habits and a lark of manly self.eontrol.
All replies and books sent in plain sealed envelopes.

T. W. STANDWELL, Curative Physical Culture Consultant
Dept. P.M., 329, High Holborn, London, W.C.I
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NEW INVEN
A.R.P.

AIR-RAID precautions are in the air.
An addition has been made to our

already large family of alphabetical
abbreviations. The triplets, A. R. P. will
soon find a home in the appendix of the
dictionary.

. The whole nation has adopted the motto
of the Boy Scouts, " Be prepared." Natur-
ally, the inventor plays an important part
in the scheme of national defence. His
ingenuity has been fully occupied in think-
ing out the most effective kind of gas mask
and in designing an impregnable air
shelter.

Shall we arrange huge refuges to accom-
modate the civil population en masse ?
Or shall we supply a large number of more
limited shelters ? Shall our cities be
furnished with catacombs ? Or shall our
back gardens be provided with burrows?

Killed By the Cure
AN inventor, who has patented an air

raid shelter in this country, remarks
that, hitherto, structures of this kind have
usually been of the underground type. He
maintains that, owing to the amount of
excavation necessary and the quantity of
concrete required, the cost of such struc-
tures is prohibitive to the majority of the
people. Further, he points out that sub-
terranean shelters are vulnerable in the
event of flooding and of descending gas.
Also, he adds, that in the case of a direct
hit by a heavy highly explosive bomb, the
occupants of the shelter might be imprisoned
or buried by debris,

By the way, during the Great War, a
cautious citizen had a funk hole con-
structed in his garden, and while trying it
out buried himself alive. He resembled a
patient treated with a vaunted remedy for
consumption, who, according to " Punch,"
was healed of the disease but died of the
cure.

An Economical Shelter

THE
aim of the inventor in question has

been to design a shelter, simple and
comparatively cheap to erect, but which
will effectively protect the people who seek
refuge within it.

His plan is for a structure above ground.
it has a lining of corrugated iron or similar
material and of arc shape in cross section.
This lining is covered with a layer of con-
crete and a layer of earth surmounts the
concrete. It is shaped so as to offw the
minimum resistance to blast pressure
waves. The walls at the ends of the shelter
are protected by a splinter and blast proof
layer adjacent to the outer faces. Addi-
tional splinter and blast proof protection is
located near the end walls but sufficiently
distant to allow room for a passage.

The shelter is gas proof and it is fitted
with inlet and outlet pipes for ventilation.
These pipes extend upwardly beyond the
structure, projecting above the level of
the average concentrated cloud of noxious
gas. Arrangements have been made for a
supply of water and electric light.

Psychology and Bombs
A/HEN not required as a protection for

Y V air raids, the inventor asserts that the
shelter may be converted into a garage, a
storeroom or a workshop.

This reminds me of a man who made his
)wn coffin. As it was not immediately
required for its original purpose, he set it

IONS
The following information is specially supplied to 
"Practical Mechanics," by Messrs. Hughes & Young

1 (Est. 1829), Patent Agents, of 9 Warwick Court, High i
6 Holbc rn, Lendon, W.C.1, who will be pleased to send
/ readers, mentioning this paper,free of charge, a copy,

of their handbook, "How to Patent an Invention.

up on end, put shelves in it and 'used it as a
cupboard.

In devising a shelter above ground, the
inventor states that he has aimed at
constructing a structure which will retain
the psychological effect of security which has
hitherto been attainable only in under-
ground shelters, dug -outs and trenches.

That word " psychological " suggests an
important factor of air raid precaution.

Bombs cause physical injury, but the
fear of them has a devastating effect upon
the nerves of the people. Therefore,
anything which makes for a sense of security
-even if false-prevents nerve -shock and
panic and preserves the morale of the
citizens.

For example, a man has told me that,
during a raid in the Great War, his wife
suggested that the family should take
refuge under the table. The cover was
futile. In fact, my informant-the father,
a man well over six feet, mentioned that
half his body was outside the improvised
cover. But the mental influence upon the
children was distinctly beneficial.

A Light Tip
THAT magic wand, the conductor's

baton, which extracts rhythmic rapture
from wood, brass and catgut should be
very conspicuous. For instance, a baton
de luxe with an ebony staff should possess
an ivory or silver apex, while the humble
wood of which its poor relation is made
should have a stick of light complexion.
This enables the orchestra easily to note
the beat. They have to keep one eye on
the music and the other on the conductor.

To make it possible for the players
unmistakably to observe the conductor's
beat, there has been patented a baton
coroneted with a scintillating electric bulb.
The bulb is detachable and can be replaced
by an unilluminatable tip.

Equipped with this device, the band-
master forking beats with a flashing tip
can indeed become a lightning conductor.

Bashful Earthquakes

I

T is a moot point whether a spring of
water can be discovered by a forked

hazel twig. But it is definitely claimed that
valuable deposits' underground can be
disclosed without the necessity of drilling
expensive test holes. This, it is affirmed
can be achieved by means of recently
patented surveying apparatus.

The method consists in using artificially
generated elastic waves in the crust 'of the
earth to map the structure of subterranean
strata and to determine the dip of such
structure. The device is styled seismic
surveying apparatus. That word " seismic "
relates to an earthquake. I remember once
reading a poem entitled " The Bashful
Earthquake, and, as a matter of fact, the
invention in question causes Mother Earth
slightly to wobble.

A Good Point

PENCIL
sharpening is an art. However,

a graceful, tapering point is not always
produced even by constant practice. One
requires the gift. True, the mechanical
pencil sharpener enables one to attain the

desired end or rather point. But the blade
of the cheap cutter all too soon looses its
keenness. Even the more expensive brand,
which reduces the cedar wood to a very
good imitation of tobacco, at times gets out
of order.

An interesting invention of this type,
hailing from Sweden has been granted a
patent in this country. This cutter is made
in such a way that its action is similar tc
the ordinary manner of sharpening a pencil.
The cutter holder works with a swinging
and spiral movement. Let us hope that the
result is very much to the point.

Pneumatic Bathing Costume
ANEW buoyant bathing suit has been

floated ; at least, a patent has been
granted for such a suit. This garment has
pockets; but they are not designed to hold
one's money-if any. These pockets on
cells are contained between two plies of
rubber and they are inflated with air. One
blows up the suit after the manner of a
bicycle tyre by means of a single mouth-
piece.

As an aid to people who cannot swim, this
pneumatic bathing costume will be of use.
But it will militate against that self-
reliance which characterises the efficient
swimmer. No buoyant bathing suit was
required by Lord Byron, who swam the
Hellespont.

Telescopic Umbrella
ACOLLAPSIBLE umbrella is not novel.

This accommodating portable shelter
from rain is convenient, providing it does
not collapse at the wrong moment. To
guard against such a debiele there has been
devised an umbrella with ribs that telescope
and a locking arrangement brought into
operation by the expanding movement of
the ribs. Unlocking may be effected by
turning the ribs. But, if desired, this result
can be obtained by twisting the runner
the umbrella about the stick.

Here allow me to observe that there is
room for a " gingham," more expansive
than that now in use. The standard size
covers a very limited area. Now, I do not
wish to be encumbered with a " gamp "
having the generous proportions of a
carriage umbrella. Nor do I desire to carry
one of those movable tents deferentially
held by bemedalled commissionaires. But
an umbrella capable of enlarging its shelter-
ing compass optionally would be a boon
when Dame Nature's tears are copious. If
such an umbrella has not been devised,
inventors, please note.

Talkative Clocks
AN improved talking clock of the type

connected to a phonograph has been
accepted by the United States Patent
Office. This timepiece literally tells the
time, mentioning the hours as they trans-
pire. Evidently it is a lineal descendant
of the watchman of Old London, who not
only published the time but also informed
the drowsy citizens the state of the weather.
It may b inferred, however, that, as the
invention comes from the United States,
the articulation of this verbose clock will
not approximate to that of a B.B.C.
announcer.

On these lines, there might be devised an
alarm clock, which at the exact appropriate
moment would arouse the slumbering
worker and enable him to clock -in
punctually. Sloth is one of the seven
deadly sins and it would be useful to have a
wise old grandfather's clock which would
quote that ripe verse by Dr. Isaac Watts.
the eminent moralist :-

(Continued on page 465)
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Figs. 1 and 2.-
(Right) Two of
the targets.
(Above) Details of
the wooden arms.
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GAME OF DA
PBy V. E. Joknson,

An Amusing Game that can be P
a Number of Players

M

14. CORK TARGET

FOR several years the writer has been
seeking to devise a mechanical game
which should provide minimum sim-

plicity and space for the maximum number
of players. The game is cheap and simple
to make, and although the players have
only to perform a very simple operation,
judgment and skill are essential. The y
various parts of the device are easily
detachable, thus the entire apparatus is
easily portable. Dart drop, which can be
played by both sexes, can be built for any
number of players, the one about to be
described being for eight players. The
actual cost of materials is about twenty-
five shillings, including a small 220 -volt
electric motor fitted with a worm and cog-
wheel reduction gear. A maximum dia-
meter of 44 in. should be allowed for the
apparatus. It stands on the floor and since

1.. 1.1MC players can stand practically euvu....r
to shoulder around it, the game can be
played in quite a small room.

What the Game is
There are eight revolving targets, two of

which are shown in Fig. 1. The targets
are fitted to arms A B C D E F G H
arranged symmetrically round a central
circle. They are driven by an electric
motor and revolve at a suitable pace above
A BCD E F G H, Fig. 2. Extensions
are fitted to each arm and an upright
wooden rod is attached to the ends of each.
(See Fig. 3.) The length of these rods is
42 in., and at the top.of each rod is fixed a
wire ring 31 in. in diameter, and a clip -
holder. These arms are so arranged that
they can be contracted or expanded at will,
and the clip also permits a height adjust-
ment if desired. (See Fig. 4.) The copper
ring can thus in all cases be centrally
adjusted over the target and the rotating
arms and wooden platforms carrying the
targets are each painted a different colour.
Each player has a set of three darts painted
the same colour as the target at which he
is to aim, and the game is to register the
highest score by dropping the darts one at
a time on to the appropriate coloured
target. It is important to note that the
darts must not be thrown. The target is a
piece of thin white kitchen paper fitted over
the cork discs and secured by four small
drawing pins. How the paper is divided
into scoring circles is shown in Fig. 5.
The darts are held between the finger and
thumb so that the lowest part of the dart
is approximately on a level with the wire
ring. Under test an average score for the

ordinary individual was found to be about
60, and average winning score 90, but scores
of 120, 180 and 200 were not infrequent.
When played at a party a good game is to
play five rounds, add up the total individual
scores, and the maximum being, of course,
the winner. Numbers running from 1 up
to 8 should be placed on the end of each
arm.

Whereas any individual can regulate the
speed of the revolving targets to suit his
individual taste, it was found that a speed
of thirteen revolutions a second was most
suitable.

w

Fig. 3.-Extensions fitted to each arm.

Target Holders and Targets
The target holder is made of ordinary

fin. wood as in Fig. 1, the cork targets
being ordinary 8 -in. table mats. These are

RT

M.A.
layed by

mats with small drawing pins at the points
A B C and D, Fig. 5. When playing the
game, if a dart falls and sticks into another
dart it does not count. A dart must stick
into its proper coloured target, and should
any player drop one of his darts on to a
colour not his own he must deduct from hi,
score whatever he scores on that target.

The Lower Portion of the Apparatus
This consists of a hexagonal shaped

central piece of seven -ply shaped as shown
in Fig. 3, with eight similar and symmetric-
ally arranged arms of 1 -in. section square
wood, screwed to the top of the hexagon.
1 in. from the end of each arm is drilled a
4 -in. hole to hold the wooden uprights,
shown in Fig. 3. Great care should be
taken to drill these holes truly at right
angles to the arms, the arms not shown
passing through -B C D E F G and H.

Centrally on the octagon is screwed the
iron bracket shown in Fig. 7 with a hole at

M Q and a piece of iron or brass S, placed
centrally under Q. This contains a partly
drilled V-shaped hole in which the pin pivot
of the axle B, Fig. 6, can turn freely, the only
other support for the axle being the hole
Q, Fig. 7.

Fig. 4.-Details of the target holder.

covered with a disc of thin white paper
divided into annular or concentric rings to
the dimensions and scoring values shown in
Fig. 5. They were fastened to the cork

Fig. 5.-Method of marking out the targets.

T

"

r.

The Revolving Upper Part
This is shown in Fig. 1, and consists of

two arms, targets and wooden triangular
pieces R T V, made from a piece of /-in.
3 -ply and arranged symmetrically roundthe
circular piece of 4 -iii. wood ABCDEFG 11,
which has a groove round the edge to accom-
modate a thin leather belt. The circle
ABC, etc., is shown 10 in. in diameter, but
it can be larger if necessary to slow down
the speed of the targets. The arms are
1 -in. square section, and the wooden pieces
carrying the cork targets 9 in. x 9 in. x
3 in. as shown in Fig. 1. They are screwed
underneath the wooden pieces carrying the
taftets, otherwise the . darts will drop
through on to the floor.

Referring to Fig. 3, the
end of the arms H 8, etc.,
and the tops of the sticks
Z S, R K, etc., are coloured
similarly to the revolving
arms, thus ensuring that
the appropriate stick or rod
is placed in the correct
hole. The metal clips at
the top of the sticks are
also coloured, as this
considerably facilitates R

the fitting -up of the
apparatus.
The game N eaa
is started
by setting
the revolv- TO HEXAGON

ing part so Figs.6 and 7 .-T hespindle and bracket
that the coloured arms correspond with the
dabs of colour on K L, etc., and on the top
of the rode.

f S f 1.77-'1
MOLES FOR SCREWS

TO FASTEN BRACKET
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AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION

4 scene at the Standard Motor Company's -shadow- factory at Coventry. The men are electro-plating
aero-engine cylinders.

THE scheme for Government factories
was announced by the Prime Minister
in the spring of 1936, the underlying

principle being that certain engineering
firms, which do not normally make muni-
tions, would be invited to set up some
measure of munition production and thus
create a reserve source of supply.

This decision was taken following a
review of civil industry by the Committee
of Imperial Defence which found that it
was desirable to earmark the resources of a
number of firms for particular types of
production, naval, military and air, in
order to increase normal sources of supply
as speedily as possible in time of emergency.

Under this scheme various motor firms
were allocated for Air Ministry work and,
as the increased reserves of aircraft and
iero-engines required under the programme
For the expansion of the Royal Air Force
were beyond the normal capacity of the
regular aircraft and engine manufacturers,
arrangements were made for these motor
firms to assist immediately in the provision
A these reserves.

A Twofold Purpose
The scheme adopted by the Ministry has,

therefore, a twofold purpose :
(a) to provide part of the reserves of

aircraft and aero-engines required under the
expansion of the Air Force, and

(b) to give the motor firms assigned to
the Ministry experience in the production
of aircraft and aero-engines which they will
be able to utilise in time of emergency.

The second objective is of prime import-
ance and will result in increased productive
capacity, ready planned and trained, which
will be rapidly available when required.

In order to achieve both objects new
Government factories have been erected
as close as possible to the " parent " motor
factories. The cost of erecting these new
works and installing the necessary plant is
being borne by the Government and is pro-
vided for in Air Ministry votes. The firms
undertake the management of the factories
as agents, the aircraft and engines produced
being paid for on an agreed Laid&

Obtaining Experience
The scheme enables the firms to obtain

in peace -time practical experience in air-
craft and aero-engine production with the
least possible interference with their ordin-
ary commercial business. It will provide
them also with a reserve of trained person-
nel, while the proximity of the Government
works to the " parent " motor factories
enables supervision to be simplified and
full advantage to be taken of common
services.

The motor firms participating in the
scheme are :

(1) The Austin Motor Co. Ltd., Long -
bridge, Birmingham.

(2) The Daimler Co. Ltd,, Coventry.

How Motor Car Manu-
facturers are Helping
in the Production of

Aeroplanes.

(3) Messrs. Rootes Securities Ltd. (Hum-
bers), Coventry.

(4) The Rover Co. Ltd., Birmingham.
(5) The Standard Motor Co. Ltd.,

Coventry.
Each of these companies is engaged in

the manufacture of certain components of
the Bristol -" Mercury " air-cooled radial
engine and two of them, the Austin Motor
Co. Ltd., and Messrs. Rootes Securities Ltd.,
are also undertaking the production of air
frames of modern bombers. The Austin
Motor Co. Ltd., is further responsible for
assembling and testing half the number of
aero-engines produced, and the Bristol
Aeroplane Co. Ltd., which has also had a
Government factory specially built for the
purpose on a site of eight acres at Bristol,
assembles and tests the remaining half.

The Bristol " Mercury " Engine
The decision to produce for the time being

a series of components of the Bristol
" Mercury " engine, in preference to the
manufacture of complete engines at each
factory, has the advantage of avoiding the
duplication or multiplication of orders for
jigs, gauges, tools and plant. Further-
more, it simplifies the technical supervision
by the Bristol Company.

The first set of components from each of
the Government factories was recently
completed, and has been passed by the
Aeronautical Inspection Directorate of the
Ministry. The result was highly satis-
factory, the quality of the workmanship
being excellent. Assembly has since taken

A general view of the machine shop in the Stamford Motor Company's loamy.
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A general view of the machine shop at Messrs. Rooks Government aircraft " shadow factory at Coventry.

place and the first complete engine is now
undergoing its tests at the Bristol works.
The production of components is progress-
ing steadily and within the next six months
maximum peace -time production, on a one
shift basis, will be reached.

The esprit de corps shown by the firms in
the engine group is beyond praise. The
final success of the scheme is now assured,
and the greatest credit is due to the firms.
This success depended largely upon the
willing co-operation of the Bristol Aero-
plane Company and their technical staff,
and every possible assistance has
rendered by them.

A Remarkable Achievement
The design and erection of factories and

the securing of the necessary plant and tools,
particularly at a difficult period such as the
present in the face of demands from other
munition industries, represent a remark-
able achievement. Its successful accom-
plishment and the production of the first
aero-engine within approximately a year
of the effective start of the work are con-
clusive evidence of the energy which the
firms have displayed.

The layout of the factories and the plant
installed follow the latest and best practice
in large-scale engineering production.

The Airframe Factories
The scheme for the production of air-

craft did not present the same problems as
those associated with the manufacture of
aero-engines and the Ministry decided, in
view of the capacity of the regular aircraft
manufacturers, that it would be sufficient
to arrange for two Government factories to
be erected for the construction of air-
frames. As already noted, the firms
selected were the Austin Motor Co. Ltd.,
and Messrs. Rootes Securities Ltd. To the
former has been assigned the production of
Fairey " Battle " aircraft, and to the latter
Bristol " Blenheim " aircraft, two of the
fastest bomber types in the world.

Both of these factories have been planned
for large scale production. The factory
being managed by Austin's has been erected
at Longbridge, Birmingham, and is adja-
cent both to the " parent " motor factory
and the new aero-engine factory. Together
with the engine factory, it covers an area

of fifteen acres and was virtually completed
in September. Half the equipment has
already been installed, and production is in
hand on some 50 per cent. of the various
components of the " Battle " aircraft.
Production of the first complete aircraft
is expected in the early part of 1938. The
work is proceeding with the co-operation
of the Fairey Aviation Company and valu-
able production experience is being ob-
tained as a result of this combination of
aircraft and motor manufacturers. An
aerodrome has been established adjacent
to the factory where the " Battles " will
be tested before being officially handed
over to the Air Force.

The second aircraft factory under the
management of Messrs. Rootes Securities
Ltd., is being established at Speke Aero-
drome, Liverpool. Owing to the transfer
of this factory to its present location erec-
tion is not yet complete, but it is expected

that it will be ready for production by the
end of next summer. The factory will cover
an area of nearly fourteen acres. The makers'
test of the Bristol " Blenheims" will take
place at Speke.

s

A £40,000 " BOMB "

DOWN the Mackenzie River, last
autumn, steamed two cargo -steamers,
specially built to withstand the

rigours of a sub -Arctic winter. They had
a precious cargo of radium aboard-radium
from a mine on the edge of the Arctic Circle,
discovered by a man wito, a few years back,
was a penniless prospector. The discovery
of that one man has brought down the
price of radium from £15,000 to £5,000 a
gramme, helped to make possible the
modern treatment of malignant disease by
radium in comparatively large quantities.
One of the chief and most up-to-date centres
of radium treatment to -day is the West-
minster Hospital Radium Annexe, London.
Most of the treatment here is carried out by
means of a 4 -gramme radium " bomb."
Bought when radium was double its price,
these four grammes are mounted in a
container of tungsten alloy which absorbs
most of the radium rays except in one place
where a beam is allowed to escape for
treatment. The radium is put into one
of two containers according to size of beam
required. The container that gives a small
beam has a solid platinum muzzle which
serves to make the beam very sharply
defined. The other container is all tung-
sten which gives a beam 34 in. in diameter.
Radium is dangerous to people always
working with it, so when it is necessary
to change the radium from one container
to another or move the bomb up and down,
this is done from a control panel about
4 yards away. In addition other pre-
cautions are taken for the protection of the
operators. Chief is a record of the daily
dose received by operators during duties.
They carry little containers which record
how much radiation they have received.
Care is taken to keep the amounts down to
safe limits.

Making crank -case corers at Messrs. Rootes factory.
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9L DOWN SECURES
THIS WONDERFUL CINE-CAMERA
THE CINE-KODAK " EIGHT "

In spite of the low cost of
Cine-Kodak Eight movies,
they are of unsurpassed
brilliance and quality,
thanks to the precision
mechanism and fine optical
equipment of the cameras.
Cine-Kodaks Eight are
light and compact-they
will go into a jacket pocket
or fair-sized handbag.
The Eight-zo model is
supplied with either an
f/3.5 lens-requiring no
focussing-or an 0.9 lens,
which can be used for
filming in very poor day-
light and also for indoor
movie -making at night by
means of the new " Photo-
flood" bulbs. Both editions

have a spring -driven precision motor, exposure guide, footage
indicator and release lock for self-photography-also a I 0
convenient sling case. With f/3.5 lens. Cash price E.

24 monthly payments of 91 -
Any article costing 50/- or more can be had on our confidential easy
payment plan (up to 2 years to pay), and we make generous allowance
on your used apparatus in part exchange for a fresh purchase
SEND FOR OUR 104 PAGE CATALOGUE NOW ! IT'S FREE & POST FREE,

CITY SALE
AND EXCHANGE (1929) LTD.

59-60 CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2

TRAM
MARY Power Tool s

+ Ball -Bearing PLANER

A most useful machine for the practical

mechanic. Will handle work up to 4" in

one cut. It is fitted with a very efficient
guard, and latest type Price
adjustable fence L9 - 18 - 0
Write for illustrated priced Catalogue

No. 137 C

WIZARD MACHINERY CO.
13 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON,

S.W.I.
Telephone : ABBEY 3018

UNIT 'X'
THE COMPLETE WOOD
AND METAL WORKING

MACHINE
pro. pat. 14570

Full length 24 ins., spindle turning
up to 4 ins. diam. and objects such as
wooden bowls up to 12 ins. diam.

Works with either small motor or treadle. Drills,
Grinds, Turns, Bores, Sands, Jigs, Punches,
Polishes, Surface Grinds, Circ. Sawing, Moulds,
Dove -tailing, Mortising, Grooves, etc., etc.
DOES 101 JOBS IN WOOD OR METAL

EQUIPMENT INCLUDES
Circular Saw, Grinding Stone, Buff, Jigsaw and Blades,
Sanding Drum, One Tilting Table, 38" Chuck, Punch,

Tool Post and Cutting Tool, Spanner, Oil -Can
95 '-

COMPLETE
or 15 - cash and 9 monthly payments of

.....
Send for Leaflet to

TRIANGLE PRODUCTS LTD.
BLAKE STREET, HULME, MANCHESTER I5

THE AMATEUR
GUNCRAFTSMAN

by James V. Howe
313 PAGES Price 17/6

It tells how to equip an amateur shop, what tools to buy, how to use them,
the right woods for gunstocks, the inletting of the metal parts into a new
stock of your own make, the tempering and annealing of steel in your own
shop, the remodelling of shotguns and handguns, how to put on new sights,
how to make guns more safe and accurate, etc.
The book is full of practical facts and usable formulae for oils, polishes, and
other solutions, and gives much:needed advice on keeping a gun in prime
condition. Its usefulness is enhanced by a directory of British and Ameri-
can dealers in all sorts of gunsmithing supplies, and by many illustrations
and diagrams.

CONTENTS
The Initial Trial-Choosing a Location-The Necessary Tools-Getting
Acquainted with the Tools-Instruments, Aims, and Methods-Necessary
Home-made Appointments-Woods for the Craftsman-Selecting the Gun-
stock Design-The Inletting of Actions-The Exterior Form-The Final
Finish-Lines and Diamonds-Wood Engraving-Simplified Bluing Methods
-Selecting Arms for Remodelling-Gun-barrel Alterations-The A B C
of Shotgun Facts-Practical Trigger Details-What to Do with Handguns
-Attaching Sights and Telescopes-Metal Decoration-Elementary Metal-
lurgy-Hints of Value-Directory.

ORDER
To FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY,

27a, FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.
Please send me on FREE approval
one copy of

THE AMATEUR
GUNCRAFTSMAN

If I decide to keep it, I will send you
3!6 within five days and the balance in
monthly instalments of 3/- until the
total is paid. If I decide not to keep
it I will return the hook within three
days and the matter will be closed.

NAME

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION
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QUERIESGAL4
-114,, ENQUIRIES

4/1

REWINDING A FIELD COIL
"CAN you tell me how to rewind the field

cail of a 12-v. Lucas starter motor to
lessen the consumption and yet leave suffi-
dent power to drive a light flexible shaft to
be used for light buffing and drillings up to
116- inch ?] Is it possible to do this, or would
it be necessary to rewind the armature also ?
The fieldwindings consist of at present (four
pole, four brush), two pairs of windings in
parallel." (N. M., Timperley.)

IF you rewind the fields, each with the
same number of turns of No. 16 D.C.0

wire this will give you quite sufficient power.
Take care with the work and leave the arma-
ture alone, but to make a 100 per cent. job
of it rewind the armature with No. 20 wire.
Connections, etc., are exactly as before.

LIGHTING A WORKSHOP

"
HAVE a C.A.V. dynamo which was
originally in use on a car. It is a 6 -volt

machine of the third brush type. It is desired
to use the dynamo for lighting a workshop
but when connected to an engine, does not
generate. The field coils have been tested for
continuity, and the brush gear megger tested
for insulation and both seem to be O.K. Is
an external resistance required across the
shunt brush, and if so, of what value. It is
not desired to use an accumulator, but to
deliver current direct to lamps." (C. C.,
Herts.)

WE advise you to look up back numbers
because it is very difficult to use this

type of dynamo without a battery.
Any 6 -volt accumulator will do, and if

you do not use one, the lights are liable to
burn out with even a slight engine speed
variation. You will not get the engine to
charge without a battery.

A SPARK COIL
"CAN you supply me with winding details,
- number of turns for primary and

secondary, also gauge of wire and type of
core used in a spark coil to suit a 2 c.c. petrol
motor? " (L. W., Sheffield.)

VOUR best plan would be to use an old
I ignition coil from a car as these are far

more efficient and easier to make than a
home-made one.

Primary : 14 yards No. 18 D.C.C.
Secondary : 4 lb. No. 38 D.C.C.
Core : 5 in. Jay in. and condenser : 25

sheets 2 in. square.

ELECTRIC DEPOSITING
I" HAVE several plaster casts about 9 in.

square from which I wish to obtain
some copper reproductions by electro
depositing.

" I wish to work the plating bath off of
240 -volt D.C. mains.

" Can you tell me :-
" 1. The amount of resistance I will

require to step the voltage down sufficiently
and to pass enough current for the plating ?

" 2. The best method of preparing the
casts for the deposit (as I do not wish to

A stamped addressed envelope, three penny
stamps, and the query coupon from the current
issue, which appears on page 467, must be enclosed
with every letter containing a query. Every query
and drawing which is sent must bear the name and
address of the sender. Send your queries to the
Editor, PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,

London, W.C.2.

spoil them) I want this to be a thick deposit
but a perfect reproduction.

" 3. The best composition for the bath,
and any other details which you think will
be likely to help me." (Kinch.)

1.
WE advise one 100 watt lamp in

series with the bath for a start
then this can be replaced with a small 500
watt fire or some more lamps. Use the
100 lamp for about half an hour.

2. Coat the plaster with carbon or
graphite, i.e., " Zebo."

3. Use copper sulphate solution to which
has been added a little sulphuric acid.
Experiment first with some old casts, as
this is difficult work and requires care.

A SOLENOID COIL
"

I'WISH
to construct a solenoid coil to

exert a temporary pull of at least 8 oz.,
the stroke to be 74 in. using a }-in. bore
tube, with a 3 -in. long armature inside, to
work on 200 to 250 volts A.C. and D.C.
current.

" Is this practicable? If so, will you kindly
give me the necessary data, wire gauge,
quantity, etc." (E. S., Sth. Wales.)

TO get a 74 -in. stroke, you will have to
use a lever from the core if this is to

be only 3 in. long. You could, however,
use a coil about 9 in. long, but this would
not be so good. Whatever system you
adopt, you will require at least 4 lb. No. 24
D.C.C. wire for 250 volts. This is for A.C.
only, as much more is required for D.C.

REWINDING AN ARMATURE
" I HAVE in my possession an old square

type 12 -volt C.A.V. dynamo, the
armature of which is badly burnt out.

" I am desirous of rewinding this, so
perhaps you will be good enough to guide me
on the following points.

THE P.M. LIST OF BLUEPRINTS
F..I. CAMM'S

PETROL -DRIVEN MODEL MONOPLANE
7s. 6d. per set of four sheet., full-size.

The "PRACTICAL MECHANICS" E20 CAR
(Designed by F. J. CAMM.)

10s. 6d. per set of four sheets.
The "PRACTICAL MECHANICS "

OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT
7s. 6d. per set of three sheets.
A MODEL AUTOGYRO

Full-size blueprint, Is.
SUPER -DURATION BIPLANE

Full-size blueprint, Is.
The

P.M. "PETROL" MODEL MONOPLANE
Complete set, 5s.

The I c.c. TWO-STROKE PETROL ENGINE
Complete set, Ss.

The above blueprints are obtainable post free
from Me .G. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Strand, W.C.2.

" There are 24 armature slots, 48 commu-
tator bars and the coils are former wound.
There are 16 turns of wire to each armature
coil.

" Does this mean that the armature coils
are group -wound in pairs, each coil of 16
turns being in reality 2 coils of 8 turns each
with a centre tapping allowed for when
winding the 16 turns?

" Will d.c.c. wire be sufficient if taped or
is double -silk wire necessary?

" I shall have no difficulty in setting the
neutral point or winding the coils; it is just
the matter of whether the coils are group
wound in pairs of 8 turns each, because if
not, how do I account for the extra 24
commutator bars?" (L. S., Cambs.)

THE armature is wound exactly as if it
had 48 armature slots, which means

that 2 coils are put in each slot. Each coil
must have 16 turns in it, therefore, if you
imagine that the armature has 48 slots, no
trouble will be encountered.

Double cotton wire will be quite suitable.

IMPROVED CIGARETTE PACKET

"
CAN you advise me as to the value of

an improved cigarette carton, a
practical example of which is enclosed
herewith.

" As you will see, a slip of cardboard (or
the like) is inserted in the ordinary form of
wrapping. After opening the slip of card-
board is pulled in an upward and backward
direction thus presenting the cigarettes in
a single row and making them easy to
remove.

" Many people have suggested to me that
despite the little improvements that have
beep effected in cartons, a device such as
this is a great necessity, but as I am a non-
smoker I am not in a position to hold a
practical opinion on it.

" I have taken out a provisional patent
and would like an answer to the following
two questions:-

(1) " Do you think the idea has practical
and commercial value?

(2) " Can you give me a list of the principal
cigarette manufacturers, or advise me where
I can obtain same? " (S. J., Sussex.)

THE improved cigarette carton it
ingenious, but it is not thought to be

broadly novel. You are advised to make
a search amongst prior patent specifications
before incurring the cost of completing
your patent application.

(1) The idea appears to be a practical
one, but there may be some difficulty in
adapting the wrapping machine to include
the addition, but as to this manufacturers
will readily advise on putting the invention
before them. Provided the invention is
novel and there is no difficulty with regard
to the " wrapping," it should have a certain
commercial value from an advertising
point of view.

(2) The following cigarette manufacturers
might be interested in the invention :-

Abdulla & Co., Ltd., 124 Commercial
Street, E.1.

Ardath Tobacco Co., Ltd., Worship
Street, E.C.2.

Carreras, Ltd., Arcadia Works, Hamp-
stead Road, N.W.1.

J. Wix & Sons, Ltd., 210 Old Street,
E.C.1.

Rothmans, Ltd., 5a Pall Mall, S.W.1.
British American Tobacco Co., Ltd.,

Westminster House, Millbank, S.W.1.
Imperial Tobacco Co. (of Gt. Britain

and Ireland), Ltd., 20 Kingsway,
W.C.2.
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IMPROVED MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
HERE is at the present time an

I organ on the market whose sound
production depends entirely upon electro-
magnetic impulses, amplified and repro-
duced through loudspeakers. I understand
the principle of this organ regarding the
production of the fundamental notes, and I
have evolved a somewhat different principle
for producing electrical frequencies corre-
sponding to any note of almost any musical
instrument. I consider this idea to be of
value and I would like your advice."
(A. B., Lancs.)

THE improved electrical musical instru-
ment is thought to be novel, and forms

fit subject matter for protection by letters
patent. The idea appears to be sound in
principle, and if practicable, should be
commercially valuable. A constructional
difficulty which may have to be overcome
may arise from the close proximity of the
magnets to one another and the closeness
of the tracks on the disc. The idea appears
to merit further experiment and is worth
protecting.

You are advised to file an application for
patent with a provisional specification
which will give you protection for about
12 months, during which time it shoukl
be possible to ascertain the practicability
of the inveution, and to obtain financial
assistance, if required, in marketing the
invention.

AN IMPROVED VACUUM FLASK
" I HAVE designed a vacuum flask, which,

I think, is an improvement on the
existing design. It enables tea, sugar and
milk to be carried in separate compartments,
whilst a small spoon is fitted into the cork.

" Can you advise me if it is worth
patenting ? " (W. D. F., Inverness-shire.)

THE improved vacuum flask is thought
to be novel and forms fit subject matter

for protection by patent. The subject
matter or invention is small, but if the idea
is broadly novel and proves to have greater
utility in practice, i.e. commands a better
sale than existing flaskg, then any patent
granted for the invention should be a valid
one.

As you are apparently not a manufacturer
the only chance of marketing the invention
is to interest vacuum flask manufacturers
in the idea, and as it will not be safe to
disclose the idea until protected, you
should apply for a patent with a provisional
specification which will give you protection
for about 12 months, during which time
you should be able to ascertain if the
invention is likely to be commercially
successful.

A NEW GAME
" I HAVE invented a game, details of

which are enclosed, which, I think, is
unique. Do you think the design worth
protecting ? If so, can you tell me how to
do this ?

THE improved game is possibly novel,
but there have been a considerable

number of somewhat similar games mar-
keted within the last ten years.

The. only way of obtaining protection
will be to register the playing board as a
design, and rely on " copyright " for the
description and rules for playing the game.
An application for registration as a design
must be filed at the Patent Office (Designs
liiranch), 25, Southampton Buildings, Lon-
don, W.C.2. The appropriate form is
(Design No. 2) stamped with a 108. stamp
and accompanied with three identical
representations or specimens. The design

when registered is in force for 5 years, and
can be extended for two further periods of
5 years each. Copyright in the description
and rules accrues on publication in printed
form.

TOOL FOR RUG MAKING
" I HAVE designed a small gadget for

I simplifying the making of wool rugs.
" It can be produced quite cheaply and

will cut wool into standard lengths."
THE improved apparatus for cutting

I rug wool into lengths is thought to be
novel, and forms fit subject matter for
protection by letters patent. You are
advised to apply for a patent with a
provisional specification which will give
you protection for about 12 months,
during which time it should be possible to
ascertain if the invention is likely to prove
a commercial success before having to
incur any great expense. As the device
appears to be eminently practicable and
capable of being inexpensively manufac-
tured, it should be a success if properly
marketed.

Should you require professional assistance
in protecting your invention, which is
advisable, you should get in touch with a
reliable chartered patent agent, namely;
Mr. A. Millward Flack, Imperial Buildings,
Ludgate Circus, E.C.4.

ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC STEERING
" I AM a marine engineer working for a

firm which makes electro-hydraulic
steering gear, with telemotor controls.

" I have an idea for the improvement of
this type of gear, and wondered if it forms
suitable material for letters patent." (J.B.,
Edinburgh.) -

THE improved hydraulic steering gear
provided it is novel and practicable

forms fit subject matter for protection by
letters patent. It appears to have advan-
tages over existing gears and should there-
fore have the possibilities of being made a
commercial success. You are advised to
file an application for patent with a
provisional specification which will give you
protection for about 12 months at the least
expense. During the 12 months' protection
it should be possible to ascertain whether
the invention is likely to prove commercially
successful before having to incur any great
expense.

If you require professional assistance in
obtaining protection for your invention,
which is advisable, we suggest you get in
touch with a reliable chartered patent
agent, namely, Mr. A. Millward Flack.
Imperial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, E.C.4,

EXPERIMENTS WITH CLAY

"A RED clay is ground down, and after
water has been added to make it

plastic, it is allowed to dry and afterwards
burned to 1,000 deg. C. and allowed to cool.
This is quite satisfactory but the colour is
not too good. I am wondering if I could add
some substance or chemical to the water
when mixing which would enrich the colour
of the finished article. A deep red is desired.
I should like to make quite a few experi-
ments with this particular clay (as to its
composition, etc.). I know little about
chemistry, and I should be extremely
grateful for some idea of the lines along which
I must work, and the apparatus I shall need
to carry out my experiments. Also any
book which I should find useful. (A. W.,
Burton -on -Trent.)

IRON oxide or the product known as
" Rose -Pink " or a mixture of both will,

when added to your clay, colour it according

FRESH EYES AND
BRIGHTER BRAINS

Wonderful Results Produced by
Modern Psychology

WE need you, young friends, with fresh
eyes, capable of seeing the simple

elementary things, ready to try new trails,
to run risks, and dare the unknown."

These words of Dr. Nansen stirred a
response in the hearts and minds of thou-
sands of men and women.

Everyone has- felt the horrible pressure
of monotony. Everyone has experienced
the tendency, which must at all cost be
resisted, to fall into the rut of routine.
Everyone who has reached a certain age
knows how the "fresh eyes" of youth are
apt to become clouded and unobservant
so that opportunities which might mean
advancement pass by unseen and are lost.

And thousands of men and women who
feel like this, who realise that they are
getting into the clutches of the machine
of custom and routine, and losing their
Initiative, their Daring, and their Self -
Confidence, are writing to the Pelman
Institute for advice and finding a certain
remedy in that wonderful system of
Scientific Mind -Training known to the
world as Pelmanism.

A Student writes : "1'have now an aim in life.
I have become more Observant. My Concentration
is more developed. My Imagination has increased."

(F. 32048.)
A Draughtsman writes: "After Self -Realisa-

tion and the establishment of a Definite Aim, I have
reaped all the benefits claimed for the Course, such
as Concentration, 117111 -Power, and Memory. My
greatest gain is Self -Confidence." (B, 32133.)

A Railway Clerk writes : "Since taking your
Course I have more Confidence in myself. I have a
Definite Aim in life and mean to get it. Auto -
Suggestion has helped me a great deal."

(B. 32449.)
A Business Man writes : "I have been pro-

moted to the position of General Manager. When
I took up the Pelman Course I knew I bad the
ability to succeed, but, truly, you showed ins
how.' (F. 32210.)

Hundreds of similar cases, and more
startling cases, too, will be found in "The
Science of Success," a little book which
everyone ought to get and read.

This book shows you how Pelmanism
eliminates Depression, Nervousness, Fear,
Boredom, Lassitude, Timidity, Forgetful-
ness, Slackness, Lost Confidence, Weak-
ness of Will, and other Harmful and Morbid
Moods, Tendencies and States of Mind, and
how in their place it develops Courage,
Optimism and Initiative, Self -Confidence
and Organising Power, and lifts your whole
mind to a higher level of achievement.

Pelmanism trains your mind on scientific
lines. It gives you fresh
eyes and a brighter
brain. It makes your
mind keen, alert and
resourceful. It doubles
your efficiency. It
gives you the courage
to strike out for your-
self on new lines. It
helps you to lead a
fuller and happier life.

of this Book l It fits you for promo-
TO.DAY lion and enables you to

earn a higher income.
The Pelman Course is fully explained in "The Science

of Success." Write (or call) for a free :copy of this
book, It will be sent you by return, gratis and post
free, on writing for it, to -day, to :

PELMAN INSTITUTE
(Established 40 years).

130 Pelman House, Bloomsbury St.,
Loncinn, .W.C.1.

PELMAN (OVERSEAS) INSTITUTES :PARIS, 176
Boulevard Hausmann. NEW YORK, 271 North
Avenue, New Rochelle. MELBOURNE, 396 Flinders
Lane. DURBAN, Natal Bank Chambers (P.O. Box
1489). JOHANNESBURG, P.O. Box 4928. CAL-
CUTTA, 102 Clive Street. DELHI, 10 Alipore Road.
AMSTERDAM, Damrak 68. JAVA, Malabarweg,
Malang.

science er

success

fora copy
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Do YOU want
A PHOTOGRAPHIC

MEMORY'
Many people-sonie quite brilliant-fail
achieve success because of.an unreliable memory.
Thry go through life accepting forgetfulness a.;

table. Unhappily the evil does not end there.
It breeds lack of confidence, loose thinking,
mental insecurity and other defects of the mind.
MEMORY-THE BASIS OF ALL SUCCESS.
In his book, "Memory Lyeieney," J. Louis
Orton, the famous psychologist, tells you how you
can acquire a photographic memory which is the
basis of all success. This book is the equivalent of
an expensive course of mental training and
practical psychology. In mastering its contents
you will automatically develop every function of

- your mind-you will learn to observe instead of
merely seeing, to think connectedly, to direct all
your energies towards the goal you have chosen in
life. When you can answer' pat' every question
fired at you, you will find that doubt, indecision
and fear disappear. Inferiority complex is
banished by an unquenchable confidence based
upon the firm foundation of knowing you have
a well -trained mind that can rise to every
emergency.

A COMPLETE Modern Salesmanship soya

C O U R S E OF ',..lpt',=,:r4V,oTliz:
MENTAL osy Training, all of 'shish

E.! several guinas, but the
TRAINING 3/6 author gires guile as mush,

if sot ntere,pradieal bests..
By Post 3/10 Hon in this book."

Two other books which will assist you are
Personality, It's Nature, Operation and Devel-

opment by J. Louis Orton, and
Th) Mastery of Mind, by Dr. Jas. C. Flower.

5/4 each post paid.
Get your copies of these important. Books Now-
through your bookseller or direct from the
publishers,

THORSONS, Publishers,
Dept. III, 91 St. Martin's Lane, W.C.2
Complete Catalogue gladly sent on request.

Cried a flier from
here to Australia

When a holed pet-
rol tank led to
failure.

"I'd barter a bank

.9 )
For some juice in

the tank,
And for FLUXITE

I'd swop - the
Regalia."

See that FLUXITE is always by you-in the house-
garage- workshop-- wherever speedy soldering is
needed. Used for 30 years in government works and
by leading engineers and manufacturers. Of Iron-
mongers ---in tins, 4d., 8d., 1 4 and 2 8. Ask to
see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE SOLDERING
SET- compact but substantial - complete with full
instructions, 7,6.
Write for Free Book on the ART OF "SOFT" SOLDERING
and ask for Leaflet on CASE -HARDENING STEEL and
TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE.

TO CYCLISTS! Your wheels will NOT keep
round and true nultss the spokes are tied with
fine wire at the crossings AND SOLDERED.
This makes a much stronlet wheel. It's
simple-with FLUXITE-Lut IMPORTANT.

THE FLUXITE GUN
is always ready to put
Fluxite en the soldering job
instantly. A little pressure
places the right quantity on
the right spot and one charg-
ing lasts for ages. Price 1 6.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXITE
iIT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

FLUXITE Ltd., Dept.P.M., Dragon Works, BermcnIsey St.,S.E.1

to your requirements. Both of these
materials may be obtained cheaply from
any firm of d.rysalters or paint sellers. They
are insoluble in water, non-volatile and will
thus remain in the clay no matter to what
temperature the latter may be heated.

The analysis of clays is one of the most
complex operations of inorganic chemistry
and you will thus realise that it would be
quite impossible for an individual' un-
acquainted with chemistry to undertake it.
We suggest that you obtain one or two
" general " textbooks of inorganic chemis-
try, as, for instance, Ncwth's " Chemistry,"
and that you attend a few classes in
experimental chemistry at your local
technical institution. After this, but
certainly not before, you would be able to
attempt the elementary analysis of simple
clays.

There are several books on clays, among
which you might find interesting:-

H. Ries : " Clays : Occurrence, Properties
and Uses of."

C. F. Binns: " Manual of Practical
Potting."

E. A. Sandeman : " Manufacture of
Earthenware."

All these are expensive, but may probably
be available at your local reference library.

" TEAR GAS "
(1) " HOW can I make ' tear gas ' ?

(2) " Why is perpetual motion
impossible with a motor driving a dynamo,
which in turn generates 'current for the
motor ? " (L. B., Birmingham.)

(1)
YOU refer to " laughing gas," a name
I which was many years ago given to

nitrous oxide, Ni0, on account of its sup-
posed ability to excite laughter when
inhaled in small amounts. The name,
however, is quite a misnomer, 'for the gas
causes rapid unconsciousness when inhaled.

Nitrous oxide is readily prepared by
gently heating a quantity of powdered
ammonium nitrate in a flask or retort. The
flask or retort should be provided with
a delivery tube dipping under hot water.
The nitrous oxide gas is not very soluble
in hot water, and it will bubble through the
liquid and can be collected in an inverted
glass jar. You will not be able, however,
to store the gas for any length of time
since it will leak away from the collecting
jar.

For further particulars concerning nitrous
oxide, refer to any textbook of oi;ganic
chemistry.

(2) If perpetual motion in any form were
possible, we should be obtaining something
for nothing, for the reason that we should
be faced with a machine which continued
to do work without energy having to be
supplied to it. Such a thing, however, is
impossible.

In the instance which you mention, the
dynamo would not develop sufficient
electrical energy to operate the motor which
was intended to drive it. If you are at all
inclined to disbelieve this statement, try it
out and see !

SELENURETTED HYDROGEN
(1) " LJ OW can I make selenuretted

I I hydrogen ?
(2) " Has the star Nova Herculis been

examined with a spectroscope, if so, what
elements have been found on it ?

(3) " Do iron electrodes give off more
ultra -violet rays than the carbon arc, also,
if the voltage is increased in an arc light,
does it give more heat and increase the
power of the ultra -violet rays ?

(4) " Is there anything which when added
to mercury and then heated solidifies it ?

(5) " What colours reflect ultra -violet
and infra -red rays best ?

(6) " I have heard it said that all things
have a wavelength, if so, what is the wave-
length of potasium, oxygen, and hydrogen ?
Is it in metres or millimetres ? " (F. P.,
Herne Hill, London.)

(1)
HYDROGEN selenide or selenuretted

hydrogen, H2Se, may be obtained
fairly readily by acting on iron selenide with
dilute hydrochloric pr sulphuric acid. You
will have to make the iron selenide yourself,
since it is not commercially available. It
can be prepared by heating selenium and
iron filings to low redness, whereupon the
mixture will glow vividly and will subse-
quently cool down to a grey crystalline or
coke -like mass.

The hydrogen selenide obtained as above
will be contaminated with a quantity of
hydrogen, but this will not affect its
experimental properties in any way.

The gas should be prepared out of doors,
for it has a most irritating effect upon the
eyes and nose, as well, of course, as an
abominable smell.

(2) Most of the larger stars have now
been spectroscopically examined, parti-
cularly by the spectrographic sections of the
great American Observatories. Besides the
common elements, hydrogen, nitrogen,
carbon, iron, etc., which have been found
in the star, n-Herculis, traces of chemical
compounds, as, for example, certain hydro-
carbons (compounds of 'hydrogen and
carbon) have been detected. Similar com-
pounds have also been detected in the

atmosphere " of some comets.
(3) The arc obtained across a pair of iron

electrodes has fewer violet rays and more
ultra -violet radiations. Much, however,
as regards the intensity of the ultra -violet
radiation depends upon the design of the
electrodes, the intensity of the current,
etc. Excess current passing through an arc
is ordinarily productive of unwanted heat.
Above a certain maximum, if the current
intensity of an arc lamp is increased,
an increase in light radiation does not
occur.

(4) Strictly speaking, no. Mercury is a
liquid metal at all temperatures about'
38.8 deg. C. and nothing will solidify it
above that temperature.

At the same time, you can turn mercury
solid by adding about 50 per cent, of bis-
muth, or some other similar metal to it.
In this instance, however, the "'solidified
mercury " will not be pure mercury, but
an amalgam of mercury with the other
metal.

(5) From a practical point of view, a
light sky-blue tint is as good a reflector of
ultra -violet rays as any other colour. Some
white surfaces reflect ultra -violet rays well-
other white surfaces (as, for instance,
a surface painted over with Chinese White
-zinc oxide) actually absorb ultra -violet
rays.

Red surfaces are the befit reflectors of
infra -red rays.

(6) We are afraid that you have been
confused over this query. Material things,
such as potassium, oxygen and hydrogen,
cannot themselves possess wave -lengths for
the simple reason that they are not waves!
Usually speaking, the term " wave -length"
denotes the length of an ether wave
(measured from crest to crest). Light,
wireless radiations, radiant heat, are all
supposed to consist of waves in the ether.
Hence they dan be measured in terms of
" wave -lengths."
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NEW INVENTIONS
(Continued from page 457)

'Tis the voice of the sluggard, I heard
him complain,

' You have waked me too soon; I must
, slumber again.' "

Why not a clock on the cuckoo clock
principle which would perform the " cock's
shrill clarion "-the reveille of the farmyard?
Milk Safe
-rHE safety of milk has engaged the

I attention of more than one inventor.
I am not thinking of the purity of the liquid
but of the bottles of milk which, when the
sun is dusting the shadows from the
streets, are deposited upon our doorsteps.
The bottles are subject both to theft and
fracture. But a recently patented device
will frustrate the unprincipled folk who are
guilty of these misdemeanours. A species
of small milk safe fixed near the door of
the customer's house is opened by the
dairyman with a key.

As an inhabitant of Eire might put the
matter, it is a letter box for milk.
Cigarette Ring
IT has been said that you cannot do two

things at one and the same time.
Nevertheless, many people smoke while
they work. It is occasionally inconvenient
to hold a cigarette when the hand is required
for some other purpose. To enable one to
overcome this difficulty, a specially con-
trived finger ring has made its debut.
Attached to it is an arrangement which
grips a cigarette. This relieves the smoker
Of the necessity of continually laying down
a lighted cigarette. And incidentally it
contributes to the welfare of the material
upon which the cigarette happens to be
placed. It may prevent oak from being
involuntarily fumed.
Aerated Beds

rlA CERTAIN Sybarite, who belonged to
an ancient people proverbial for

luxurious living, could not rest one night.
Upon being asked why, he replied, " I
found a rose petal doubled under me and it
hurt me." Such a victim of self-indulgence
Would be intrigued by one of the latest
forms of the rubber mattress, which has
made its appearance in the United States.
Eliminating padding, springs, tufts and
buttons, it is eminently soft and its perfectly
smooth surface conforms to all sleeping
positions. Formed of sponge rubber, made
of latex, it is pierced by finger -sized holes
in an all-over pattern. This slumber cushion
is said to be 85 per cent. air and 15 per cent.
rubber, so that its weight is very much
lighter than the ordinary mattress. It
resembles a sponge, but instead of water
takes in and breathes out air. _One would
like to have with such a sleep -inducing
couch at least a nodding acquaintance.
Anti-Laddering Process

HE besetting sin of the artificial silk
I stocking is laddering. As the puncture

is to the motorist and cyclist, so is this
unwelcome series of textile rungs to the
fair pedestrian. A process for obviating
this undesigned open work has lately been
protected' by the British Patent Office.
A few particulars will give the ladies an
inkling of the method of attaining this
most desirable object.

The procedure includes steaming, immer-
sion in a bath containing a solution of alum
or aluminium sulphate, bathing in a soap
solution and rinsing in cold water followed
by ordinary washing.

It is claimed that this process renders the
fabric ladder -proof, fuses all the threads
and makes them more elastic.

I trust that the net result of this work
will be no network.

Handy For Legs
IF your chair or stool is not high enough,

you may soon be able to fix to the legs
a recently invented gadget which will raise
it to the desired altitude. Within limits,
more than one height is possible; but I
cannot guarantee that grandpapa's arm-
chair can be converted into a high chair for
the baby. At least this chair leg extender
enables one to be slightly elevated.

DYNAMO.

FIRE ENGINES
THROUGH THE AGES

(Continued from page 439)

flanged for the. reception of a two-way
breeching. One branch has a screwed
connection for the attachment of a 4 -in.
diameter suction hose and the other a
reducing piece to allow for direct coupling
to two separate street hydrants. Four
delivery outlets are each controlled by
shut -down valves and are with a round
thread gauge. The pump shaft is driven
from the second -speed wheel on the lay -
shaft of the getzbox and the control is oper-
ated by a hand lever from the driver's seat.

The " last word " in fire engines is
shown in Fig. 10 and it embodies all the
very latest in automobile design and fire-
fighting equipment. It has a six -cylinder
engine, which develops 115 b.h.p. whilst
the 'chassis has been specially constructed
for fire engine work. As will be noted, the
superstructure is totally enclosed. Two
rows of seats are provided at the forward
end for the accommodation of the driver
and a crew of six. The rear portion of the
van is divided into two horizontal com-
partments for the stowage of hose and
other gear. A door at the rear enables the
hose to be run out from the upper compart-
ment and at eacji side are two doors which
give access to both compartments. The

,Merryweather turbine pump is mounted at
the rear of the chassis and is capable of
delivering 850 gallons per minute at a
working pressure of 175 lb. per sq. in.

STARGAZING FOR
AMATEURS

(Continued from page 451)

his wife were about to take lunch when they
heard a rumbling sound. Suddenly, some-
thing struck the top of their house. They
rushed outside and saw steam rising from a
near -by ditch. From this they dug out the
main portion of an aerolite: and, under the
roof, they found another fragment too hot
to handle. The roaring sound lasted some
time and was so loud that a group of
mechanics working in the vicinity amid the
clatter of machinery, stopped work to
listen. On subsequent examination the
pieces of the "bolt from the blue" (which
happily were small) proved to be of the
same colour as the sky from which they fell.
Yellowish granular particles were however
mixed with the metallic substance.

Investigations into the possibility of our
Sun having a " companion ' like so many
of the other stars, have yielded negative
results. Ever since the discovery in 1915 of
Proxima, the companion to Alpha Centauri,
speculation has been rife regarding the
likelihood of another body, even closer,
that might be gravitationally linked with
our luminary. Mathematical deductions
demonstrate that such a star would have to
be single and at least one thousand times
less luminous than the Sun.

GO

Healthiest, most Thrilling
and Safest Sport

Do you know that motor boating
costs very little ? Surprisingly
little ! And no other pastime
offers such grand healthy fun and
real thrills with safety. A great
many Practical Mechanics
readers took up motor boating last
summer. Why don't you? It's
adventure ! It costs much less

than' motor
cycling.

Get our
catalogues of
Outboard
Motors,
Motor Boats,
dinghies,
canoes, laun-
ches, cruisers.

FREE MAGAZINE
To Practical Mechanics readers
who send for our catalogues we are
giving FREE a copy of our motor
boating magazine' Pleasures Ahoy "
-lavishly illustrated and filled with
interesting articles.

so ism lom mos INN 11=
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COUPON (P.M. MAY) POST to:
BRITISH MOTOR BOAT MFG. CO. LTD.,
Britannia House, Ampton St., London, NV.C.I

Please send me a FREE copy of " Pleasures Ahoy
and your Free catalogues of Outboard Motors, motor
boats, canoes, dinghies, etc.

I
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That fine high -gloss finish which every woodworker
desires to see upon his handiwork is more easily obtained
by using " Varnene," the finer oil varnish stain.
" Varnene " stains and varnishes in one operation.
The stain sinks deeply into the wood, leaving the
varnish to provide a high gloss through which the
natural beauty of grain and figuring in the wood is
clearly apparent. The fluidity of " Varnene " ensures
easy and even application, and the uniform distri-
bution of colour essential to a high-class finish.
" Varnene " will, not readily chip or scratch.
In Dark Oak, Walnut, Mahogany, Light Oak, Ebony Black and
Clear (Colourless) Varnish. From Handicraft Stockists, Iron-

mongers, Oilmen, Grocery and General Dealers.

TI NS 6d., I & I'6.

VARNENE
The finer OIL VARNISH STAIN

Chiswick Products, Ltd., London, W.4.

v. nu/57

JUBILEE
WORM DRIVE
HOSE CLIPS
The long -life clip with

the ever -tight grip
The Best Known

For Radiator Joints
Air, Oil, and Water
Hose Joints.
We guarantee a Tight

Joint
Stocked by all Gar ages
and Accessory Dealers.

L. ROBINSON & CO.,
25 London Chambers,
GILLINGHAM, KENT.

THE WESLEY SERVICE AIR RIFLE NI
NO LICENSE REQUIRED TO PURCHASE

wIliTP FOP
DESCRIETive
101.0GB Rooks,

Rabbits, Rats,
Sparrows and similar

in can be destroyed by this .-
extremely accurate and powerful Air Rifle

Ideal for Target Practice,
ALIBRE 22..177 Wilt Leofsight end Peeps* t

WESLEY & SCOTT La. 106 WEAMAN STREET, SIRNINGHAN.

BLUSHING
FREE to all sufferers, particulars of

a 'proved home treatment that
quickly removes all embarrassment, and per-
manently cures blushing and flushing of the
face and neck. Enclose stamp to pay postage to
Mr. M. Temple (Specialist), " Palace House,"
128 Shaftesbury Avenue (2nd Floor), London,
W.I. (Est. 37 years.)

LUTON MINOR
with 35-b.p. LUTON ANZANI, Dual

£40. Semi -manufactured, £75.
Startr, £225. Materials,

Bloc Prints. £5.
LUTON AIRCRAFt LTD., Phoenix Works, Gerrards Cross.

BOOK RECEIVED

The Amateur Guncraftsman, by James V.
Howe (Funk & Wagnalls Company, 17s. 6d.
net).

THE Title Page describes this book as
a practical handbook for those who

like guns. It is intended to interest the
beginner and inspire him to become a per-
mament citizen of the fascinating realm of
guncraftsmanship. The ;book deals with
The initial Trial; Choosing a Location;
The Necessary Tools; Getting 'Acquainted

with the Tools ; Instruments, Aims and
Methods; Woods for the Craftsman;
Selecting the Gunstock Design; The Inlet-,
ting of Actions; The Exterior Form; The
Final Finish; Lines and Diamonds; Wood
Engraving; Simplified Bluing Methods;
Selecting Arms for Remodelling; Gun -
Barrel Alterations; The A.B.C. of Shotgun
Facts; Practical Trigger Details; What to
Do with Handguns; Attaching Sights and
Telescopes ; Metal Decoration ; Elementary
Metallurgy. It is illustrated by a number
of practical diagrams, and should certainly
be purchased by all those interested in
guns. It is well indexed, contains formulae
for browning gun barrels and deals especially
with the care of the gun.

AROUND THE TRADE
An Amazing Offer

NEW TIMES SALES CO. are making a
special offer which will appeal to all

wireless experimenters. They are supplying
three 2 -volt battery valves (list value
£1 15s.) for 5s. 6d. complete with valve -
holders and suitable circuits in which the
valves may be included. The valves com-
prise two S.G.H.F.'s and one output, pen-
tode packed in original cartons

Radio as a Career
THERE are many radio enthusiasts who

would, no doubt, be glad of the oppor-
tunity of improving their knowledge of
radio, servicing or television, and the
Technical and Commercial Radio College
offer excellent opportunities for those who
wish to make radio their career. The
Courses are particularly'comprehensive and
thoroughly up-to-date, and the fact that a
student can study in the privacy of his own
home, at whatever hours suit him best, is of
great convenience to all those whose work-
ing hours are irregular. Readers interested
should make further inquiries regarding
method of tuition from the Technical and
Commercial Radio College, Fairfax House,
High Holborn, London, W.C.1.

New Showrooms
I ONDON model railway enthusiasts will lx
I- interested to know that Mills Bros. (Model
Engineers), Ltd., St. Mary's Road, Sheffield,
makers of Milbro Models, are opening show-
rooms at 2 Victoria Colonnade, Victorie
House, Southampton Row, W.C.2.

Luton Minor Insurance
TIIIRD party insurance is compulsory

for the Luton Minor light aeroplane.
the construction of which was described in
our issues for October, November, Decem-
ber, 1937, and January and February, 1938.
Policies so far taken out have cost £7 10s.
per annum, the insured bearing the first
£5 of every claim. This insurance may best
be effected through Luton Aircraft Ltd..
Phoenix Works, Gerrards Cross, Bucks.

Registration, which is non -recurring,
costs £1 Is. Application is normally made
to the Air Ministry, who supply a form for
completion and return, together with the
fee. The permit to fly is issued with the
registration, provided the insurance policy
is submitted to the Air Ministry for examin-
ation. The above company will be pleased
to arrange registration for constructors
without any additional charge.

TWO NEW TWIN
TRAIN MODELS

FOR SEASON
1938 9

(Above) A scale  length bop,
corridor coach which is fitted with

internal lighting.

(Left) A scale model of the L.M.S.
4-6-2 Princess Elizabeth.
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BUY, EXCHANGE OR SELL
Advertisements are accepted for these columns at 3d. per word (minimum 12 words at 3s.-advertisements of less than 12 words are
charged at the minimum rate of 3s.) subject to a discount of 24% for 6 consecutive monthly insertions or 5% for 12 consecutive monthly
insertions. TERMS:-Cash with order. Cheques, Postal Orders, etc., should be made payable to George Newnes, Ltd. The Proprietors
reserve the right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their discretion. All advertisements must be received on or before the 5th of the
month preceding date of publication and should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, " Practical Mechanics," George Newnes

Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand., W.C.2.

CANOES
OWN A BOAT or canoe this year. Home kits from

27/6. Completed craft of all types also. List stamp.
Trade. Metacraft (P), Christchurch, Hants. London
Stockist : Lewis, Weybridge Station, Surrey. Ireland :
Hammond, 104 Middle Abbey Street, Dublin.

CINEMATOGRAPHY
ART CINE FILMS. Exclusive 9.5 -mm. and

16 -mm. Projectors from 35/-. Cine Cameras 75/-.
Used Bargains. Part Exchanges. Catalogue Free.-
P. M. Dane, 64 Stanley Street, Liverpool, 1.

CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS. Standard Size
from 6d. 100 feet. Machines, Accessories. Sample
Films 1/- and 2/6 post free. Catalogues free.-

, "Filmeries," 57 Lancaster Road, Leytonstone, E.11.
WANTED IMMEDIATELY for CASH -,--Small

lathes, precision tools, fractional A.C. motors-
Microscopes, telescopes, binoculars-Modern cameras
and enlargers-Home-cine films, cameras and pro-
jectors. Highest cash prices paid.-Frank, 67 Salt -
market, Glasgow.

CLOCK MOVEMENTS
CLOCK MOVEMENTS of every description ready

for cases. Lists and hints on case making post free.-
Needham, 25 Stratton Road, Manchester, 16.

ELECTRICAL
SURPLUS ELECTRICAL PLANT- Battery

Chargers, A.C., D.C. Motors, Converters, Polishing
Grinders, Circuit Breakers, 35 -mm. Cinematograph.
Guaranteed. List Free.--Easco, 18pm, Brixton
Road, S.W.9.

A.C. MOTORS. REPULSION or
CAPACITOR, All voltages, £2/2/6 each. D.C. £1/2/6.
-Johnson Engineering, 86 Great Portland Street,
W.1.

SUPER A.C. MOTORS. Brand New, 1/10 h.p.,
30/-; h.p., 38/6; h.p., 38/6; 3' h.p., 55/-; larger
sizes. Electric Tools, Machines, Pumps, Compressors,
etc.-John P. Steel, Clyde Street Mills, Bingley.

ENGINES
8-h.p. ENGINE, 15/, Austin 7 Chassis. Paths

Projector. -48, Warmington Road, Sheldon, Iiirming-
ham.-

ENGINEERING
MODEL parts machined, Light Engineering

Repairs. Estimates free.-LEWIS GATENBY,
Engineer, 205, Wakefield Road, Moldgreen, Hudders-
field.

LITERATURE

CALVERTS MECHANICS YEAR BOOK, 1938.
Oyer 190 pages. Illustrated Workshop Hints and
Calculations. 8d. post free.-Endsor & Co., Progress
House, 75 Wood Street, Manchester, 3.

12,000 American, Mechanix, Inventors, Scientific
Magazines, Books. Samples, 2/6; Catalogue, 2d.-
G. A. Final, 15 Nashleigh Hi1L Chesham.

MICROSCOPY
THE MICROSCOPE. The British Journal of

Microscopy and Photomicrography, ls. monthly. All
Newsagents, or I s. Id., post free, from The Microscope,
20/21 Took's Court, London, E.C.4.

Price
23 - 3 -0

Machine
Vice 11/...

The' ADEPT' Bench Hand Shaper
Length of stroke of ram, 31 ins.; Length of

cross travel of slide, 3 ins; Size of Table,
41 ins. - 4 ins.; Rise and fall of Table,
2 ins.; Vertical feed of tool slide, if Ins.;
Maximum distance between tool and table,
3 ins.; Weight, TS lb. Also the 'Adept'

No. 2B.H. Shaper, 6i -in. stroke.
Price £6-2-13.

NannfaiEured by
F. W. PORTASS

SELLERS STREET, SHEFFIELD

BEM CHEMISTRY
BUILD UP A HOME LABORATORY
A first essential is a good supply of test
tubes of all sizes. We therefore offer a

TEST TUBE SET
which consists of 3 nests, each containing

the following sizes :
x y 4 tr 41" x 2" 2/6 CARR.l5' x x I" 6" x I PAID.

Together with a brush for cleaning.
Booklet of tested experiments 6d. post free.

Catalogue sent free on request.

BECK (slcotntizw?nel.L. nA ,,,600n,d oHni, 74 76.1

WHY BE THIN?
DOCTORS RECOMMEND

VITAEPON (BRAND)
The Proven Remedy for Thin and Run-down Folk
A Customer writes:

" I have gained 20* lbs. in healthy muscle from your
cow -se of Vitaepon. I am not ashamed to show my
physique anywhere."
Vitaepon is the original remedy for thinness. Refuse

all cheap substitutes.
Order through any high-class chemist or send

P.O. direct to:
WESTCOTT & CO. (Dept. P.M.)
37 Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, London, W.I.
A Week's treatment costs 3/-, or 15/- for full six
weeks' course. A new book on " Thinness: Its Cause
and Cure," sent free with every six weeks' course.

Vitaepon is harmless to heart and digestion.

U

U S P

"Easily the Best Soldering
FluidObtainable."This state-
ment by a regular user of
" BAKER'S " expresses the
general opinion of the Motor
and Engineering Trades.
Sold in 6d., 1/- and 1/6 tins,

also in bulk.

Si,

SIR W. BURNETT & Co (CHEMICALS) LIMITED
GREAT WEST 110A0.1StEWOr14,..141012p.SET,

MAKE MORE MONEY
£3 to £6 weekly can be earned at home in a wonder-
ful business of your own. No matter where you live
you can commence to make money in your spare or
whole time. No risk, canvassing or experience
required. A wonderful opportunity for anyone
wishing to add pounds to their income. Particulars
stamp.
BALLARD, York House, 12 Hambrook Road,

LONDON, 8.E.25.

OUR ADVICE BUREAU

COUPON
This coupon is available until May 31, 1938, and
must be attached to all letters containing queries,
together with 3 penny stamps. A stamped

addressed envelope must also be enclosed.
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, MAY, 1938.

MICROSCOPY (continued)
MICROSCOPIC OBJECTS-unmounted, pre-

pared. Assorted packet, 2/-. Mounted Slides stocked.
-Leng, 183 Manchester Drive, Leigh -on -Sea.

FOR ALL OPTICAL instruments, new and second-
hand.-MACKETT & COMPANY, Engineers, Manu-
facturers, 51 Miller's Road, Brighton.

MISCELLANEOUS
CHEAP GOVERNMENT WIRE ! ! !-Great for

training fruit trees, peas, beans, roses, arches, green-
houses, tomatoes, raspberries; tying, fencing, etc.
Strong, flexible, steel -stranded, and waterproof covered.
Several thicknesses, from 17/6 mile (full 1,780 yards).
Small lots quoted. Postcard to -day for free samples
and list of 300 bargains.-GREEN'S GOVERNMENT
STORES, 291 Albert Street, Lytham.

" PHOTO-ENGRAVING."-A practical Hand-
book with complete set of materials for engraving
printing blocks, 4/6.-Industries, 2 Waldegrave Park,
Twickenham.

TELESCOPES Reflecting, refracting. Parts
supplied. All classes instrument work undertaken,
repaired. Established 50 -years.-Irvings', 258 Kingston
Road, Teddington.

A 20 -TON STOCK of surplus Instruments,
Magnet, Resistance, ete., Wire. Low prices.-London
Electric Firm, Croydon.

3" AND 3y2" CENTRE LATHES. Finest value
ever offered. List stamp.-QUEEN'S ENGINEER-
ING, 60, Queen's Road, London, S.W.8.

MODELS
EVERYTHING FOR electrical rewinds and re-

pairs. Screws, nuts, and washers for model engineers.
Lists free.-Lumen Electric Liverpool,
21.

FOR MODEL AI EXPERIMENTAL WORK
send your requirements to-Models, 1 Waverley
Place, Salisbury, Wilts.

MODEL ENGINES
AERO ENGINE SETS.-Baby aero castings as

low as 5/9. Tiptop % h.p. sets, water or air-cooled 9/9.
Charging dynamos, ball -bearing enclosed, from 8
amps., 15/-i Boat propellers, tubes, fittings. Castings
made in any metal. Instructive, interesting catalogue
3d. Write-Butler's, Profit -Sharing Works, Wade
Street, LittleoVer, Derby.

MODEL -MAKING
MEN -BOYS. Make models, noveltiesfor us. Good

pay. Particulars, samples 6d.-H. Elliott, 23 Mass -
house Lane, Birmingham 5.

MONEY -MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
MONEY -MAKING AGENCY for anyone. Large

profits, also bonus. Particulars free.-Richfords, Ltd.,
8a Snow Hill, London.

ADDED INCHES
are Important To -day

and they are easily attained
with one box of Challone,"s
Famous Formula.

H.T.N. TABLETS
and easy system; well tried and
safe. No strenuous exercises or
old-fashioned appliances. If one
box is insufficient we guarani
tee to supply another FREE.
G. Y. (Watford) writes: "I have
never had confidence in any
system till I tried yours, now I've
gained in height, weight and
fitness." Full particulars lid.
Sample ltd. Book on height
improvement 3d., stamps or P.O.
only. Sent under plain sealed
cover.

THE CHALLONER CO. (late Bond Street), Dept. R19,
Laboratory and Works, Hyde Heath, Amersham, Bucks.
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BUY, EXCHANGE OR SELL
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

BAND GUIDE. Hints on the Bugle, Drum, Flute,
Staff Parade formation, etc. Free, post paid.-
Potter's (Manufacturers), West Street, London, W.C.2.

PATENTS
REGINALD W. BARKER & CO. (Established

1886), 56 Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4 -Patent and
Trade Mark Booklets Gratis. -

PATENTS AND INVENTIONS
WE SUCCESSFULLY SELL inventions, patented

and unpatented. Write for proof, and tell us what you
have for sale.-Chartered Institute of American
Inventors, Dept. 104, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

PHOTOGRAPHY
" PANTOGRAPHS " make large accurate draw-

ings from small photographs, etc., easily. 1/ -.-Cooke,
33 Hawthorn Road, Levenshulme, Manchester.

E5fifiworth, good, heap Photo Materials, Films,
""Plates, Cards, Papers, Chemicals, Catalogue

and 4 Samples free.-Hackett's Works, July Road,
Liverpool 6.

DON'T TAKE RISKS. Good developers mean
good results. Our reliable stock developers keep twelve
months after mixing. Satisfaction certain to amateurs
and professionals. Best developers ever put on the
market. Makes two pints strong developer. 6d. each,
6 for 2/3, 12 for 4/-. Post free.-Hackett's Works,
July Road, Liverpool 6.

PHOTOGR4,PHIC MATERIALS. Plates, Films,
papers, etc. Keen prices. Factory fresh always.
Interesting money -saving lists free.-" KIMBER'S,"
105 Queen's Road, Brighton.

SITUATIONS VACANT
G.P.O. ENGINEERING DEPT. (no experienc,

required). Commencing 0/13/0 per week. Age 18-23.
Excellent prospects. Free details of Entrance
from B.I.E.T. (Dept. 579), 17-19 Stratford Place,
London, W.1.

1938 EDITION-FREE. AMBITIOUS ENGIN-
EERS. Our new 268 -page Handbook shows clearly
how to secure a recognised qualification, such as
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.1.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.W.T.,
A.M.I.R.E. We guarantee " NO PASS=. -NO FEE."
Our book outlines over 150 Exams., and courses in all
branches of Civil, Mech., Elec., Motor, Radio, Tele-
vision and Aero Engineering, Building, Government
employment, etc. In your own interests, we advise
you to send for your copy of this enlightening Hand-
book to -day - FREE and without obligation.
- BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY, 140, Shakespeare House, 17.19,
Stratford Place, London, W.L.

G.P.O. ENGINEERINq. Exceptional opportun-
ities for young men age 18-23. Commence 0 13s.
per week, increasing to over £12 weekly. No experi-
ence required. FREE details of entrance require-
ments from C.C. (Dept. 275), 335 High Holborn,
W.C.1.

DRAUGHTSMEN. Numerous vacancies in
Engineering, Building, G.P.O., etc., for men age 17-40.
Experience unnecessary if willing to learn. Details of
openings, salaries, etc., FREE on application to
(Dept. 372), Staple Inn Bldgs., W.C.1.

NERVOUSNESS
Every nerve sufferer should send for my interesting
book, which describes a simple, inexpensive home treat-
ment for Self-consciousness, Blushing, Depression,
Worry, Insomnia, Weak Nerves, Morbid fears, and

. similar nervous disorders. This wonderful book will
be sent in a plain sealed envelope to any sufferer without
charge or obligation. Write NOW and learn how
to conquer your nervousness before it conquers you!

HENRY J. RIVERS (LIT%) 40 LamLONIal/M1

INCREASED HEIGHT
increases your Efficiency
Short people suffer from all inferiority complex which precludes
them from making full use of their mental and physical powers.
You can be taller-and I will show you how-FREE OF
CHARGE. I will send you, wherever you live, Presentation
Copies of my Three Illustrated Booklets, which will make you
Taller, Stronger and Healthier. Enclose Bpd. stamp. (Please
mention Sex as there ate Spaniel Books for Ladies.)
P. CARNE, P.M., RHIWBINA, CARDIFF, WALES

SITUATIONS VACANT (contd.)

WIRELESS CAREERS
Increased Salaries and Pensions make Radio a profit-
able and interesting profession. We train students
for all branches and guarantee appointments. Britain's
leading Colleges. Boarders accepted. Write for free

prospectus.

WIRELESS COLLEGE,
COLWYN BAY

or Wireless College, Calmore, - Southampton.

STAMPS
APPROVAL BOOKS containing 1,000 really good

stamps at 5/- per hundred. specially prepared for
junior collectors, also , better ones.-"Duplicates,"
54 The Downs, Altrincham, Cheshire.

TOOLS

10,000 Taps, Whit.; B.S.F. , A" to 4"; also B.A.
0 to 8, in Tapers; Seconds and Plugs, usual price 6d. to
9d. each, clearing at 3s. per doz., any sizes.-Below.

3,000 High Speed Twist Drills, -31.z" to A", actual value
from 5d. to Sd. each. Bargain 2s. doz.-Below.

Bright Mild Steel, round, square, hexagon, flat, to 1"
distil., 5s. bundle. Very good bargain.-Below.

Finest Quality Tool Steel, Round, Bright, 4" to r
diam., 4 lb., 26.6d. ; larger sizes, 8 lb., 4s. Costs 2s. lb.-
Below.

Is. 9d. any lot. Wonderful Value.
One Gross Bright Steel Hex. Bolts with nuts.
One Gross Bright Steel Whit. Screws, ii,sorted, 4" to
One Gross Bright Steel Chamfered Washers, /" to r.
Three Gross Wood Screws to 3" long.
Dozen Assorted Files, 4" to 6".
Six Assorted Files, Ii" to 12".
Three Assorted Files, 12" to 14".
Six Assorted Grinding Wheels, 2" to 24" diam.
Dozen Twist Drills, /18." to j" diam. Best quality.
Three Dozen Assorted Springs to 3" long.
Grinding Wheels, Carborundum, about 6" by 1" wide,

1" hole.
Three Hex. Die Nuts, Cycle Thread, 134", 4",?4".
Three Slitting Saws, 21" diam., to gi" thick.
Four M.M. Dies, a" diam.
Dozen Assorted Taps.

Square Tool Holder, with H.S. Tool.
Dozen Fine Emery Wheels.
2 Doz. Hack -saw Blades, ti", 10", or 12".
Two H.S. Tap Fluting Cutters, 14 diam.-Below.
2s. 9d. any lot.
Set Five 1" Round Dies, 4", lir", i", 4,,r", 4". In Whit.,

11.S.F.; Brass 26 Thread.
Set Five Taps any above Thread.
0 to Drill Chuck, More Taper or half -inch Straight

Shank.
Dos. Tool Makers' Needle Files.
Doz. Drills, *" to g".
Three Pieces g Sq. H.S. Steel. 34" long. Hardened.
One each f", 1" Whit. Taper Taps.
18 Assorted Flexible Shaft Grinding Wheels, 1" to 1"

diam.-Below.
4s. any lot.
16 Lengths Silver Steel, ltg" to r Round.
Dozen Superfine Swiss Files.
2 Doz. Files, 4" to 10".
Taper, 2nd and Plug Taps, Whit., -Fe, 4", 15e " 4".
Set. Hex. Die -Nuts, 4", 4", 4", 1', Whit, or
Dozen Flat Files, S" to 12".-Below.
Power Hack -saw, 1" wide, 12", 2s. 6d.; 14", 3s. 6d.

dozen.-Below.
Carborundum Grinding Wheels, 9" diameter, 1" wide,

1" hole, General Tool Use, 5s. each; 14" wide, gs.; 14",
8s. 6d.; also 4" wide, 4" hole, 3", 9d.; 34", Is.; 4",
Is. 3d.; ditto, 4" wide, 34" diameter, 10d., with f" or
4" hole. Also Coarser Wheels, 1" wide, 1" and 14" hole,
5", Is.; 6", Is. ikl.; 7", 2s. 6d.; 8", 3s.-Below.

400 dozen Tool-makers' Needle Flies. An absolute
necessity for small work. Clearing at 2s. 9d. per dozen
assorted shapes.-Below.

J. BURKE. 30 TRIPPET LANE, SHEFFIELD.

TOOLS (continued)
000 Morse Taper Sleeves, 1-2, Is. 6d.; 2-3, ls. 10d.;

3-4, 2s. 6d. Best quality, ground finish, British made,
-Below.

7,000 Boxes Small Screws, Nuts, Bolts from Ile to
4", in Brass and Steel. These are really a wonderful
assortment, including Plated Screws and, Bolts, Castle
Nuts, etc., approx 500 parts; a necessity to every re-
pairer or builder of small mechanical parts. A bargain
worth snapping up, 2s. 9d. per box.-Below.

1,000 Fine Emery Wheels, 2" to 4" dlam., 4" hole, 4" to
," thick, slightly used, but quite serviceable, ls. 6d. per

1,700 Die -stocks to take #" diam. Round Dies, all
bright finish, usual price ls. 3d. each, clear at 6d. each,
45. 6d. per doz. Why bother Changing Dies ?-Below.

New Sheffield Files, 6" to 12". Three Doz. Engineers'
-assorted, 10s. ; wonderful value; carr. for., or paid with

order.-Below.
Special Large Purchase of Tungsten Steel Hack -saw

Blades, 8", 9", 10", 12", with 14 to 12 teeth per inch; the
cost of these blades in the ordinary way is from His.
to 22s. per gross. Secure a stock now, Els. 6d. per gross,
7s. 6d. per gross in'three-gross lots; sample orders, 10d.
per doz. Guaranteed superior Sheffield'quality.-Below.

Please Note : £1 orders and above only are post
paid; small orders please allow for postage. Steel Bars.
Carriage Forward.-Below.

J. BURKE, 30 TRIPPET LANE, SHEFFIELD.

DRILLS for the EngineeringrShipbuilding, Aircraft,
Motor, Accessories and Model trades. Every size from
.0010" to 3".-Grayson, below.

DRILLS for Metal, Wood, Bakelite, Erinoict,
Xylonite, Glass, etc.-Grayson, below.

TAPS, Dies, Reamers, Punches, hardened toolholder
Bits, Files, Hacksaws.-Grayson, below.

APPLY for lists, also of large stock of new guaranteed
tools at reduced prices.-GRAYSON & COMPANY,
300, Campo Lane, Sheffield.

BRAND NEW POWER TOOLS of quality.
10 in. Bandsaws, 54/-. Jigsaws, 22/6. Planing
Machines, 80/-. Bench Drills, 11/-. Circular Saws,
from 25/-. 3 in. S.C. Toolroorn Lathes, from £4 16s.
New 1 in. Chromium Plated Micrometers, 12/6. Electric
Drills, 32/6. Grinders, Spray Plants, Guns, Air Com-
pressors, etc.-John P. Steel, Clyde St. Mills, Bingley.

MYFORD 34 -In. AND 3 t% -In. LATHES. Complete
motorising equipment is now available, efficient and
inexpensive. Ask your Tool Merchant for full details.-
Myford Eng. Co., Ltd., Beeston, Notts.

WANTED
-MOULD MAKER for small, solid, and hollow lead

casting.-Write Box No. 131, c/o PRACTICAL
MECHANICS.

WATCHMAKING
WATCH AND CLOCK REPAIRS. Everything

for the watch, clock and model maker. Large stock
of watches, clocks, and clock movements, etc. Whole-
sale prices. List 3d.-Blakiston & Co., Ainsdale,
Southport.

WOODWORK
CABINET HARDWOODS, Oak, Mahogany, Ash,

Whitewood, Ply -woods. Lowest Prices. Send Cutting
Lists.-Wilfred Parr & Co., March Works, Lancaster
Road, Leytonstone, E.11.

FOYLES
Booksellers To The World

Enrolments token for the Scientific Book Club
119-125 CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2

Telephone: Gerrard 5660 (14 lines)

So easy to SHAPE YOUR NOSE
Trados Modal No.25 (British Patent) corrects
all ill.shaped noses quickly, painlessly
and permanently. Only device of precise
adjustment. Over 100,000 satisfied users.
For years recommended by physicians.
Write for free booklet, testimonials and
money back guarantee terms.
A sample of M T 's A B A Lotion for Red
Noses, Blackheads, Enlarged Pore. and
other skin eruptions will be sent for 64.
Price per bottle 3s. 04.. through chemists
or direct from
IL TERM! (D2401. 45 !tattoo Oaths.

London. E.C.1.


